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Abstract
Ferroic materials play an increasingly important role in novel (nano-)electronic applications.
Recently, research on domain walls (DWs) received a big boost by the discovery of DW
conductivity in bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3) and lead zirconate titanate (Pb(ZrxTi1−x)O3)
ferroic thin films. These achievements open a realistic and unique perspective to
reproducibly engineer conductive paths and nanocontacts of sub-nanometer dimensions into
wide-bandgap materials. The possibility to control and induce conductive DWs in insulating
templates is a key step towards future innovative nanoelectronic devices [1].
This work focuses on the investigation of the charge transport along conductive DWs
in ferroelectric single crystals. In the first part, the photo-induced electronic DC and AC
charge transport along such DWs in lithium niobate (LNO) single crystals is examined.
The DC conductivity of the bulk and DWs is investigated locally using piezoresponse
force microscopy (PFM) and conductive AFM (c-AFM). It is shown that super-bandgap
illumination (λ ≤ 310 nm) in combination with (partially) charged 180° DWs increases the
DC conductivity of the DWs up to three orders of magnitude compared to the bulk. The
DW conductivity is proportional to the charge of the DW given by its inclination angle
α with respect to the polar axis. The latter can be increased by doping the crystal with
magnesium (0 to 7 mol%) or reduced by sample annealing.
The AC conductivity is investigated locally utilizing nanoimpedance microscopy (NIM)
and macroscopic impedance measurements. Again, super-bandgap illumination increases
the AC conductivity of the DWs. Frequency-dependent measurements are performed to
determine an equivalent circuit describing the domains and DWs in a model system. The
mixed conduction model for hopping transport in LNO is used to analyze the frequency-
dependent complex permittivity.
Both, the AC and DC results are then used to establish a model describing the transport
along the conductive DW through the insulating domain matrix material.
In the last part, the knowledge obtained for LNO is applied to study DWs in lithium
tantalate (LTO), barium titanate (BTO) and barium calcium titanate (BCT) single crystals.
Under super-bandgap illumination, conductive DWs are found in LTO and BCT as well,
whereas a domain-specific conductivity is observed in BTO.
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1 Introduction
Ferroelectricity was first observed by J. Valasek in Rochelle salt in 1920 [2, 3].
Upon this initial discovery, various other ferroelectric materials have been identified.
Typical ferroelectric single crystals are lithium niobate (LiNbO3, LNO, [4]), barium
titanate (BaTiO3, BTO, [5]) or lithium tantalate (LiTaO3, LTO, [4]). In addition,
ferroelectric thin films such as bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3, BFO, [6]) and lead zirconate
titanate (Pb(ZrxTi1−x)O3, PZT, [7]) as well as ferroelectric polymers (polyvinylidene
fluoride, PVDF, [8]) have gained interests for emerging application. Initially,
ferroelectric oxides, especially BTO ceramics , were used as dielectric media in
capacitors for the electronic industry. Subsequently, the field of application rapidly
extended to actuators, piezoelectric transducers and pyroelectric detectors [9].
Upon the possibility to prepare ferroelectric domains in a distinct pattern using
structured electrodes [10], more applications have been realized. The most prominent
examples are the non-volatile ferroelectric random access memory (FeRAM, [11, 12]),
periodically poled LNO nonlinear optical crystals for efficient frequency conversion
[13], and densely arranged nanometer-sized domains for data storage [14–16]. Further
applications and prospects are summarized in the review article of J. Scott [17].
Most of the examples mentioned utilize the properties of the ferroelectric domains
solely. However, the interface between two adjacent domains, a so-called domain
wall (DW), is intrinsically very thin (in the order of unit cells or few nm) [18–
25] making it an interesting feature for the integration into nanodevices. DWs
strongly affect the electronic, magnetic, mechanical, or optical material properties
on different length scales due to local symmetry breaking. A first exploiting of
the DW properties was done by ferroelectric lithography. The DWs, e.g. in LNO,
serve as a template for a DW-specific decoration with nanomaterials and subsequent
functionalization to form complex nanostructures [26–34]. In 2009, an increased
conductivity of the DWs compared to the insulating domain matrix was found in BFO
thin films by J. Seidel et al. [35]. This finding motivated further research resulting
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in the discovery of conductive DWs in several other ferroelectric materials [1, 36–39].
Future applications of such conductive DWs include nanoscale strain sensors with
direct electric readout, nanoscale switches, and memory devices by moving conductive
DWs in between two electrodes [40, 41] analogous to the magnetic DW racetrack
memory [42].
An additional field of interest is the interaction of ferroelectric materials with light,
especially on the nanoscale [43]. Many effects triggered by light interactions are
known in ferroelectric materials [2, 44–48]. However, investigation focused rather on
the macroscale than on the nanoscale properties. Recent technological developments
paved the way to investigate the light-matter interactions on the nanoscale. One
example of light interaction with a DW is the anomalous photo-voltaic effect in
BFO thin films. In contrast to conventional photo-voltaics in semiconductors, the
DWs give rise to a new mechanism, explained by structural driven steps of the
electrostatic potential, separating the excited electron-hole pairs. Hence, a photo-
voltage significantly higher than the bandgap of BFO results [49–51] which might be
useful for future solar-energy generation [52].
This thesis presents measurements on the influence of light on the conductivity
properties of DWs and domains in LNO, LTO, BTO, and BCT single crystals.
It could be proven that inclined charged DWs form conductive channels through
the crystal upon super-bandgap illumination. Consequently, these DWs have the
potential to serve as nanocontacts in an insulating bulk matrix. In contrast to BFO
thin films, the materials used are well known ferroelectric materials, and are already
commercially available. Hence, the DWs can easily be engineered into bulk wafers
with nanometer precision and subsequent utilized to macroscopically contact nano-
objects for a variety of applications in nanoscience and nanotechnology. A further
advantage is the ability to switch the conductivity of the DWs on and off as well
as to tune it by the absorption of suitable photons [1]. It was shown that the
DWs were inclined with respect to the polar axis leading to a stable charged head-
to-head DW. The inclination angle α determines the DW charge, and hence, the
number of accumulated free (photo-excited) charge carriers screening the DW charge.
Those charge carriers contribute to the electronic transport leading to an increased
DW conductivity. Furthermore, the conductivity of the DWs is adjustable by
magnesium doping, sample annealing, and manipulation with an AFM tip influencing
the inclination of the DW in the bulk.
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The thesis is structured as follows: In chapter 2, the basic physical fundamentals are
presented. An introduction to ferroelectrics with the main focus on the properties
of lithium niobate is given. Furthermore, the concepts of the used measurement
techniques are introduced, namely atomic force microscopy and impedance mea-
surements. In chapter 3, the different ferroelectric samples investigated and the
sample preparation methods will be explained. The DW properties were studied
utilizing experimental setups, including local AFM techniques (such as piezoresponse
force microscopy, conductive AFM and nanoimpedance microscopy) and macroscopic
impedance measurements in combination with different (UV) light sources. The
results will be presented in chapter 4 and 5. In chapter 4, local DC and AC
conductivity measurements on the nanoscale as well as macroscopic impedance data
were used to analyze the transport behavior of (partially) charged 180° DWs in LNO
upon super-bandgap illumination. Lithium tantalate, barium titanate and barium
calcium titanate single crystals are examined in the chapter 5 applying the knowledge
obtained from LNO. Finally, a summary is given in chapter 6 to briefly review the
results, and to suggest possible directions for further research.
3

2 Fundamentals
2.1 Ferroelectricity
2.1.1 Basics
All crystals can be classified by their crystal symmetry properties shown in Fig. 2.1.
From the known 32 crystal classes, 21 of them are non-centrosymmetric. A subgroup
of this class are piezoelectric materials are called polar having a polar axis. The
piezoelectric effect in such crystals leads to a polarization (and thus a voltage)
whenever an external mechanical tensile or compressive stress is applied. Pyroelectric
materials characterized by a temperature-dependent remanent polarization constitute
a subset of the piezoelectric materials. If this remanent polarization is switchable
between 2 or more stable states, the crystal is ferroelectric.
32 crystal classes
11 crystal classes
centrosymmetric
21 crystal classes
non-centrosymmetric
1 crystal class
non-piezoelectric
20 crystal classes
piezoelectric
10 crystal classes
non-pyroelectric
10 crystal classes
pyroelectric
non-ferroelectric ferroelectric
Figure 2.1: Classification of ferroelectric materials (adapted from [53]).
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A common property of ferroelectric materials is a switchable, permanent
polarization ~P in the absence of an applied external electrical field ~Eext. To achieve
such a polarization in the crystal, a distortion of the unit cell is required. This
distortion leads to a displacement of ions from their initial positions in the unit cell,
which results in the development of spatially non-coinciding positively and negatively
charged centers q− and q+. These charge centers are separated by a distance ~l, and
build up an electrical dipole moment. The polarization of a single unit cell is defined
as the dipole moment per sample volume:
~p =
q ·~l
V
. (2.1)
All unit cells of the crystal sum up to a total macroscopic polarization ~P :
~P =
n
∑
i=1
~pi. (2.2)
An additional property of ferroelectric materials is the switchable polarization by
applying an external electric field ~E. This behavior can be studied in a P -E plot,
where a typical hysteresis loop is visible (see Fig. 2.2) [3]. A time-dependent electric
field ~E(t) is applied to the ferroelectric material, and the resulting polarization ~P
is measured. Usually, the field is applied along one polar axis of the material, and
the polarization in this direction is measured. Here, ~E and ~P are projected onto the
polar axis c and are treated as scalar values. When no field is applied, the system has
a remanent polarization PR which can be oriented in one of two directions, whereas
the polarization can be switched into the opposite direction upon application of the
coercive field EC. The spontaneous polarization PS can be extrapolated for high
electrical fields (dotted line in Fig. 2.2) corresponding to the single-domain state.
Typically, the hysteresis loop is measured with the Sawyer-Tower circuit [54].
At the atomic level, the application of an electrical field leads to a displacement of
ions in the unit cells. Assisted by the applied field, the ions can move from one stable
position to another corresponding to ions in a double-well potential. These positions
represent the polarization states of the unit cell. Unit cells with identical polarization
form a so-called ferroelectric domain. If a ferroelectric is heated above its Curie
temperature TC, a phase transition takes place. Above this temperature, the material
6
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P
E
PS
PR
- PR
-EC EC
Figure 2.2: Ferroelectric hysteresis loop: Polarization P as a function of the applied
electrical field E with PR as remanent polarization without external field, EC as coercive
field, and PS as spontaneous polarization corresponding to the single-domain state (adapted
from [55]).
loses its ferroelectric properties. The ferroelectric materials can be divided into two
groups based on their phase transition behavior, namely order-disorder and displacive
ferroelectrics. The order-disorder phase transition can be explained by a fast hopping
of ions between the two potentials above TC. The shape of the double-well potential
is temperature-independent, but the kinetic energy of the ions kBT increases with
temperature to overcome the barrier between the two potentials. In this case, the
location of the ion is on average between the two potentials. Consequently, the
average polarization is zero. The second transition can be explained as a temperature-
dependent potential. The double-well potential vanishes with increasing temperature
and transforms into a single potential. The resulting minimum in this potential is
the position with zero displacement, and hence, zero polarization [56].
Ferroelectric domains can be distinguished based on the relative orientation of
their polarization regarding the crystal axes and/or surface (see Sec. 2.1.2). Most
ferroelectric crystals are cut accordingly to one of their crystallographic axes. The
most frequent preparations are the x-, y-, and z-cut along the according axes of
the crystal, whereas the surfaces of these crystals are named X-, Y -, and Z-face,
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respectively. For single-domain samples, the two crystal sides can be distinguished
by the orientation of the polarization vectors. For instance, the Z-surface with a
polarization vector pointing parallel and outwards of the bulk is called the Z+-surface.
The opposite crystal side is called Z−-surface. Most samples are naturally in a multi-
domain state, where this distinction is not possible. The next Sec. 2.1.2 and 2.1.3
will discuss domains and domain walls in more detail.
2.1.2 Domain classifications
As previously mentioned, regions, which share identical polarization orientation, are
called ferroelectric domains and can be categorized by their orientation in relation
to the crystal surface. If the crystal is prepared in a suitable crystal orientation
(for instance z-cut), the following domain types can be identified. Domains with a
polarization vector perpendicular to the surface are called c- or out of plane domains.
Furthermore, they can be distinguished by the direction of the polarization vector
into c+ (outwards) and c− (inwards) domains. Another common type are a- or in
plane domains. Here, the polarization vector is parallel to the crystal surface (a ⊥ c).
For tetragonal ferroelectric materials, the a domain has two possible orientations for
X and Y . More complicated domain orientations, for instance diagonal, are possible
as well with multiferroic BFO as an example. As an illustration, the domain types
a and c are shown for BTO in Fig. 2.3. The domain classification for LNO will be
discussed later in Sec. 2.2.1.
c
+
c
-
a
c
+
a
Figure 2.3: Domain orientations in BTO: The a domain stripes with lateral polarization are
embedded in a c+/c− domain pattern matrix. In total, six different polarization orientations
are possible (adapted from [57]).
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If a crystal is heated above the Curie temperature TC, the crystal loses its
ferroelectric properties and domain orientations. A cooling below TC leads to the
formation of a new domain pattern with different orientations. The crystal aims to
minimize its total energy by forming domains. A single-domain state is unfavorable
due to the high depolarization fields at the crystal surface which are caused by the
electrostatic field arising from the polarization dipoles themselves. The resulting
electrostatic energy can be minimized by the formation of different domains. These
domains are separated by the so-called domain walls (DWs). The formation of
DWs requires additional energy. During this process, an arbitrary domain pattern
(type, shape, and size) nucleates to achieve a state with minimal energy. Kittel’s
law proposes the domain width w for a regular ferromagnetic stripe domain pattern
(open boundary conditions, no screening) [58]. C. Kittel’s model was extended for
ferroelectrics by T. Mitsui and J. Furuichi [59]. It yields for the ferroelectric domain
stripe width w:
w =
√
d ·
ωDW
ωd
, (2.3)
where d is the thickness of the crystal/film, ωDW equals the energy density of the
unit area of the DW and ωd is the volume energy density of the domain. It can be
rewritten to:
G =
w2
δ · d
, (2.4)
with G as a material-dependent, dimensionless geometrical parameter and δ as
the DW thickness, which is the width, where the transition between two neighboring
polarization takes place [60]. The DW thickness can be estimated for ferroic materials
with well defined boundary conditions [61], e.g the value G for BTO equals 36 which
corresponds to δ = 1 nm [60]. In real crystals, the domain formation is also influenced
by the conductivity, crystal structure, defects, and screening charges [62].
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2.1.3 Domain wall classifications
The focus of this thesis is put on the properties of the DWs. DWs can be defined by
the orientation of the neighboring domain polarizations vectors, whereas the angle
between both vectors classifies the DW. Facing two differently oriented c-domains
constitutes the most simple case and is called a 180° DW (see Fig. 2.4 (a)). An
a-domain next to a c-domain forms a 90° DW (see Fig. 2.4 (b)). More complicated
DW orientations are possible, e.g. 109° and 71° DWs in BFO [63].
Figure 2.4: DW classifications: (a) 180° DW between neighboring c+ and c− domain, and
(b) 90° between an a- and c-domain.
A second criterion for differentiation is the net charge of the DW. For simplicity,
this effect will be shown only for 180° DWs. The surface of a c-domain exhibits always
a surface charge due to the divergence of the polarization at the interface, whereas
the c+-domains show a positive and the c−-domains a negative surface charge. A
surface charge density ssurface can be calculated by the scalar product of spontaneous
polarization vector ~PS and the outward pointing surface normal vector ~n:
ssurface = ~PS · ~n. (2.5)
Every unit cell has a polarization vector ~PS,1 or ~PS,2 forming a microscopic domain
with a positively and a negatively charged surface. The macroscopic bulk domain
consists of many unit cells with identical polarization. Internally, the net charge
of this domain is approximately zero, and only the crystal surface remains charged.
Positive and negative charges located at adjacent unit cells compensate each other
out. If two oppositely domains encounter, a DW forms, and different charges are
localized at the interface. Accordingly, the interface between two domains can
10
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be understood as two charged surfaces forming the DW. In the ideal case of a
perfectly straight DW, neighboring charges will compensate as shown in Fig. 2.5 (a).
According to Eq. 2.5, such a DW has no charge and is called an electrically neutral
DW since the DW normal ~n12 is perpendicular to ~PS. In the case of a tilted
DW, two positive (or negative) surfaces of the two unit cells will face each other
(see Fig. 2.5 (b)). At this point, the microscopic DW normal ~n12 is parallel to ~PS,
and a net bound charge remains at the DW. Macroscopically, such a tilted DW
consists of microscopic neutral and charged segments leading to an averaged, tilted
normal vector ~n12 with 0° < ∢(~n12 ~PS) < 90°.
For a 180° DW, several charged configurations are possible. Fig. 2.6 (a) shows
an electrical neutral DW. As mentioned above, neighboring charges compensate
each other. Typically, this perfectly straight configuration is considered in the
literature. In this case, only the domain surfaces are charged. Fig. 2.6 (b) shows
the opposite case of a so-called head-to-head DW which is maximally charged. The
c+ interfaces combine to a positive net bound charge at the DW (sDW = 2 · PS).
Fig. 2.6 (c) illustrates the inverse configuration, which is called a tail-to-tail DW.
Again, the DW is maximally charged, but with a negative net bound charge. The
fourth configuration, shown in Fig. 2.6 (d), is a partially charged DW caused by an
inclined pathway. Such a combination of neutral and head-to-head DW segments
can be described macroscopically as a DW with an inclination angle α = ∢(~n12 ~PS)
(compare Fig. 2.5 (b)). Here, ~n12 is the macroscopic normal of the entire DW.
Depending on the inclination angle α, the DW charge density sDW is:
sDW = 2 · PS sinα, (2.6)
It denotes the superposition of the individual charge densities of the internal
domain surfaces with the border cases of α = 0° as neutral DW and α = 90° for a
maximally charged DW. Calculations for uniaxial ferroelectric materials showed that
neutral DWs are thinner compared to charged DWs with maximal bound charge [64].
Charged DWs are thermodynamically unstable in ferroelectric materials. However,
experiments proved that charged DWs occur in LNO upon polarization switching [65].
A pinning and bowing of the DW at defects stabilizes the DW [66, 67]. Switching with
a conductive AFM tip results in cylindrical, slightly truncated or needlelike domains
with partially inclined DWs [16, 68–71].
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Figure 2.5: Microscopic structure of DWs: (a) Perfectly straight DW which is electrically
neutral, and (b) inclined DW, which has a positive net bound charge.
Figure 2.6: DW orientation types: (a) Neutral, (b) charged head-to-head, (c) charged
tail-to-tail, and (d) partially charged, inclined DW (with respect to the polar axis c).
12
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2.1.4 Screening of surface charges
All ferroelectric surfaces with ~PS · ~n 6= 0 are charged according to equation 2.5. This
intrinsic surface charge will be screened by either external or internal charges. Polar
or charged atoms, molecules or particles are attracted to the surface by the bound
polarization charge. This layer of adsorbates screens the surface charge externally.
Internal screening is mainly accomplished by defects, surface states, photo-excited
charge carriers or dopants [72]. In LNO and LTO, both of which have a low
concentration of free intrinsic charge carriers, the screening is achieved externally
[32, 73, 74]. In PZT, the screening is mainly internally due to many oxygen defects in
the thin film [75, 76]. In BTO, external screening is the major process, but internal
screening cannot be excluded. Internal screening can be achieved by photo-excited
charge carriers [77, 78]. Charged DWs also need to be screened due to their bound
net charge.
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2.1.5 Visualization of domains and domain walls
For the characterization of domains and DWs, it is necessary to localize them.
Several techniques have been developed to detect ferroelectric domains. An extensive
overview of all methods is presented in the review by E. Soergel [79]. The methods
most important for this work will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
A destructive approach is the domain-specific etching of ferroelectric surfaces. By
choosing a suitable etchant, for example acids, different etching rates for different
domains can be established. The etched pattern can then be analyzed utilizing an
optical microscope, electron microscope, or scanning force microscope [79–82].
Non-destructive methods are needed if further experiments on the domains require
a flat surface. Optical methods, scanning microscopy, and scanning probe microscopy
offer various possibilities for domain visualization. Typical, optical methods are
applied for real time imaging. Polarization microscopy allows the detection of
domain patterns between crossed polarizers [83]. Different domains (for example
a and c) have different refractive indices and birefringence, which leads to a visible
domain contrast. Furthermore, differently oriented a-domains can be distinguished by
rotating a polarizer. Antiparallel c-domains can only be detected with this technique
if the crystal is strained or illuminated at oblique angles [84]. Moreover, the electro-
optic effect can be used to visualize the c-domains during the poling process, for
instance for z-cut LNO and LTO samples [85, 86]. The ordinary refractive index
changes to no ±∆no under an external electrical field applied along the polarization
axis. When a DW is crossed, the refractive index changes by 2 · ∆no. Under
an optical microscope this difference leads to a detectable light scattering [87].
The so-called internal field in LNO leads to a (weaker) electro-optic effect and
consequently a domain contrast without the application of an external electrical field.
Combined with defocused transmitted-light microscopy, the DWs appear as black
lines. Defocussing leads to a partial transformation of the phase information into
the amplitude contrast [88]. This method is preferred throughout this thesis to get
a fast overview of the poled domain pattern. For many experiments, scanning probe
techniques play an important role due to their versatility. The tip of an atomic force
microscope (AFM) probes the local properties of the sample. Two main methods are
commonly used for domain imaging, namely piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM)
and Kelvin probe force microscopy. Both methods will be discussed in detail in
the following Sec. 2.5.2 and 2.5.4. The big advantage of using an AFM is the
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simultaneous measurement of various material properties of one scan area. Laser
scanning microscopy, which utilizes second harmonic generation (SHG) and detection,
can be used for the visualization of ferroelectric domains [89, 90]. SHG provides a DW
contrast due to the disturbance of linear and nonlinear properties at the DW. This
technique offers lateral and axial imaging of domains which can be used to display the
domain pattern in three dimensions. Further developments include three dimensional
imaging by SHG tomography on periodically poled domains in LTO [91], Cherenkov-
type SHG [92, 93], and SHG interference microscopy on LNO [94]. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) is challenging on ferroelectric materials because of the insulating
behavior [95]. Domain contrast in LNO, BTO, or LTO is possible if the SEM is
operated with a low acceleration voltage and/or under environmental conditions [96].
Atomic resolution of the domain structure can be obtained with transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). For this approach, very thin samples are needed in order to allow
a sufficient transmission of the electron beam through the specimen, Therefore, only
small slices of ferroelectric material were analyzed.
One goal of the given experiments was to determine the thickness of the DW
by imaging the displacement of the atoms forming neighboring domains [20]. The
thickness of the polarization reversal zone at a ferroelectric DW plays an important
role for this work. At the DW, the polarization flips from one orientation to the
other, whereas at the DW itself, the polarization is zero, in contrast to ferromagnetic
Néel or Bloch DWs. The magnetic moments of the latter reorient gradually over
many unit cells [97] resulting in a ferromagnetic DW, which is broader than a
ferroelectric DW [98]. In ferroelectric materials, calculations showed that DWs are
only a few unit cells thick [18, 19]. Measurements proving these calculation were
done by several groups. For instance, TEM studies revealed a thickness of 0.6
nm (= one unit cell) for an uncharged 180° DW and 4 nm for a charged head-
to-head DW in epitaxially grown PZT (PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3) thin films [20]. Furthermore,
high resolution electron microscopy (HREM) and weak beam transmission electron
microscopy (WBTEM) were used to measure the DW thickness in lead titanate
(PbTiO3). The results obtained were 1.5 ± 0.3 nm and 2.1 ± 0.7 nm, respectively
[22, 23]. Electron holography, performed in a TEM, revealed a thickness of 1.5 -
2.5 nm of 90° DWs in BTO [24]. Optical methods and scanning probe techniques
like PFM overestimate the true DW width [99]. T. Jungk et al. showed that the
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resolution of PFM depends on the size of the tip apex. They provided an upper limit
for the DW thickness of 19 nm for various materials (BaTiO3, KNbO3, KTiOPO4,
LiTaO3, c-LiNbO3, s-LiNbO3, Mg:LiNbO3, and SrxBa1−xNi2O6) using sharp AFM
tips (rtip = 15 nm) [100]. Additionally, 180° DWs in LiTaO3 were investigated with
scanning nonlinear dielectric microscopy (SNDM). The DW thickness varied between
2.2 nm and 10.7 nm depending on the sample thickness [101].
2.1.6 Domain switching
In order to change the polarization of a ferroelectric sample, an electrical field,
oriented along the polar axis, larger than or equal to the coercive field EC, has
to be applied to the crystal (see Sec. 2.2). This field causes a reorientation of
ions, which are responsible for the polarization, in the unit cell. The coercive field
EC is material-dependent and is influenced by doping, stoichiometry, illumination,
and defects [102–105]. The nucleation of small domain seeds starts already below
EC [102]. Normally, these domains are located only at one surface and are called
surface or spike domains. After nucleation, the domain grows forward along the
field direction. When the domain reaches the other side of the crystal, it is called
a through or bulk domain. In the next step, the DW grows sideways increasing the
width of the domain. Eventually, neighboring domains might merge together to form
a single-domain of larger size. The bound charges at the crystal surface, represented
by ssurface, are screened by external or internal free charge carriers. These charge
carriers with the total charge Q have to be redistributed if an area A is switched:
Q = ssurface · A = 2 · PS ·A. (2.7)
The switching process can be monitored by recording the switching current I:
I(t) =
dQ
dt
= 2 · PS ·
dA(t)
dt
. (2.8)
Obviously, the rate of area change determines the switching current. Transient
switching current pulses are often observed during domain reversal. These so-called
Barkhausen jumps were first observed in ferromagnets, but occur in ferroelectric
materials as well [106–108]. In ferroelectric materials, these pulses are related to
domain nucleation [107], domain coalescence [109], or interactions of DWs with
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defects [110]. First experiments, investigating the switching time ts, were done on
BTO single crystals revealing that ts depends on the applied field, temperature, and
sample size [111]. Further experiments on BTO showed an exponential dependence
of the switching time ts (= 90 % of the switched charges are reoriented) for low
fields (1 - 15 kV cm−1):
ts ∝ e
γ
E , (2.9)
where γ again is an activation field [112]. This empirical activation law is valid for
most ferroelectric materials. For higher fields, a power law dependence was identified
for BTO [113]. In conclusion, high fields lead to a fast switching and fast DW growth
velocities during poling. Visual observations of the sideways velocity vsw of the DW
in BTO revealed an exponential dependence:
vsw = v∞ · e
−
η
E , (2.10)
where η is an activation field for sideways domain motion [112, 114]. The sideways
motion depends on electrodes, crystal thickness, and others. It is known that DWs
are pinned at defects and impurities [66, 67, 115, 116]. This pinning leads to a
bending of the DW in between two defects if an electrical field is applied. Higher
fields are needed to move a DW across such a pinning center. If depinning occurs,
the DW jumps and the overall DW movement is jerky depending on the number
of defects present. A smooth DW motion was observed if only a few defects were
present. As an example, for stoichiometric LTO the coercive field is one thirteenth of
the conventional congruent sample, which has by default many intrinsic defects [117].
In stoichiometric LNO, this effect is less pronounced. Nevertheless, the coercive field
is reduced by a factor of 4-5 [118]. During switching, a pinning and depinning of
the DWs occurs, which results in a Barkhausen pulse. In the course of this jump, a
certain domain volume is switched giving evidence to a discrete polarization process.
However, the microscopic origin remains unclear [112].
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The most simple approach to achieve domain switching is the application of two
macroscopic, for example metal or liquid, electrodes to the crystal, and to apply a
voltage UC between them. This approach results in an uniformly poled single-domain
state of the crystal between the electrodes. A more sophisticated approach utilizes
structured electrode to write structured domain patterns. An example for this method
is the fabrication of periodically poled LNO (PPLN). The electrodes are generally
produced by photo-lithography. The domains are supposed to grow according to the
electrode pattern. However, due to stray fields, the domains tend to grow bigger than
the electrode area [102]. This effect limits the periodicity to Λ = 4 µm for a 500 µm
thick LNO crystal. An AFM tip can be utilized as a nanoscale electrode for local
domain writing. This technique is used for thin films because of the low switching
voltage [119], but also single crystals like BTO can be poled locally [120]. Utilizing
the AFM tip in electric nanolithography mode, complex and highly resolved domain
patterns can be written into the sample. The smallest domains written with an AFM
have a size below 20 nm [14, 121]. Though, a drawback of this approach are the high
coercive voltages UC, which can damage the tip and are problematic to handle in a
standard AFM. This method using only a single tip is too time-consuming for batch
production.
The coercive field of LNO can be reduced by illuminating the sample with (UV)
light [102, 103, 122]. Therefore, UV-transparent electrodes (indium tin oxide, thin,
evaporated metal layers, or liquids) are used in combination with a scanning laser
beam. The applied voltage has to be below the original UC,dark and above the reduced
UC,illuminated. In this case, switching occurs only in the illuminated region on the
illuminated top surface. These nucleated domains are surface domains and can be
used as seeds for through domains if higher voltages are applied. The reduction
of the coercive field was 30 % for congruent undoped LNO [123]. For Mg-doped
samples, a reduction up to 50 % was observed [124]. The coercive field in 5 mol%
Mg-doped congruent LNO could be reduced up to 98 % using ultra short laser pulses
(t = 120 - 150 fs with λ = 334 nm) [125]. The poling quality and the reduction of
EC strongly depend on the wavelength and intensity of the illumination used [102,
125, 126]. Furthermore, a macroscopic electrode in combination with a structured
illumination, e.g. employing a shadow mask or interference pattern, can be used to
write domain patterns [103, 127]. The inverse approach of homogeneous illumination
for EC reduction together with a structured electrode or AFM tip works as well.
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2.1.7 Domain wall conductivity
Already in 1973, B. M. Vul et al. analyzed the charge carrier distribution at the
DW and predicted a metallic conductivity for ferroelectric DWs in general [128].
The electrical conductivity of ferroelectric DWs has gained large interest in recent
years because these achievements open a realistic perspective to reproducibly engineer
conductive paths and nanocontacts of sub-nanometer dimensions into wide-bandgap
materials. The possibility to control and induce conductive DWs in insulating
templates is a key step towards future innovative nanoelectronic devices [1].
The first experimental evidence for ionic and/or electronic transport along DWs
was delivered in the pioneering work of E. Saljé et al. in ferroelastic calcium titanate
(CaTiO3) [129] and tungsten oxide (WO3) [130, 131]. More recently, DW conductivity
in thin films was observed using conductive AFM. DW conductivity in rhombohedral
multiferroic and magneto-electric BFO has been investigated experimentally. It has
been shown that 109 ° and 180° DWs in BFO behave ohmic, which was attributed
to either electrostatic potential steps or the decrease of the bandgap at DWs [35]. In
contrast, 71° DWs in the same material show a diode-like behavior caused by oxygen
vacancies at DWs that lower the Schottky barrier [132]. Conduction along 109° DWs
in La-doped BFO was reported to be thermally induced as explained by electron
excitation into the conduction band [43]. Moreover, DW conductivity was also
found along 180° DWs in tetragonal PZT thin films known to originate from oxygen
vacancies within DWs as well [36]. It is believed that these DW conductivity issues
equally impact on the rather unusual photo-voltaic properties of BFO thin films.
Those findings reported on large photo-voltages (highly above the bandgap voltage)
and photo-voltaic currents that propagate perpendicularly to the spontaneous
polarization [49, 50]. In conclusion, DW conductivity in various DW configurations
and ferroelectric thin film materials is clearly evidenced experimentally and supported
with a great number of possible theoretical explanations [1].
DW conductivity was theoretically proposed to occur also for single crystalline
materials [64, 133]. First experimental evidence was obtained on erbium manganite
(ErMnO3) [38] and holmium manganite (HoMnO3) [39]. These materials are termed
“improper” ferroelectric materials since ferroelectricity is not the primary order
parameter. Due to this property, the DWs are curved, and form all possible
orientations with respect to the fixed polar axis along their paths. In both cases,
negatively charged tail-to-tail regions of a DW showed an enhanced conductivity
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compared to the bulk, whereas at the positively charged head-to-head sections,
the conductivity was suppressed. In ErMnO3 and HoMnO3, DW conductivity was
measured on natural domain structures without the attempt to control, engineer or
switch the currents on the DW. Recently, an artificially prepared head-to-head 90°
DW in a BTO single crystal showed an increase of 109 in conductivity compared to
the bulk. This finding was supported by theory and simulation [37]. These studies
encouraged the development of a theory describing DW conductivity as a fundamental
effect [37, 37, 64, 133–139]. This topic will be discussed in detail in Sec. 4.4.
2.1.8 Ferroelectric lithography
The process of decorating ferroelectric domains and DWs is called ferroelectric
lithography [27–30, 140]. A domain pattern serves as a template, which is put
into a solution containing solved ions or molecules. Thereafter, the sample is
illuminated with a UV light source which excites electron-hole pairs in the ferroelectric
material. A chemical reaction between the excited charge carriers and the solved ions
triggers the deposition of molecules either on one specific domain type or the DWs.
Afterwards, additional solutions can be used to attach further ions or molecules to the
preexisting adsorbate pattern to form complex, functional nanostructures [26, 141].
Aiming to explain the deposition results, the ferroelectric materials are considered
as semiconductors with a large bandgap. Deep UV light excites electrons from the
valence into the conduction band. These electron-hole pairs are separated by the field
consisting of the internal polarization field and the extrinsic and intrinsic screening
charges. When internal screening is dominating, the electronic bands are bent near
the surface (see Fig. 2.7). At c−-domain surfaces, the bands are bent upwards, and
the bands at c+-domain surfaces are bent downwards [26]. Electrons will accumulate
at the c+-domains, whereas the holes are attracted to c−-domains to screen the surface
charge. Domain- and/or DW-specific reactions occurs in several other ferroelectric
materials. In BTO, the c+ domains can be decorated with Ag if illuminated with UV
light in a silver nitrate (AgNO3) solution, whereas the c−-domains can be decorated
with oxidized Pb if put into a lead acetate (Pb(C2H3O2)2) solution [26, 142–144].
The accumulated charge carriers are available for a reduction or oxidation reaction
with the solved ions on the surface:
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Figure 2.7: Band bending below the domain surfaces: photo-excited charge carriers get
separated and accumulate at the c+ and c− surfaces. These charges will trigger an oxidation
or a reduction of ions near the surface [26, 29].
Ag+ + e− → Ag,
Pb2+ + 2H2O + 2h+ → PbO2 + 4H+.
(2.11)
Moreover, domain-specific decoration was observed on PZT [26, 76, 145] and BFO
[146] thin films as well as PIMNT (Pb(In0.5Nb0.5)O3-Pb(Mg0.33Nb0.66)O3-PbTiO3)
single crystals [147]. Decoration was achieved for many ionic substances including
Au from HAuCl4, Pd from PdCl2, Pt from Pt(NO3)2, Fe-oxide from FeCl2, and others
[29]. In contrast to other ferroelectric materials, mainly DW decoration occurs on
LNO surfaces [31, 32]. This effect cannot be explained by the previously mentioned
domain decoration mechanism. Due to the lack of intrinsic screening charges in LNO,
the band bending extends over a much larger length scale. It is believed that the
penetration depth of the UV light is shorter than the length scale of the band bending
(see Fig. 3.1 and 3.2). The excited electron-hole pairs cannot separate as effective as
in BTO or PZT due to a smaller gradient of the band bending. Hence, the separation
field is much weaker, and the net number of photo-excited charge carriers is reduced
due to recombination processes near the excitation place. As a consequence, they
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cannot accumulate at the domain surfaces which results in a limited reactivity on
both, the c+- and c−-domain, areas [31, 32, 148]. S. V. Kalinin et al. revealed for
completely externally screened ferroelectric surfaces that at the DW the separation
field is much larger compared to the bulk. This field concentrates the reactivity to the
DWs only [72]. Dependencies of illumination intensity and wavelength as well as ion
solution concentrations on the nanowire formation were investigated by Y. Sun et al.
[33, 34]. In addition, larger molecules, for instance rhodamine 6G and β-amyloid
proteins, were deposited at the DWs in LNO [28]. Charged polystyrene microspheres
decorated either c+- or c−-domains in LNO in a temperature-dependent manner [149].
Furthermore, a study revealed that even macroscopic fibroblast cells interact with the
domain pattern in periodically poled LTO. The cells reorient on the surface to avoid
high field gradients in the vicinity of the DWs [150].
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2.2 Lithium niobate
2.2.1 General properties
Lithium niobate (LNO, LiNbO3) is one of the most commonly used and studied
ferroelectric materials. It is chemically stable in its solid, crystalline state, and
belongs as barium titanate (BaTiO3, BTO) and lithium tantalate (LiTaO3, LTO) to
the ABO3-type ferroelectrics with an oxygen octahedra [112]. At room temperature
(RT), the structure corresponds to the pseudo ilmenite structure, belonging to the
rhombohedral/trigonal space group R3c with point group 3m. LNO can be described
by a hexagonal, rhombohedral, or orthohexagonal unit cell. For simplicity, the
orthohexagonal system has been chosen. Fig. 2.8 (a) depicts the orthohexagonal unit
cell with the threefold axis in z-direction. Perpendicular in the mirror plane lies the
y-axis and the x-axis is constructed orthogonally to both (see topview in Fig. 2.8 (b)).
The z- and y- axis are both polar (piezoelectric), whereas x is non-polar. Additionally,
the z-axis is pyroelectric [112]. In LNO, only two domain orientations are possible.
A movement of the lithium (Li) and niobium (Nb) atoms along z in the unit cell
leads to two stable polarization states, namely c+ and c− (see Fig. 2.8 (c)). Other
domain orientations do not exist in LNO which makes it convenient to investigate
this ferroelectric crystal. Under normal conditions, domains grow lateral along the
x- and y-axis to hexagonal structures. A representative image of hexagonal domains
imaged by piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM, see Sec. 2.5.2) is shown in Fig. 2.9.
It depicts different shapes and sizes of hexagons in the XY -plane with polarization
pointing into (c−) or out of (c+) the image. Most applications, using LNO, are found
in the field of optics. A review, summarizing the photonic applications of LNO, has
been presented by L. Arizmendi [151]. Those applications are briefly summarized:
• simple optical components, e.g. lenses, polarizers, and bragg gratings [152–154]
• acousto-optic SAW devices [155]
• electro-optic devices, e.g. switches, modulators, couplers, and others [156]
• nonlinear optics, e.g. SHG in PPLN for blue laser light [157]
• photo-refractive holography, e.g. holographic memory.
However, this work will not focus on optical applications, but rather on the electronic
properties of the nanoscale DWs and domains under illumination.
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Figure 2.8: Orthohexagonal unit cell of LNO: (a) Crystallographic axes and lattice
constants, (b) top view along the z-axis with the position of the atoms, (c) the c+ and
c− domain configuration, which is determined by the position of the Li and Nb atoms in
the unit cell. During switching, they move along the polar axis z to a second stable position
(see arrows, adapted from [158]).
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Figure 2.9: A common hexagonal domain pattern in LNO imaged by PFM: The c+- and
c−-domains are separated by 180° DWs.
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Figure 2.10: Phase diagram of the Li2O-Nb2O5 system: LNO crystals can be grown in the
congruent or the stoichiometric composition (redrawn from [112]).
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2.2.2 Stoichiometry
LNO single crystals are mainly produced with the Czochralski method [159], where
the boule (∅ > 3 ′′) is pulled from a melt. A melt, containing 48.45 mol% Li2O and
51.55 mol% Nb2O5, is used to grow congruent LNO single crystals (see Fig. 2.10).
The ratio of the concentration (in mol%) of the cations [Li] and [Nb] determines the
composition of the resulting crystal. Such that the ratio of Li and Nb in congruently
melting LNO has to be R = [Li]
[Nb]
= 0.969. Another option to describe the composition
is by calculating the Li content C = [Li]
[Li]+[Nb]
= 0.485. The resulting Li deficit
results in a large number of intrinsic defects, which influence the properties of the
LNO. In contrast, using a more sophisticated technique, namely the double-crucible
Czochralski method (DCCZ), it is possible to grow near-stoichiometric single crystals
(NSLN) with a ratio of C = 0.498. The number of intrinsic defects is much smaller
in these crystals compared to CLN. It is important to keep the [Li]
[Nb]
ratio in the
melt constant during crystal growth, in order to achieve uniform crystal properties
throughout the entire boule. The boules are pre-polarized during the pulling process
to a single-domain state. Subsequently, this single-domain state can be modified by an
external electrical field to create a multi-domain crystal (see Sec. 2.1.6). The most
essential material properties of congruent (CLN) and near-stoichiometric (NSLN)
LNO, as well as for subsequently thematized congruent (CLT) and near-stoichiometric
(NSLT) LTO single crystals are listed in Tab. 2.1.
2.2.3 Absorption edge and UV penetration depth
In general, LNO can be considered a wide-bandgap semiconductor. Its absorption
edge is defined as the wavelength λ, where the absorption coefficient αabs is 2 mm−1.
It highly depends on composition and doping [174, 175]. The absorption coefficient
αabs can be attained from the transmission spectra correcting for the influence of the
internal reflectivity as introduced in [122]. To do so, the experimentally measured
transmission Tg is corrected to get the real transmission T with the following equation:
T =
√
(
(1− R)2
2(Tg − T0)R2
)2
+
1
R2
−
(1− R)2
2(Tg − T0)R2
, (2.12)
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Table 2.1: Properties of congruent and near-stoichiometric LNO and LTO.
property CLN SLN CLT SLT Ref.
composition 0.485 0.498 0.485 0.499 [118, 160, 161]
crystal structure trigonal
[62, 162, 163]
space and point group R3c 3m
lattice constants
aH [pm] 515 514.7 515.4 515.1 [164]
cH [pm] 1386.4 1385.6 1378.1 1377.3
density ̺ [g cm−3] 4.647 4.635 7.456 7.458 [165]
Mohs hardness 5.0 5.5 [166]
melting point TM [°C] 1255 <1200 1650 [166]
Curie temperature TC [°C] 1140 1206 605 695 [166, 167]
dielectric constant
εT
11
; εT
33
84; 30 54; 42 [168]
εS
11
; εS
33
44; 29 42, 41
polarization
PS [µCcm−2] 71 62 60 55 [118, 167]
EC at RT [kVmm
−1]
forward poling 20.7 4.1 21.2 1.7 [118, 169–171]
backward poling -16.9 -3.3 -12.6 -1.5
absorption edge [nm] 316 308 275 260 [160, 172, 173]
with T0 denoting the background and R the reflectivity. The latter can be
calculated for illumination incident perpendicularly to the surface (parallel to z) with
the wavelength-dependent ordinary refractive index no(λ) (ne(λ) can be neglected):
R(λ) =
(
no(λ)− 1
no(λ) + 1
)2
. (2.13)
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The Sellmeier equation (λ in µm) provides the formula for the calculation of no(λ),
with the corresponding Sellmeier coefficients ai for congruent LNO [176, 177]:
no(λ) =
√
a1 +
a2
λ2 − a3
+ a4
(
λ
[µm]
)2
,
no,LNO(λ) =
√
4.9048 +
0.11768
λ2 − 0.04750
− 0.027169
(
λ
[µm]
)2
.
(2.14)
The coefficients change slightly for Mg-doped samples [178]. Using the Lambert-
Beer law, the absorption coefficient αabs(λ) can be calculated with the transmission
spectra T (λ) and sample thickness dsample:
αabs(λ) = −
lnT (λ)
dsample
. (2.15)
Thereupon, the 1/e penetration depth ddepth(λ) of photons inside the crystal equals:
ddepth(λ) =
1
αabs(λ)
. (2.16)
Reported experimental values of the bandgap obtained vary greatly depending on
the specification of the absorption edge, measurement methods as well as composition
and impurities. The bandgap for optical measurements is in the range of 3.28 eV [179]
to 4.3 eV [180] for an indirect and 3.78 eV for a direct bandgap [181]. Absorption
measurements on undoped CLN show a bandgap of 3.9 eV (αabs = 33 cm−1) at RT,
corresponding to 318 nm. For SLN, a bandgap of 4.02 eV corresponding to 308
nm was measured. The bandgap is reduced at higher temperatures [182]. All
experimental values are lower compared to the prediction of theoretical models.
Recently executed DFT calculations computed the band diagram of LNO, revealing
an indirect bandgap of 5.37 eV [183]. A common feature of all optical experiments is
the influence of electron-hole attraction effects, which reduces the effective bandgap.
A blue shift of the absorption edge is achieved by Mg doping [179, 184].
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2.2.4 Intrinsic and extrinsic defects
Congruent LNO has a Li deficit of 6 % leading to intrinsic defects by default [112].
This deficit is compensated by the incorporation of Nb5+-ions onto the Li+-ion places
due to the small size difference between Nb and Li. Such defects are called Nb5+Li
antisites, or in the Kröger-Vink notation [185] represented as Nb4•Li . In this notation,
the prime (′) represents the negative charge, and the bullet point (•) the positive
charge of the defect with respect to the host. Since both ions have a different charge,
further defects have to arise in order to maintain charge neutrality. In the literature,
two models have been introduced:
1. Li site vacancy model [112, 186–188]
Four Li vacancies (V′Li) are implemented for every Nb
4•
Li antisite into the perfect
lattice 〈 LiNbO3〉, as shown in the following reaction:
〈LiNbO3〉 → 3Li2O + 4V′Li + Nb
4•
Li . (2.17)
In this model, the congruent LNO composition is expressed as:
[Li1−5xNb4•x V
′
4x]Li[Nb1]NbO3.
2. Nb site vacancy model [112, 188–190] Four Nb vacancies (V5′Nb) are build
into the lattice for every five Nb4•Li antisites:
〈LiNbO3〉 → 3Li2O + 4V5′Nb + 5Nb
4•
Li . (2.18)
In this model, the congruent LNO composition is expressed as:
[Li1−5xNb4•5x]Li[Nb1−4xV
5′
4x]NbO3.
The lattice energy per unit cell calculated for the Nb site vacancy model was close
to the corresponding value for perfect LNO. Hence, this model has been favored.
However, other experimental results and further structural findings pointed towards
the Li site vacancy model. By now, the Li site vacancy model asserted itself, and is
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universally accepted for defect reconstructions in LNO in recent publications. In this
model, the 6 % empty Li sites are replaced by 1.2 % Nb4•Li and 4.8 % V
′
Li. These can
act as trap states for electrons and holes, respectively [112]. A reduction of intrinsic
defects can be achieved by growing stoichiometric crystals [161].
Extrinsic defects are incorporated by adding dopants or impurities. The photo-
refractive effect is caused by impurities, such as Cu, Mn, Ni and mainly Fe [191],
which are incorporated during the crystal growth. At high light intensities, these
impurities cause the so-called optical damage [192]. Changes of the refractive index
lead to a distortion of the wave front, which reduces the quality of the beam. This
change is an obvious disadvantage in nonlinear optics. The impurities cannot be
fully eliminated during the crystal growth, and are mainly incorporated at the Li
sites, having a concentration below 0.1 mol% [112, 193]. Further extrinsic defects
are hydrogen ions (protons) which are incorporated into interstices [194]. Purposely
doping with optical damage resistant impurities reduces the adverse effect of the
photo-refractive effect. For instance, the incorporation of 4.6 % Mg2+ causes a strong
decrease of the optical damage by two orders of magnitude. This result can be
achieved by adding 5 mol% MgO to the congruent melt before the crystal growth.
Additionally, the photo-conductivity increases at this threshold [195–197]. Other
possible ions for optical damage suppression are Zn2+, In3+, Sc3+, Hf4+ and Zr4+,
each of which having a slightly different threshold. This doping does not effect the
transparency in the range of 0.35 to 4 µm. Yet it shifts the absorption edge to slightly
lower wavelengths [112]. Relevant for this work is the Mg2+ doping of congruent LNO.
In this case, Mg occupies the Li sites which reduces the Nb4•Li defects by creating a
Mg•Li defect. At the threshold of 4.6 mol% Mg (corresponds to 5 mol% MgO in the
melt), all Nb4•Li are replaced by Mg
•
Li [187, 198]. The excess positive charge of Mg
•
Li
will be compensated by V′Li according to [199]:
5MgO + 2Nb4•Li + 8V
′
Li + 〈LiNbO3〉 → 5Mg
•
Li + 5V
′
Li + Nb2O5, (2.19)
〈LiNbO3〉 denotes the entire bulk of perfectly grown LNO. The reduction of Nb4•Li
traps increases the photo-conductivity by increasing the photo-electron mobility [112].
At concentrations above the threshold, the Mg2+-ions will occupy NbNb sites forming
Mg3′Nb [200]. As mentioned before, Mg doping causes a reduction of the absorption
wavelength. Additionally, the coercive field EC is lowered, and the overall DW motion
is smoother during the switching process [201].
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2.2.5 DC transport
2.2.5.1 Dark conductivity
An overview of the charge transport characteristics in LNO single crystals is provided
in the next chapters. The dark DC conductivity σdark is temperature- and impurity-
dependent. Thermal excitation of charge carriers across the bandgap can be
neglected because of the high bandgap. The main charge carriers in the dark
are thermally excited electrons from Fe2+ impurities, H+- and Li+-ions. Due to
their activation energies of 1.1 - 1.8 eV for Fe2+ [112, 202, 203] and 1.0 - 1.5 eV
for H+-diffusion, these processes are dominant at elevated temperatures (> 400 K)
[112, 204]. At even higher temperatures (> 1000 K), Li+ diffusion contributes with
EA = 2.0 - 2.5 eV [112, 204]. The RT conductivity has been deduced from hologram
decay-time experiments at elevated temperatures. It is presumed to be in the range
of 10−16 to 10−18 Ω−1 cm−1 for undoped or slightly doped LNO [112, 204]. At RT,
the dark conductivity σdark,RT is increased after reducing the crystal in vacuum,
hydrogen, or an inert gas atmosphere [112, 205]. Additional charge carriers can be
generated by photo-excitation, increasing the conductivity significantly. This topic
will be discussed in the next section.
2.2.5.2 Photo-conductivity
Charge generation mechanisms Illuminating LNO crystals causes a generation
of free charge carriers and an increase in photo-conductivity σph. Depending on the
wavelength/excitation energy, different processes contribute, namely:
1. Direct excitation of electrons from the valence into the conduction
band:
Depending on composition and doping, the excitation of an electron-hole pair
is possible for λ ≤ 310 nm (4 eV) [182].
2. Excitation of electrons from multi-charge transition metal defects into
the conduction band:
Transition metal impurities (e.g. Fe2+, Mn2+, Cu+), which might be present in
the melt, add a state in the bandgap. In the samples used, mainly Fe2+ defects
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are incorporated as process-induced impurities. These states can be excited to
form a Fe3+ defect and an electron:
Fe2+ + hν → Fe3+ + e−. (2.20)
The Fe2+-defects have a broad absorption band between 350 and 825 nm
(1.5 - 3.5 eV) with a peak at 477 nm (2.6 eV) corresponding to the excitation
of a photo-electron into the conduction band (Nb5+) [194, 206].
3. Excitation of electrons from the valence band into multi-charge
transition metal defects:
Electrons are excited from the valence band into the excited multi-charge
transition metal defects which act as electron traps. A hole is formed in the
valence band, and the defect is reduced [194]:
Fe3+ → Fe2+ + h+. (2.21)
The relative position of the iron impurities in the bandgap of LNO is shown
in Fig. 2.11. Incorporation of optical damage resistant ions like Mg2+ leads to a
substitution of Nb4•Li defects. Additionally, an increase in photo-conductivity σph
up to three orders of magnitude occurs. At a threshold of 4.6 mol%, all Nb4•Li
defects are substituted by Mg•Li defects [207, 208]. The photo-conductivity, in general,
is attributed to the photo-ionization of Fe2+ defects and the retrapping by Fe3+.
Doping with Mg changes the electronic properties slightly, e.g. electron mobility, yet
reduces the cross section of electron trapping at Fe3+ sites. Consequently, the electron
capture rate is reduced leading to an increased concentration of free electrons in the
conduction band [208, 209]. H. Wang et al. showed that with increasing Mg content
the concentration of holes as free charge carriers increases. In undoped and low doped
samples, electrons are the dominant charge carriers. Electrons are still dominant at
a concentration of 5 mol% Mg. Yet the hole concentration is in the same order of
magnitude. At even higher Mg content, holes are the dominant charge carriers as
shown for 7 mol% Mg:LNO [210].
The charge transport in LNO is described by the polaron model [194, 207]. Polarons
are quasi-particles of charge carriers, namely electrons and holes, and their interaction
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with the surrounding atoms of the crystal. There exist small and large as well as free
and bound polarons, yielding a total of eight different options. For small polarons,
the lattice distortion is limited to the neighboring ions due to a strong coupling.
However, the radius of a large polaron can exceed the lattice constant significantly.
If a polaron is localized at a charged defect, it is called bound polaron. Otherwise, it
is referred to as a free polaron in a defect free lattice [112]. Transport of both, bound
and free, polarons takes place via hopping [211, 212]. In LNO, only small polarons
occur because of a strong electron-phonon coupling. The following small polarons are
known:
1. Free electron polaron forming Nb4+Nb
The absorption band is in the range of 1240 nm (1.0 eV) for small free electron
polarons at regular Nb sites [194, 213, 214].
2. Bound electron polaron forming Nb4+Li
The absorption band is in the range of 775 nm (1.6 eV) for small bound electron
polarons at Nb4+Li defects [194, 213, 214].
3. Bipolaron forming Nb4+Nb and Nb
4+
Li
Two electrons share neighboring Nb4+Nb and Nb
4+
Li sites and have an absorption
band with a peak around 496 nm (2.5 eV) [213].
4. Bound hole polaron forming V−Li and O
−
Bound hole polarons are localized near an oxygen ion O− which is close to a V+Li.
The absorption band of the bound hole polaron is in the range of 477 - 517 nm
(2.4 - 2.6 eV) [213, 215, 216].
5. Free hole polaron/ free hole
The incorporation of optical damage resistant impurities (Mg2+, Zn2+, In3+,
Sc3+, Hf4+ and Zr4+) leads to a decrease of the V−Li defects. Up to now, the
absorption band of those free hole polarons/free holes in the absence of the V−Li
is unknown [112, 210].
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Figure 2.11: Iron and polaronic states in the bandgap of LNO: Several states can be excited
by photons. Note, only the absorption peaks are illustrated and not the entire absorption
band (adapted from [217]).
The relative positions of the polaronic states in the bandgap of LNO are depicted
in Fig. 2.11. The total conductivity σ is the sum of all photonic and polaronic
contributions with their specific charge carrier densities ni and mobilities µi:
σ =
n
∑
i=1
eµini. (2.22)
This property is highly temperature-dependent. Since all measurements of this
thesis were done at RT, a detailed discussion about the temperature dependence
will be omitted. It can be found in the reports by O. F. Schirmer et al. [213] and
A. Thiessen [217].
Intensity and wavelength dependence The generation and recombination of free
charge carriers is determined by the wavelength and intensity of the incident light.
The according rate equation for LNO as a semiconductor with a large bandgap
can be set up [217–219]. Photons, which have an energy larger than the bandgap,
excite electrons directly from the valence into the conduction band at a generation
rate of Gph = SphEphI. Here, Sph describes the direct generation coefficient, Eph
the excitation energy of the photons with Eph = hcλ and I the intensity. Thermal
excitation can be neglected because of the large bandgap. The recombination is due
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to direct band-to-band recombination Rdir = Cdir(np − n2i ) with Cdir denoting the
recombination coefficient, n the electron density, p the hole density and ni the intrinsic
charge density. The electron density n = nd+nph and hole density p = pd+pph consist
of dark and photo-generated charge carriers. Both, nd and pd, can be neglected
due to a lack of intrinsic charge carriers ni. Hence, the term can be written as
Rdir = Cdirnphpph. The simplified rate equation reads as follows:
∂n
∂t
= SdirEphI − Cdirnphpph. (2.23)
Charge carriers are only generated by photo-excitation, such that the densities of
electrons and holes are equal nph = pph. In the stationary case ∂n∂t = 0, the charge
carrier concentration equals:
nph =
(
Sph
Cdir
λ
hc
I
)1/2
. (2.24)
Using Eq. 2.22, the intensity dependence of the photo-conductivity σph for super-
bandgap illumination is:
σph ∝ I
1/2. (2.25)
For sub-bandgap illumination, the one-center and two-center model have been
developed to explain transport mechanisms, including defects and trap states
[112, 218]. For this work, only qualitative relations between excitation intensity
and photo-conductivity/current in these models are needed. Therefore, a detailed
discussion is skipped. The explicit rate equations describing the transport in these
models can be found in the works of A. Thiessen [217] and K. Buse [218, 219]. They
include different generation and recombination processes on deep and shallow trap
states in between the bandgap of LNO. The one-center model includes Fe2+/Fe3+
defects as deep trap states between the valence and conduction band of LNO. For
this case, the intensity dependence equals σph ∝ I for sub-bandgap illumination
[217]. It was further developed by G. Montemezzani et al. for super-bandgap
excitation, leading to an identical intensity dependence [220]. In the border case of
high excitation intensities, the amount of photo-excited charge carriers is significantly
higher than the number of (Fe) impurities. Now, direct electron-hole recombination
Rdir is dominating leading to the following expressions for the charge carrier densities
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and photo-conductivity [217]:
pph = nph =
(
Sdir
Rdir
λ
hc
I
)1/2
, (2.26)
σph ∝ I
1/2. (2.27)
If the intensity is in between both border cases, then a sub-linear dependence of
the photo-conductivity occurs [217]:
σph ∝ I
x with 1/2 < x < 1. (2.28)
The one-center model was extended by a shallow trap state to explain nonlinear
intensities dependences of photo-excited charge carriers which occurred in several
other experiments on photo-refractive materials [218, 221, 222]. The rate equations
of the two-center model are discussed in detail in [217]. Relevant for this work is the
intensity dependence of σph at high excitation energies only. At high intensities, the
amount of photo-excited charge carriers is significantly higher than the number of
trap states. Analogous to the one-center model, direct electron-hole recombination
Rdir is dominating leading to the same expressions 2.26 and 2.27 for the charge carrier
densities and photo-conductivity [217].
2.2.5.3 Domain wall conductivity
Most transport investigations in LNO focus solely on the bulk properties. Yet
knowledge about DW conductivity in LNO is rare. The very first local investigations
on the DW conductivity in LNO single crystals were presented in my Diploma
thesis in 2009 [223]. These findings were enriched by macroscopic measurements
by A. Thiessen in his PhD thesis in 2013 [217]. The main results of both works and
this thesis were summarized in a joint publication [1].
In the diploma thesis, local PFM and c-AFM investigations were performed on
5 mol% Mg:LNO single crystals. Conductive AFM results revealed that DWs and
domains are good insulators in the dark. The measured dark currents were below
the resolution limit of 200 fA. Consequently, the dark resistance Rdark could be
estimated as Rdark ≥ 10V0.2pA = 5 ×10
13 Ω. The conductivity changes upon super-
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bandgap illumination of the sample (λ < 310 nm, I = 12.5 µWmm−2). Thereupon,
an enhanced DW current signal in the range of several pA was measured. The
resulting resistance is Rilluminated ≥ 10V10.0pA = 1 × 10
12 Ω, which connotes a decrease
of more than one order of magnitude compared to the dark state. Additionally, the
influence of the intensity and wavelength of the light as well as the applied voltage on
the DW conductivity was studied [1]. The proof that DWs form conductive channels
through an insulating bulk matrix will be provided in this thesis (see Sec. 4.1.2).
A. Thiessen presented in his work on macroscopically contacted 5 mol% Mg:LNO
samples the influence of intensity, wavelength and temperature on the DW current.
Single- and multi-domain samples were used to differentiate the DW contribution.
The measured conductivities σDC at 300 K were 4.0 ×10−10 Ω−1 cm−1 in the dark
and 4.2 ×10−6 Ω−1 cm−1 when illuminated (λ = 300 nm, I = 130 µWmm−2).
Temperature-dependent conductivity experiments were used to determine the
activation energies of 107 to 180 meV. These values correlate to the presence of
free electron polarons. Furthermore, the relaxation of the photo-induced DW current
is a superposition of multiple processes with different lifetimes τ . From the average
charge carrier lifetime τ̄ , it was concluded that the electron polarons accumulate at the
positively charged head-to-head DW leading to an increased life time. Based on the
results, the model of non-adiabatic polaron hopping of electron polarons describing
the DC transport was introduced [217].
Theoretical models predicted that charged DWs (e.g. head-to-head configuration)
in n-type ferroelectric semiconductors show an increase by multiple orders of
magnitude in conductivity compared to the bulk [64]. Calculations for 180° DWs
in LNO show that free electrons accumulate at the bound charge of the head-to-head
DW to fully screen them internally. Highest conductivity was predicted for a fully
charged DW (α = 90°, compare Sec. 2.1.3), whereas conductivity decreases with
decreasing inclination angle. The space charge region with a width W around the
head-to-head DW was calculated. Its width is estimated to be 16-40 nm depending
on the inclination angle α. The electron accumulation region has identical dimensions
as the space charge region for head-to-head DWs. For tail-to-tail DWs, W amounts
to 40 to 80 nm, whereas the holes accumulate in a region of 2 to 5 nm. The impact of
donors on the transport can be neglected because of the low mobility of ions compared
to electrons [64].
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2.2.6 AC transport
Additional to the DC transport measurements, an investigation of the AC behavior
of DWs in LNO is of interest. Further insights into the transport behavior can be
extracted by comparing the complex conductivity σ̂ and dielectric constant ε̂ of the
bulk and DWs.
2.2.6.1 Dielectric relaxation
The ability of a molecule to reorient in a solid, exposed to an oscillating electrical
field, strongly depends on its shape and interaction with neighboring molecules. The
average time needed for this reorientation is called the relaxation time τD. Molecules
with a sphere-like shape and small dipole moment react faster to this field than less
symmetric molecules, which potentially have more than one stable state. From τD,
the relaxation frequency fD = 1/(2πτD) can be determined. If the given frequency of
the applied external electrical field is higher than fD, the system cannot follow the
excitation. The relaxation time τD strongly depends on temperature, and it is, in
general, much longer in solids compared to liquids or gases.
2.2.6.2 Debye and Cole-Cole relation
The dielectric constant for many solids and liquids is frequency-dependent. The
static value ε0 for low frequencies is higher than the limiting value ε∞ at high
frequencies. Moreover, the intermittent region can be described as complex
permittivity ε̂ = ε′ − iε′′ consisting of the real part ε′, called dielectric constant, and
the imaginary part ε′′, called dielectric loss. The complex permittivity ε̂ can be
transformed into the complex conductivity σ̂ = σ′ − iσ′′:
ε̂(ω) =
σ̂
iωǫ0
= −
σ′′
ωǫ0
− i
σ′
ωǫ0
,
with ε′(ω) = −
σ′′
ωǫ0
and ε′′(ω) =
σ′
ωǫ0
(2.29)
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σ̂(ω) = iωǫ0ε̂ = ωǫ0ε
′′ + iωǫ0ε
′,
with σ′(ω) = ωǫ0ε′′ and σ′′(ω) = −ωǫ0ε′,
(2.30)
with ω being the angular frequency and ǫ0 the vacuum permittivity. The first
theory describing the complex permittivity for polar liquids was presented by Debye,
resulting in a relation for ε̂(ω) [224]:
ε̂(ω) = ε∞ +
ε0 − ε∞
1 + iωτD
, (2.31)
where the real and imaginary components can be written as:
ε′(ω) = ε∞ +
ε0 − ε∞
1 + (ωτD)2
,
ε′′(ω) =
(ε0 − ε∞)ωτD
1 + (ωτD)2
.
(2.32)
In this model, only a single relaxation time τD characterizes the relaxation process.
The difference ∆ε = ε0 − ε∞ describes the dipole polarization with ε∞ as high
frequency and ε0 as static, low frequency value of the dielectric constant. The Debye
relaxation can be described by a simple equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 2.12 (a).
The capacitances of the two plate capacitors are given by C1 = ǫ0ε∞A1/d1 and
C2 = ǫ0(ε0 − ε∞)A2/d2, and the resistance equals R = τD/C = τD/(ǫ0(ε0 − ε∞)A/d).
The Cole-Cole plot or complex plane locus of ε̂ is a convenient method to analyze
the frequency behavior. The Debye model shows an arc with its center on the
ε′-axis (see Fig. 2.12 (c)). For f = 0, this semicircle intersects at ε′ = ε0 and for
f → ∞ at ε′ = ε∞. The application of Eq. 2.31 allows the definition of two vectors
u = ε̂ − ε∞ and ν = iωτD(ε̂− ε∞) in this graph. Their vector sum is a constant
real value: u + ν = ε0 − ε∞. The angle between both vectors equals π/2, and the
diameter of the semicircle is ε0 − ε∞ [225], which represents the Debye behavior
with a single relaxation time. Both, ε′ and ε′′, are strongly frequency-dependent.
The dielectric constant ε′ has a high and low frequency limit corresponding to ε∞
and ε0, respectively. In Fig. 2.13, a symmetric loss peak with a maximum at fD is
visible for ε′′.
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Figure 2.12: Debye relaxation model: (a) Simple equivalent circuit describing the system,
and (c) the corresponding complex plane locus of ε̂ showing an arc with its center on the x-
axis. Cole-Cole relaxation model: (b) Simple equivalent circuit including a CPE describing
the system, and (d) the corresponding complex plane locus of ε̂ showing an arc with its
center below the x-axis (adapted from [225, 226]).
e“
e‘
0 log
f
fD
x > 0
x = 0
Figure 2.13: Frequency dependence of ε′(ω) and ε′′(ω) for the Debye (ξ = 0, solid line)
and Cole-Cole model (ξ > 0, dashed line) [225].
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However, this (ideal) model does not fit to many measurements obtained on liquid
and solid dielectrics. Often, the complex plane locus deviates from the perfect
semicircle shape. The angle between the vectors u and ν shifts to lower values
(1−ξ)π/2. As a result, the center of the arc shifts below the ε′-axis by an angle of ξπ/2
(see Fig. 2.12 (d)). Furthermore, the shape of the ε′(ω) and ε′′(ω) curves changes.
The dashed lines in Fig. 2.13 depict the decrease of the slope of ε′ and the broadening
of the loss peak for ξ > 0. Such a behavior cannot be explained by the Debye model
since it includes only one relaxation time, whereas most experiments have more than
one relaxation time involved. Cole and Cole implemented a symmetric distribution
of relaxation times into the Debye model to model such a behavior. The expression
of ε̂(ω) is given as follows [225]:
ε̂(ω) = ε∞ +
ε0 − ε∞
1 + (iωτD)1−ξ
. (2.33)
The real and imaginary components of ε̂ can be written as:
ε′(ω) = ε∞ +
(ε0 − ε∞)[1 + (ωτD)
1−ξ sin(ξπ/2)]
1 + 2(ωτD)1−ξ sin(ξπ/2) + (ωτD)2(1−ξ)
,
ε′′(ω) =
(ε0 − ε∞)(ωτD)
1−ξ cos(ξπ/2)
1 + 2(ωτD)1−ξ sin(ξπ/2) + (ωτD)2(1−ξ)
,
(2.34)
with ξ (in the literature often referred as α) describing the width of the distribution
of relaxation times as an empirical parameter. It can attain values in the range
of 0 (= Debye model, only one τD) to 1 (infinite broad distribution of τD). The
corresponding equivalent circuit, describing such a behavior, was adapted from the
Debye model. Consequently, the resistor was replaced by a complex impedance
Ẑ = τD(iωτD)
ξ/(ǫ0(ε0 − ε∞) · A/d) (see Fig. 2.12 (b)). The phase angle of this
object is independent of frequency and has a phase ϕ = ξπ/2. These days, such an
element is known as a constant phase element (CPE). CPEs are used to describe
experiments which investigate material properties with a certain distribution. This
effect is not limited to distributed relaxation times, and can also involve distributed
activation energies [227], roughness of electrodes [228] and others.
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Table 2.2: Literature values of ε′ for undoped LNO at RT.
Sample ε′ Frequency Axis Ref.
single crystal
∼ 33.0 100 kHz c [229]
∼ 85.0 100 kHz a
27.3 1 kHz c [231]
23.0 100 MHz c [233]
44.1 100 MHz a
thin film 29.0 1 MHz c [235]
2.2.6.3 Complex permittivity in LNO
Data for the dielectric constant ε′ of LNO has been published for various single
crystals [229–234], thin films [235] and polycrystalline ceramics [236] in a wide
frequency and temperature range. Tab. 2.2 shows the reported values for ε′ in
different undoped, single-domain LNO samples at RT. The corresponding frequency
and temperature dependence is located in the given references.
In congruent single crystals, ε′ shows a weak frequency dispersion and temperature
dependence for temperatures below 400 K [231]. The AC conductivity σ′AC follows
a power law, describing many materials like glasses, amorphous semiconductors and
single crystals [237]:
σ′AC = σDC +Bω
s, (2.35)
where σDC is the DC conductivity, and B and s are characteristic parameters of
the system. In this case, σDC is temperature-dependent:
σDC = σ0e
−EA/(kBT ), (2.36)
with EA as activation energy and kB as Boltzmann constant. In LNO, σ′AC
dominates σDC at low temperatures. At temperatures above 400 K, σDC becomes
comparable to σAC at a frequency-specific temperature [231, 235]. Measurements
at elevated temperatures up to 700 K show a strong dependence on frequency and
temperature. The DC conductivity σDC is explained by a long range movement of
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free charge carriers, whereas the frequency dependence of σ′AC can be explained by
a hopping conduction mechanism [235]. Based on the analysis and comparison with
other models, A. Mansingh et al. concluded that the low temperature regime can
be explained by the hopping over the barrier model (HOB), where electrons hop
randomly [231]. The HOB model, introduced by S. R. Elliott, aimed to explain an
AC conductivity dependence of ∼ ωs in semiconductors and glasses. In this model,
the AC conductivity σ′AC(ω) is given as [238]:
σ′AC(ω) =
π2N2εeff
24
(
8e2
εeffEA
)
6 ω
s
τ 1−sD
, (2.37)
where N is the concentration of localized sites, εeff the effective electric constant,
EA the activation energy and s is an exponent in the range of 0 to 1. Usually, the
conductivity σ′AC for hopping conduction turns to zero for decreasing frequency, which
can be seen as a loss peak for ε′′(ω) (compare Fig. 2.13 on p. 40). S. Shandilya et al.
showed that in LNO thin films no dielectric loss peak occurred for the measured
conductivity σ′AC,m, which can easily be seen by the absence of the dielectric loss
peak [235]. It this case, the measured AC conductivity (σ′AC,m(ω) = σ
′
AC(ω) + σDC)
was comparable to σDC at low frequencies and temperatures. The point were σ′AC,m(ω)
is comparable to σDC is visible by a corrected loss peak given by:
ε′′(ω) =
σ′AC,m(ω)− σDC
ωǫ0
. (2.38)
Analysis of dielectric dispersion data is difficult in the absence of a well defined
dielectric loss peak of the measured ε′′(ω). S. Shandilya et al. used two adapted
models, namely mixed conduction (MC) and purely hopping conduction (PHC), to
explain the bulk frequency dispersion of ε̂(ω) in LNO thin films [235].
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The MC model is based on dipolar relaxations where the dielectric loss peak, arising
from hopping conduction, is masked by the charge carriers, which were excited into
the conduction band. Those give rise to a DC conductivity σDC which is comparable
to σ′AC(ω) at low frequencies [235, 237, 239, 240]. The Cole-Cole model was adapted,
and Eq. 2.34 is rewritten by adding a frequency-independent DC conductivity σDC
to the dielectric loss. Eq. 2.39 is used to analyze ε′(ω) and ε′′(ω) with the MC model
simultaneously to extract values for ε∞, ε0, τD, ξ, and σDC:
ε′(ω) = ε∞ +
(ε0 − ε∞)[1 + (ωτD)
1−ξ sin(ξπ/2)]
1 + 2(ωτD)1−ξ sin(ξπ/2) + (ωτD)2(1−ξ)
,
ε′′(ω) =
(ε0 − ε∞)(ωτD)
1−ξ cos(ξπ/2)
1 + 2(ωτD)1−ξ sin(ξπ/2) + (ωτD)2(1−ξ)
+
σDC
ωǫ0
.
(2.39)
The PHC model assumes a pure hopping conduction of charge carriers between
spatially randomly varying free-energy barriers. This hopping also contributes to
σDC which will mask the dielectric loss peak in the spectrum [235, 237, 241]. In this
model, DC and AC transport can be explained by a hopping mechanism of the same
charge carriers [231, 235, 241, 242]. The relations for ε′(ω) and ε′′(ω) are:
ε′(ω) = ε∞ + 2(ε0 − ε∞)
[
ln(1 + (ωτD)
2)1/2
[ln(1 + (ωτD)2)1/2]2 + [arctan(ωτD)]2
]
,
ε′′(ω) = 2(ε0 − ε∞)
[
arctan(ωτD)
[ln(1 + (ωτD)2)1/2]2 + [arctan(ωτD)]2
]
.
(2.40)
Simultaneous analysis of the ε′ and ε′′ data provides values for ε∞, ε0 and τD.
Estimates for the parameters for thin film LNO, resulting from the models, are listed
in Tab. 2.3. Values for single crystals are not available. The influence of dopants (e.g.
Mg2+), additional super-bandgap illumination, domains and DWs on the dielectric
constant and loss function is still unknown.
Table 2.3: Literature values of the MC and PHC model fitting parameters of thin film LNO.
Model ε0 ε∞ τD in [s] ξ σDC in [Ω−1 cm−1] Ref.
MC 39.5 23.6 1.79 ×10−6 0.76 7.00 ×10−10 [235]
PHC 59.0 24.5 7.00 ×10−2 - - [235]
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2.3 Lithium tantalate
Lithium tantalate (LTO, LiTaO3) is chemically stable in its solid, crystalline state
and belongs like LNO to the ABO3-type ferroelectrics with an oxygen octahedra [112].
The crystals were grown by the Czochralski method [159, 243], where the composition
of the melt determines whether congruent (CLT) or stoichiometric (SLT) crystals are
grown. At RT, the structure belongs to the rhombohedral/trigonal space group R3c
with point group 3m [244]. The basic crystal structure is the same as that of LNO,
but the Nb5+-ions are replaced by a Ta5+-ions. Characteristic distances and angles
between the single atoms in the unit cell can be found in [245]. The properties of LTO
are similar to LNO in many aspects, and the most important ones are listed in Tab.
2.1. Further, the coercive field EC differs slightly compared to LNO as well as the
spontaneous polarization PS,LTO = 60 µCcm−2. Consequently, the DWs in LTO are
slightly less charged than the DWs in LNO with identical inclination. The domain
shape in LTO differs from the domains in LNO crystals. A representative picture of
the typical triangular domain pattern imaged by PFM (see Sec. 2.5.2) is depicted in
Fig. 2.14. Different shapes and sizes of triangles in the XY -plane can be seen with
polarization pointing into (c−) or out of (c+) the image. Yet again only 180° DWs
are present to separate c+- and c−-domains.
LTO has been doped with various materials (e.g. Fe or Mg) to improve the
optical properties of the crystal [246, 247]. This material is, like LNO, commonly
used for surface acoustic wave, piezoelectric, electro-optic, waveguide and nonlinear
optical devices [248–254]. LTO can be modeled, like LNO, as a semiconductor with
a large bandgap as well (Egap ≈ 4.6 eV). The absorption edge (αabs = 2 mm−1)
for the congruently melting composition (C = [Li]
[Li]+[Ta]
= 0.485) is 275 nm (4.50 eV)
and 260 nm (4.77 eV) for the stoichiometric composition (C = [Li]
[Li]+[Ta]
= 0.5) [173].
Doping with Mg causes a shift of the absorption edge to lower wavelengths [246].
Analogous to LNO (see Sec. 2.2.3), the absorption coefficient αabs can be calculated
from the transmission spectra corrected for surface reflection losses. Therefore, the
Sellmeier equation for no,LTO in LTO is needed [255]:
no,LTO(λ) =
√
4.51224 +
0.0847522
λ2 − 0.19876
− 0.0239046λ2. (2.41)
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Figure 2.14: Common triangular domains in LTO imaged with PFM: The c+- and c−-
domains are separated by 180° DWs.
2.4 Barium titanate and barium calcium titanate
The perovskites barium titanate (BTO, BaTiO3) and barium calcium titanate (BCT,
BaxCa(1−x)TiO3) constitute a new sample class in comparison to LNO and LTO single
crystals. BTO single crystals are among of the most studied ferroelectric materials.
Such BTO single crystals can be grown from melts or solution using, for example,
the Remeika method [256]. A summary of the dielectric, piezoelectric and elastic
properties can be found in [257]. At RT, BTO is in the tetragonal phase where six
different domain orientations are possible (two for each spatial direction, compare
Fig. 2.3 on p. 8). Compared to LNO and LTO, a more complex domain pattern is
formed. A representative image of the domain pattern imaged by piezoresponse force
microscopy (PFM, see Sec. 2.5.2) is shown in Fig. 2.15 (a). It depicts different shapes
and sizes of patches of c−- and c+-domains as well as a-domain stripes. Additionally
to the 180° DWs (c+/c−), 90° DWs (c/a) exist. The conduction properties of 90°
DWs and 180° DWs might differ, which makes them interesting to investigate. Those
are neutral in the ideal case, but might be inclined and charged due to defects or
incorporation of impurities. The bandgap of BTO equals 3.05 eV (λ = 406 nm) [258]
and the spontaneous polarization is PS = 15 µCcm−2 [259].
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Figure 2.15: Typical domain patterns in (a) BTO and (b) BCT imaged with PFM (oop
phase). The c+- and c−-domains form patches, whereas a-domains form stripes. 90° DWs
between a- and c-domains exist, besides the 180° DWs between c+ and c−.
BTO crystals were doped with calcium to suppress the adverse effects of the phase
transition at 5-9 °C [260, 261]. Furthermore, the Ca doping enhances the photo-
luminescence compared to plain BaTiO3 and CaTiO3 [262]. The bandgap of BCT
strongly depends on the mixing ratio of Ba and Ca in the composition. It varies
between 3.24 eV (383 nm) and 3.78 eV (328 nm) [262]. Hysteresis loops measurements
revealed a spontaneous polarization of PS = 2.7 µCcm−2 for a Ca content of 20 mol%.
This decrease of PS, compared to BTO, is caused by the incorporation of the non-
ferroelectric CaTiO3 [263]. A representative picture of the domain pattern imaged by
PFM (see Sec. 2.5.2) is shown in Fig. 2.15 (b). It depicts, similar to BTO, different
shapes and sizes of patches and stripes. In direct comparison to BTO, the domain
pattern of BCT is more complex and shows smaller domain structures.
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2.5 Atomic force microscopy
All scanning probe techniques are based on the 1986-Nobel prize-winning invention
of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) by Binnig and Rohrer in 1982. Typical
for scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is a sharp tip scanning the surface while
measuring the interaction between tip and sample. Analyzing this interaction results
in a three dimensional image, for example, of the sample topography with sub-nm
resolution. In case of the STM, the tunneling current is recorded which is sensitive
to the distance between tip and sample. The tip-sample distance was adjusted
in order to keep the tunnel current constant. This movement of the tip in three
dimensions is recorded and, thereupon, the surface topography was reconstructed
with atomic resolution [264]. Since the initial development in 1982, various other
scanning probe methods evolved aiming to characterize different surface properties.
The most prominent is atomic force microscopy (AFM) developed by C. Gerber
et al. in 1986 [265]. This technique allows the characterization of many different
properties of the surface such as topography, conductivity, piezoelectricity, magnetism
and others. The underlying principle is always the same - a cantilever with a sharp
tip acts as a force sensor. Such a cantilever is etched out of a silicon single crystal
[266, 267] with one end is fixed, and the other remains flexible. Fig. 2.16 shows
a typical cantilever made of silicon. The AFM tip with an apex of rtip ≤ 10 nm is
located at the flexible end.
A scanner, which moves either tip or sample, is used for the scanning process in
all three dimensions. Piezoactuators are well suited for this task since they have a
high positioning accuracy. While scanning over the sample surface, the tip senses the
interaction with the sample. This interaction leads to a deflection of the cantilever
which can be detected by beam deflection. Therefore, a laser spot is pointed at the
reflective backside of the cantilever, and the reflected beam is analyzed by a four-
segment diode (see Fig. 2.17). Without any deflection of the cantilever, the reflected
laser beam hits the center of the diode. During scanning, the cantilever bends
resulting in a shift of the laser spot on the diode. By analyzing the vertical ((A+B)
- (C+D), top-bottom signal) and the lateral ((A+C) - (B+D), left-right signal)
deflection, the bending of the cantilever can be reconstructed subsequently. Based
on the deflection, the acting forces and the corresponding physical properties can be
calculated and collected as image data. The details of these methods will be discussed
in the following sections.
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Figure 2.16: SEM image of a silicon cantilever: A sharp tip (rtip ≤ 10 nm) at the end of
the cantilever acts as a force sensor.
2.5.1 Contact, tapping and non-contact mode
Contact mode is an AFM method for topography imaging (see Fig. 2.17). The
deflection of the cantilever, which is in contact with the sample, is detected and
analyzed. Using Hooke’s law the deflection ∆z is proportional to the applied force Fz:
∆z =
Fz
k
, (2.42)
k is the spring constant of the cantilever. Usually, the cantilever is held at
a constant deflection (= constant force). This approach is realized by analyzing
the vertical deflection with the photo-diode signals (A+B) - (C+D), and adjusting
the deflection to reach the defined setpoint. The movement of the piezoactuators
is recorded and the topography is reconstructed. Contact mode is needed for
piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM, see Sec. 2.5.2) and conductive atomic force
microscopy (c-AFM, see Sec. 2.5.3). A drawback of this method is that particles on
the surface might get moved, and soft structures scratched or damaged by the tip.
Furthermore, the tip wears off more quickly in contact, which reduces the resolution
of the image.
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Figure 2.17: Contact mode: Topography imaging is possible by analyzing the vertical
deflection with a photo-diode. The feedback in z-direction is achieved by piezoactuators
assuring a constant deflection setpoint.
Figure 2.18: Topography imaging using (a) tapping, and (b) non-contact mode: The tip
oscillates at its resonance frequency fres. The frequency shift ∆f , caused by the interaction
with the surface, is detected by a lock-in analysis of the vertical photo-diode signal.
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Dynamic methods, like tapping and non-contact mode, are used to preserve the
tip and sample from damage. An AC voltage is applied to a shaker piezoactuator,
which is connected to the backside of the cantilever. The cantilever is excited at its
unperturbed resonance frequency fres,0 far above the sample [268]:
fres,0 =
1
2π
·
√
k
m∗
, (2.43)
with m∗ as effective mass. While the tip is approaching the sample, the amplitude
is damped, and the resonance shifted by ∆f . If ∆f ≪ fres,0, then the frequency shift
can be described as:
∆f = −fres,0 ·
1
2k
·
∂F
∂z
, (2.44)
with ∂F
∂z
as a force gradient in z-direction acting on the tip. The resulting oscillation
is detected by the vertical deflection signal of the four-segment diode. Subsequently, a
lock-in amplifier compares the amplitude and phase of this oscillation to the excitation
of the cantilever. The amplitude change (50-80 % of the free oscillation amplitude)
of the oscillations serves as the feedback parameter resulting in a consistent distance
between the average tip position and the sample surface during scanning. In air, the
amplitude reacts quickly to the frequency shift which eases the measurement. This
mode is called tapping or intermittent contact mode since the tip hits the sample
surface only at the lower turning point of the oscillation (see Fig. 2.18 (a)) [269, 270].
This tapping mode is commonly used to quickly image the topography under ambient
conditions. Furthermore, it can be used to obtain measurements in liquids [271].
Unfortunately, this mode cannot be used for measurements in high vacuum because
of the low damping of the cantilever. Under these conditions, it takes too long until
the cantilever reacts to the frequency shift slowing down the measurement severely.
An approach to further improve this mode is the use of the frequency shift ∆f as the
feedback parameter, allowing (high resolution) measurements in vacuum. This mode
is called (true) non-contact mode (see Fig. 2.18 (b)) [270, 272]. Yet it is a challenging
method since it requires extensive equipment including three different feedback loops.
A phase locked loop (PLL) controls the excitation of the cantilever, and assures an
excitation at the momentary resonance frequency. An amplitude feedback loop keeps
the oscillation at a constant amplitude. The third feedback loop holds the cantilever
at a constant distance by regulating ∆f [273, 274].
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The resolution of an AFM is limited in z-direction only by the noise of the
cantilever, piezoactuators, feedback loop and detection path. The resulting high
resolution images were able to resolve atomic steps [275]. The lateral resolution is
limited by the tip apex having a finite size. Topographic structures with a size smaller
or similar to the tip apex appear broader than they truly are. This broadening is
due to a convolution of object and tip shape. Another problem can be observed if
the object has steep edges which cannot be resolved geometrically by the pyramidal
tip. Nevertheless, the high resolution allows the visualization of single atoms and
the chemical structure when using a properly designed probe systems on a suitable
samples, for example a pentacene molecule [276]. Besides the standard contact,
tapping and non-contact mode for topography mapping, more sophisticated modes
have been developed. The modes most important for this work will be discussed in
the following Sec. 2.5.2 - 2.5.4 in more detail.
2.5.2 Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM)
Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) is the most important AFM technique for
the detection of ferroelectric domains and DWs [57, 277–281]. The schematic setup
for PFM measurements is depicted in Fig. 2.19. For this method, an AC voltage
is applied to the conductive tip while scanning the surface in contact mode. Since
all ferroelectric materials are piezoelectric (see Sec. 2.1.1), the crystal reacts with an
oscillation. Due to the converse piezoelectric effect, the crystal expands and contracts
in x-, y- and z-direction depending on the orientation of the polar axis with respect
to the applied electrical field [282]. The inverse piezoelectric effect can be described
in Voigt notation as a linear relation of the applied electric field ~E and the strain
tensor ε̂:
εi =
∑
j
dTij ·Ej, (2.45)
with d̂ as the piezoelectric tensor and dij as single piezoelectric coefficients
responsible for the deformation. The change in length ∆l of a fully contacted cuboid
(V = l1 · l2 · l3) can be calculated:
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∆li = dii · Ei · li = dii · Ui, (2.46)
where the homogeneous electric field is defined as Ei = Uili [283]. The amplitude
of the AC excitation voltage is in the range 1 to 10 V with a frequency of
10 to 200 kHz. This excitation is fast enough to prevent a disturbance of the
topography measurement. Contact resonances are avoided since they are usually not
stable enough during the scanning process, and small changes lead to big deviations
in amplitude and phase. An exception is the DART mode, which will be discussed
later in this section. Two lock-in amplifiers are needed to analyze the lateral and
vertical crystal oscillation. Each oscillation gives two signals, namely amplitude R
and phase ϕ (alternatively real and imaginary components X and Y ). The resulting
images show in plane (ip) polarization contrast from the lateral signal and out of
plane (oop) polarization contrast from the vertical signal. The interpretation of
the measured signals is determined by the crystal orientation with respect to the
position of the tip. If the polar axis is parallel to the applied field, for instance in
z-direction, the oscillation is primarily in z-direction, and is detected in the vertical
signal of the four-segment diode (e.g. when c+-domains are analyzed). The contrast
between to antiparallel c-domains can be deduced by comparing amplitude and phase
values. Since both are oriented alike, the amplitude should be identical too. However,
a 180° shift will be observed in the phase image since the oscillation is inverse.
Yet a-domains will show no vertical oscillations. Instead, they will show a lateral
displacement, which is visible in the lateral signal of the four-segment diode. If the
polar axis of an a-domain is parallel to the cantilever, buckling of the cantilever
might occur. This buckling oscillation can be seen in the vertical signal simulating
a c-domain. For the separation of c-domains and a-domains with buckling, it is
necessary to rotate the sample by 90°, and redo the PFM [284]. The position of the
laser spot at the cantilever can additionally influence the buckling effect. This effect
is at its minimum when the laser spot is placed at 60 % of the cantilever ensuing
from the fixed end [285]. Domains with a polarization vector, which is not parallel or
perpendicular to the polar axis, will create a contrast in both the lateral and vertical
signal. Materials used in this work (z- and y-cuts) had only c- and a-domains, which
simplified the contrast interpretation.
The cantilever has a resonance, when in contact with the sample, where the
PFM signal is enhanced by the Q factor. Using this contact resonance frequency,
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Figure 2.19: Piezoresponse force microscopy: An AC voltage at the tip leads to an
oscillation of the sample due to the inverse piezoelectric effect. The ip and oop amplitude
and phase of this oscillation are characteristic for each domain orientation.
measurements with low excitation voltages are possible. Yet, in most cases, this
contact frequency is not stable during scanning, and can vary in the range of 2 kHz for
flat and 30 to 50 kHz for rough surfaces [286]. Even slight changes in the resonance can
cause high deviations in amplitude and phase images. Dual AC resonance tracking
(DART) is used to constantly measure at the actual resonance frequency with high
Q factors in the range of 20 to 100 compared to 1 for low frequency PFM. Two lock-in
amplifiers track the amplitudes at f1 and f2 where f1 < fres < f2. The resulting
feedback parameter is the difference of the amplitudes ∆A = A1−A2 [287]. A recent
development, namely band excitation PFM, excites the cantilever with a frequency
band given by a frequency range. In this mode, the PFM response spectrum at all
frequencies in this specific range is detected at once. This method allows the clear
separation of electromechanical/electrical and mechanical/topographic signals, which
results in a reduction of cross-talk and enhanced image quality [286, 288].
Stationary measurements with DC voltage offsets can be used to monitor domain
switching and reconstruct local ferroelectric hysteresis loops [289]. Domain nucleation
and growth processes can be observed with high speed PFM (HSPFM). To do so,
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the excitation frequency is chosen in the MHz regime and the topography feedback
is turned off allowing a much faster image acquisition (< 1 frame/s) [290]. This
method allows the observation of the domain nucleation time and DW velocities in
thin films, for instance PZT, if the tip is biased with a voltage above the coercive
field. Additionally, it is possible to resolve the interaction of DWs with defects
(grain boundaries, microcracks or fatigue sides) during the switching process [291].
PFM is not limited to ferroelectric surfaces, and can also be used on polar and
piezoelectric materials, especially biological samples [292, 293]. Furthermore, PFM
measurements are possible in a liquid environment, thereby eliminating capillary and
long range electrostatic forces, which improves the lateral resolution to 3 nm [294].
2.5.3 Conductive atomic force microscopy (c-AFM)
Conductive atomic force microscopy (c-AFM) combines the advantages of AFM
and STM [295] by imaging topography and current simultaneously. Likewise to
topography imaging in contact mode (see Fig. 2.17), it is possible to map the
current by applying a DC voltage between a conductive tip and the back electrode
of the sample (see Fig. 2.20). Uncoated silicon tips are poorly conductive, and
thus, have to be coated with metals (e.g. Au or Pt/Ir) to achieve good conductivity
[296]. An alternative to metal coated tips are doped diamond tips [297]. Now,
conductive and non-conductive regions can be attributed to the topography [298]. In
addition, the current map can be compared to other AFM images recorded on the
same spot, for example to the domain pattern imaged with PFM for DW conductivity
investigations. Standard current amplifiers resolve the signal from the sub-pA regime
up to several µA. The applied voltage should be adapted to ensure currents below
the µA regime. High currents through the tip can lead to damage by melting the tip
apex. The lateral resolution is reduced compared to regular contact mode imaging
because the conductive coating with a thickness of 10 to 30 nm broadens the tip apex.
Assuming a homogeneous material, the conductivity σDC can be estimated from the
measured current value IDC:
σDC =
dsampleIDC
AtipUDC
=
dsampleIDC
πr2tipUDC
, (2.47)
where dsample is the length of the current path, which equals the sample thickness,
Atip = πr
2
tip is the electrode area formed by the AFM tip and UDC is the applied
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Figure 2.20: c-AFM mode: A DC voltage is applied to a conductive tip, which scans the
sample in contact mode. The resulting local current is detected by a current amplifier.
DC voltage. A stationary measurement, where the voltage is varied, can be used to
obtain local current-voltage (IV) characteristics.
An extension of c-AFM is photo-conductive atomic force microscopy (pc-AFM). For
this technique, an additional light source is used to investigate the influence of photons
on the local conductivity. Possible applications are the imaging of photo-currents
in solar cells with pc-AFM [299]. Furthermore, the application of an additional
AC voltage allows the investigation of the local impedance. Two techniques, namely
scanning impedance (SIM) and nanoimpedance microscopy (NIM), were developed.
Those will be discussed in Sec. 2.6.2.
The tip-sample contact during the c-AFM measurement is a crucial parameter
influencing the contact resistance. Its contact area size depends on the sharpness of
the tip apex and the contact force applied. The tip-sample contact resistance of metal
coated tips decreases from 4 MΩ for uncoated Si-tips to >30 Ω for Ag, >60 Ω for
Cr/Au, >120 Ω for Au, and >310 Ω for Pt-coating [296]. Conductive diamond coated
tips have a contact resistance of approximately 3 kΩ [300]. Scanning artefacts can
be observed if structures with steep edges are examined. In this case, the feedback
adjustment cannot guarantee a constant tip-sample contact. The contact area is
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increased on one side because the side of the cantilever touches the structure. This
effect leads to a higher contact area, and subsequently, to a higher current signal.
If, on the other hand, the physical contact is lost, none or a reduced current signal
would be measured. Furthermore, particles on the surface can get picked up causing
a change of the contact geometry. When using a metal coated tip, deterioration
of the conductive coating is an issue [301]. High topographic structures or many
scans damage the coating over time. Wear-free boron-doped diamond tips present
an alternative circumventing this problem [302]. Low current measurements need to
be shielded appropriately to avoid noise in the current signal. The tip and the back
electrode wire serve as antennas, and pick up 50 Hz oscillations or other electrical
signals from the power supply installations around the AFM. This side-effect is visible
as a stripe pattern in the c-AFM image.
2.5.4 Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM)
Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) was developed to image local contact
potential differences (CPD) of surfaces [303]. This method was named after Lord
Kelvin who noticed in 1898 that a plate capacitor composed of two different
materials build up a voltage between the plates when brought in electrical contact.
Furthermore, he designed a setup based on a vibrating plate capacitor to detect this
voltage [304]. This voltage originates from the two different work functions Φi of
the materials [305]. The Fermi levels of both plates balance if the metal plates are
brought into electrical contact. Now, electrons move from the plate with the lower
work function to the one with higher work function resulting in a contact potential
difference UCPD which is proportional to the difference of the work functions ∆Φ:
UCPD =
1
e
·∆Φ. (2.48)
The contact potential difference UCPD can be measured macroscopically by applying
an additional DC voltage UDC until the plate capacitor is field free and the UCPD is
compensated. Varying the distance of the plates leads to a change in capacitance C
and current I, which can be nullified to find the UDC:
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Figure 2.21: Kelvin probe force microscopy senses electrostatic forces to map the contact
potential difference (CPD) of the sample locally in two-pass mode.
I =
∂C
∂t
· (UCPD − UDC), (2.49)
I = 0 → UCPD = UDC.
This principle can be applied to local measurements with an AFM in the dynamic
mode as well (see Fig. 2.21). Electrostatic forces, resulting from UCPD, will be sensed
locally with a conductive AFM tip, and as recently shown, may even track ultrafast
electrostatic changes down to the 1 ns regime [306]. These forces can be nullified by
adjusting UDC:
F = −
1
2
·
∂C
∂t
· (UCPD − UDC)
2. (2.50)
Since many forces influence the cantilever deflection, it is necessary to apply
an AC voltage UAC to filter out the electrostatic parts arising from UCPD. The
cantilever senses an additional modulated force FAC. This modulation vanishes
at the maximum of the parabola from Eq. 2.50. It can be detected by a lock-
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in amplifier whilst adjusting the DC voltage offset UDC properly such that FAC is
nullified again. This voltage UDC corresponds to UCPD. The CPD measurement
is usually performed in two-pass mode to avoid topographic artefacts. The first
pass measures the topography profile, whereas the second pass measures the CPD.
During the second pass, the cantilever is lifted up by distance d (≥ 10 nm) to
minimize topography interaction [303]. The lift-off leads to a deterioration of the
lateral resolution [307]. Photo-assisted Kelvin probe force microscopy (p-KPFM) is
used to investigate the surface potential under illumination. Comparing dark and
illuminated images reveals the local surface photo-voltage of, for example, solar cells
[308]. Furthermore, local screening processes of ferroelectric domains in BTO were
monitored under illumination [77].
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2.6 AC transport characterization
2.6.1 Impedance basics
O. Heaviside was the first to introduce the impedance concept in 1886 [309]. After
this introduction, it was represented in complex numbers in 1893 [310]. Subsequently,
macroscopic impedance measurements were obtained on many materials including
electrolytes, polymers, semiconductors and ionic single crystals [311].
The impedance Ẑ is defined as the complex ratio of a voltage Û(t) = UAC · ei(ωt+ϕu)
and a current Î(t) = IAC · ei(ωt+ϕi) in an alternating current (AC) circuit. Depending
on the circuit, the current is shifted by the phase ϕ = ϕu − ϕi with respect to the
voltage. It can be written in complex notation as:
Ẑ(ω) =
Û(t)
Î(t)
=
UAC
IAC
eiϕ
=
UAC
IAC
cosϕ+ i
UAC
IAC
sinϕ
= |Z| cosϕ+ i|Z| sinϕ
= Z ′(ω) + iZ ′′(ω),
(2.51)
where Z ′ and Z ′′ are the real and imaginary components of the impedance. The
impedance can be displayed as a vector in Cartesian (Z ′, Z ′′) or polar (|Z|, ϕ)
coordinates as shown in Fig. 2.22. The mathematical expressions of Ẑ(ω) are noted in
Eq. 2.53. For a purely resistive circuit, the phase is ϕ = 0° and Ẑ(ω) = Z ′(ω) = R,
which is frequency-independent. In contrast, purely capacitive behavior, which is
frequency-dependent, is represented by ϕ = -90° and Ẑ(ω) = iZ ′′(ω) = − i
ωC
with
XC =
1
ωC
as capacitive reactance. In addition, the complex capacitance Ĉ(ω) can be
derived from Ẑ(ω):
Ĉ(ω) =
1
iωẐ(ω)
=
−Z ′′(ω)
ω(Z ′(ω)2 + Z ′′(ω)2)
− i
Z ′(ω)
ω(Z ′(ω)2 + Z ′′(ω)2)
= C ′(ω)− iC ′′(ω).
(2.52)
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Figure 2.22: Impedance vector in Cartesian (X, Y ) and polar (Z, ϕ) coordinates with the
corresponding equations for the real/imaginary part and amplitude/phase.
Moreover, the complex permittivity ε̂(ω) can be deduced from Ẑ(ω):
ε̂(ω) =
1
iωC0Ẑ(ω)
=
−Z ′′(ω)
ωC0(Z ′(ω)2 + Z ′′(ω)2)
− i
Z ′(ω)
ωC0(Z ′(ω)2 + Z ′′(ω)2)
= ε′(ω)− iε′′(ω),
(2.54)
with C0 as the vacuum capacitance of the empty measuring cell. This capacitance
can be calculated for a plate capacitor as C0 = ǫ0Ac/l with Ac as plate capacitor
area, l is the electrode separation length, and ǫ0 denotes the dielectric constant of
free space [312]. The dielectric constant ε′ can be attributed to the energy stored in
the medium and ε′′ is proportional to the dielectric losses in the medium.
Frequency-dependent data are required to extract various material properties
(e.g. time constants) from the impedance measurements. An equivalent circuit,
describing the system, is designed to allow the interpretation of the data. Yet its
physical correctness is an additional decisive factor. Therefore, the impedance is
displayed in a complex plane plot, for example Nyquist plot −Z ′′(Z ′) or Cole-Cole plot
−C ′′(C ′) [225], showing arcs, representing time constants τ . Additionally, the shape
of the arc provides information on the transport mechanism. Another way to display
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the frequency-dependent data is the Bode plot, where the amplitude |Z| = UAC
IAC
and
phase ϕ with tanϕ = Z
′′
Z′
are displayed as Z(f) and ϕ(f). A third way of displaying
the data is plotting the frequency dependence of the loss tangent tan(ϕ − π/2)(f),
showing regions of capacitive/conductive coupling [313].
A model equivalent circuit consists of various electrical circuit elements, which are
in a parallel and/or series connection. The three basic elements are the resistor,
the inductor, and the capacitor. Their electrical properties are listed in Tab.
2.4. Furthermore, nonlinear elements are required for modeling real experiments.
Often, elements do not behave ideally since microscopic electrode properties
(charge inhomogeneity, defects, adsorbed species, variations in stoichiometry and
composition [312]) underly a distribution on the nanoscale. To address this issue, all
effects are averaged using macroscopic electrodes. Constant phase elements (CPEs)
are introduced for processes with a distribution of, for instance, time constants,
or activation energies. These have a specific frequency response which cannot be
modeled with simple RC circuits. A first example was the modeling of imperfect
capacitors as double-layer capacitors [314]. The impedance of a CPE can be described
as follows:
ZCPE =
1
Q0 · (iω)N
,
ϕ = −90◦ ·N ,
(2.55)
with Q0 as an effective CPE coefficient and the exponent N determining the
constant phase ϕ. It is in the range between zero and one, whereas the ideal capacitor
is reproduced for N = 1 and Q0 = C, and the pure ohmic resistor is modeled for
N = 0 and Q0 = 1R [315].
Simple circuits consisting of only a few elements can be interpreted pretty easily, yet
various ambiguous solutions are possible for complex data sets. To address this issue,
a complex nonlinear least squares (CNLS) analysis software can identify (multiple)
suitable circuits which fit mathematically, but not by default physically [311, 316]
Each element should represent a physical property/process suited for the underlying
model. All of the material’s intrinsic properties and the extrinsic effects at the
electrode-sample interface influence the conductivity response. These local effects
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Table 2.4: Properties of basic and nonlinear AC circuit elements.
element impedance phase shift ϕ
ideal resistor R ẐR = R 0°
ideal inductor L ẐL = iωL +90°
ideal capacitor C ẐC = 1iωC -90°
constant phase element CPE ẐCPE = 1Q0·(iω)N -90°·N
are measured simultaneously because of the macroscopic electrode configuration and
averaged thereafter. A complete list of contributing effects, and how to eliminate
artefacts, has been provided by J.-H. Hwang et al. [317]. AFM techniques, like
scanning impedance microscopy (SIM) and nanoimpedance microscopy (NIM), were
developed to record a local response from the system. These techniques will be
discussed in the following Sec. 2.6.2.
2.6.2 Scanning impedance microscopy (SIM) and
nanoimpedance microscopy (NIM)
Localized impedance data are of great interest to investigate individual nanostruc-
tures in nanotechnology. First attempts were conducted using microcontacts as
electrodes, yet this method lacked the topographical information [318]. Simulta-
neously, AFM techniques (e.g. c-AFM. KPFM, SCM see Sec. 2.5) evolved to access
the local electrical properties. Scanning impedance microscopy (SIM), developed by
S. V. Kalinin and D. A. Bonnell, showed for the first time locally resolved impedance
data on two different grains and the separating grain boundary in a Nb-doped SrTiO3
bicrystal. A lateral AC voltage was applied to the sample, and the phase shift of the
cantilever oscillation was measured (see Fig. 2.23 (a)). Furthermore, the topography
was mapped in tapping mode simultaneously [319].
The second method is a contact mode based technique nanoimpedance microscopy
(NIM). The tip was biased with a DC voltage and an additional AC probing voltage
at a single frequency f was applied. Subsequently, the resulting AC current signal
between the conductive tip, and the back electrode of the sample was analyzed
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Figure 2.23: (a) Scanning impedance microscopy (SIM, adapted from [319]), and (b)
nanoimpedance microscopy (NIM, adapted from [320]) are used to investigate the impedance
locally with an AFM tip.
by a commercial impedance analyzer or an external lock-in amplifier, yielding the
amplitude |Z| and phase ϕ of the AC current response (see Fig. 2.23 (b)). These
values can be obtained locally for impedance spectroscopy, or while scanning the
surface to obtain an image of |Z| and ϕ at a fixed frequency f . Initial experiments
with NIM included investigations of grains and grain boundaries in polycrystalline
ZnO. Impedance spectra of single grains were used to identify the transport behavior
of the grains. The analysis was done by fitting the experimental data to an equivalent
circuit model. Using this approach, different contributions of the individual grains
and the tip-sample contact have been identified [320, 321]. Subsequently, NIM has
been used in studies on plate capacitors [322], fuel cells at elevated temperatures
[323], organic coatings [324], and semiconducting processors [325]. Essential for the
quantitative interpretation of the impedance data is the knowledge about the quality
of the tip-sample contact. An estimate of the contact area can be obtained using
nanointendation. R. O’Hayre et al. showed that an increase of the contact area leads
to a significantly lower contact impedance [300]. The local impedance measurement
was strongly influenced by stray capacitance effects. To avoid this interference, a
new technique, namely bridge-enhanced NIM (BE-NIM), was developed [326]. An
additional compensation circuit nullified the contribution of the stray capacitance.
This technique provided an enhanced AC current contrast.
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3.1 Samples
The main focus of this thesis is the study of DWs in LNO single crystals.
Stoichiometric (SLN) and congruently melting LNO (CLN) single crystals were
commercially purchased. The standard samples were cut from polished 3′′-wafers into
5 × 5 mm2 pieces. The thickness of the wafers was 300 and 500 µm. The crystals
were prepared in a z-cut and poled into a single-domain state by default. Thereafter,
the crystals were poled with voltage pulses Upulse into a multi-domain state. These
z-cuts allow a switching of domains with a polarization vector perpendicular to the
crystal surface (see Sec. 3.2).
The LNO crystals were doped with varying Mg concentrations, ranging from
0 to 7 mol%. A summary of all LNO crystals used (samples #1 - #13) can be found
in Tab. 3.1. Additionally, Fig. 3.1 (a) provides the transmission spectra of differently
doped LNO samples. From these spectra, the absorption coefficients αabs(λ) and the
bandgap were calculated according to Eq. 2.12 - 2.15; the corresponding diagram of
αabs(λ) is shown in Fig. 3.1 (b), and the determined bandgap/absorption edge values
can be found in Tab. 3.1. The bandgap shifts slightly from 3.9 eV (320 nm) for
CLN to 4.0 eV (311 nm) in 5 and 7 mol% Mg:CLN. On the basis of the absorption
coefficient, the transmission in dependence of the crystal thickness was computed for
5 mol% Mg:LNO (see Fig. 3.2 (a)). Additionally, this figure provides information
on the penetration depth, defined at T = 1/e ∼ 36.8 %, for different wavelengths.
With decreasing wavelengths, the penetration depth reduces because of the increasing
absorption coefficient. The sample transmission of the standard LED illumination
with λ = 310 nm equals 30 % and the penetration depth is 411 µm. At λ = 300 nm
excitation, nearly all photons are already absorbed in the bulk (T500µm = < 0.04 %),
and the penetration depth is 63 µm. Further calculations for wavelengths ≤ 270 nm
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were not done because of error-prone absorption coefficients at these wavelengths.
The lower limit detectable with the Shimadzu spectrometer is αabs = 10−4. A value
of 30 nm for 244 nm illumination in undoped CLN was reported [327, 328].
Besides the above mentioned single-domain LNO samples (samples #1 - #10),
commercially available domain-structured samples were investigated. These are
referred to as periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) single crystals. The PPLN
samples have a domain stripe pattern with a periodicity of approximately 7 µm,
which was written by electric field poling with a structured photo-resist electrode
[329]. Hence, no further domain switching was necessary to prepare DWs. Two types
of PPLN crystals were examined, namely an undoped congruent CPPLN (sample
#11) and a stoichiometric 5 mol% Mg:SPPLN (sample #12). An 0.5 mol% iron-
doped LNO sample (sample #13) was used for comparison with the Mg:LNO samples.
This sample was already poled while the crystal grew from the melt.
In addition to these LNO samples, congruently melting lithium tantalate single
crystals (samples #14 and #15) were investigated. Those crystals had been doped
with 7 and 8 mol% Mg, respectively. Likewise to LNO, the samples were cut from
3′′-wafers into 5 × 5 mm2 pieces. Analog to LNO, the original single-domain samples
were switched into a multi-domain state, afterwards (see Sec. 3.2). The corresponding
transmission spectra are shown in Fig. 3.3 (a) with the bandgap being 4.6 eV (270
nm). Analogous to the calculation for LNO, the absorption coefficients for LTO
were determined and are pictured in Fig. 3.3 (b). The transmission for different
wavelengths near the absorption edge can be seen in Fig. 3.2 (b). The penetration
depth reduces significantly with decreasing photon wavelengths.
Additionally to studies on LNO and LTO, measurements were done on (100)-BTO
(sample #16) and (100)-BCT (sample #17) single crystals. BTO has a bandgap
of 3.05 eV (λ = 406 nm) [258]. BCT has a slightly higher bandgap of 3.24 eV
(λ = 383 nm) in the congruent composition Ba0.77Ca0.23TiO3 [262]. Both crystals
already have a natural domain pattern of c- and a-domains such that switching of
these samples was not necessary. BTO and BCT were chosen due to their different
domain and DW structure. This might result in conductivity superior to the DWs in
LNO and LTO. A brief summary of all presented samples and their properties can
be found in Tab. 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Summary of LNO, LTO, BTO, and BCT samples and their properties.
# Sample Mg content d Cut Upulse Egap absorption edge Source
[mol%] [µm] [kV] [eV] [nm]
1 CLN 0 500 z-cut 9.0 - 11.0 3.87 320 CrysTec GmbH [330]
2 CLN 1 500 z-cut 6.0 - 7.0 3.94 315 United Crystals [177]
3 CLN 2 500 z-cut 6.0 - 7.0 3.94 315 United Crystals [177]
4 CLN 3 500 z-cut 6.0 - 7.0 3.92 316 United Crystals [177]
5 CLN 5 500 z-cut 2.5 - 3.0 3.99 311 United Crystals [177]
6 CLN 5 300 z-cut 1.8 - 2.0 4.00 310 Yamaju Ceramics [331]
7 CLN 7 500 z-cut 3.0 - 3.5 3.99 311 Union Optic [332]
8 CLN 0 300 y-cut - - - E. Soergel [333]
9 SLN 0 500 z-cut 2.0 - 2.2 4.00 310 Oxide Corporation [334]
10 SLN 5 15 z-cut 0.1 - - E. Soergel [333]
11 CPPLN 0 500 z-cut - - - Crystal Technology [335]
12 SPPLN 5 500 z-cut - - - Crystal Technology [335]
13 Fe:LNO 0.5 Fe 300 z-cut - - - T. Woike [336]
14 LTO 7 500 z-cut 2.0 - 3.0 4.57 271 Yamaju Ceramics [331]
15 LTO 8 1000 z-cut 4.5 - 5.0 4.59 270 Yamaju Ceramics [331]
16 BTO 0 500 z-cut - 3.05 406 [258] SurfaceNet GmbH [337]
17 BCT 0 500 z-cut - 3.24 383 [262] T. Woike [336]
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Figure 3.1: (a) Transmission spectra, and (b) absorption coefficients of the LNO samples
with different Mg content: In LNO, the Mg doping causes a slight shift of the absorption
edge, defined at α = 2 mm−1, towards lower wavelengths.
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Figure 3.2: Thickness dependence of the transmission: (a) 5 mol% Mg:LNO, and
(b) 7 mol% Mg:LTO. The penetration depth, defined at T = 1/e ∼ 36.8 %, reduces
significantly with decreasing wavelength.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Transmission spectra, and (b) absorption coefficients of the LTO samples
with different Mg content. For both samples, the absorption edge, defined at α = 2 mm−1,
equals 270 nm.
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3.2 Sample preparation
Most of the LNO and LTO single crystals (samples #1 - #7, #9, #14 and #15)
were pre-polarized into a single-domain state during their production process. Such
single-domain samples were used as reference samples since they do not contain DWs.
Hence, the properties, e.g. conductivity, can be solely attributed to the bulk. The
poling with liquid electrodes proved to be a convenient method for switching single-
domain crystals and thus DW generation (see setup in Fig. 3.4). Advantages of that
approach are the removable electrodes, in this case done by simple ultrasonic cleaning
(water/acetone/ethanol) and drying the sample afterwards. In contrast to evaporated
metal electrodes, the surfaces remain clean, and direct access to the DWs was possible.
Additionally, the poling process can be followed in situ using a microscope since the
electrodes are transparent. Therefore, the sample holder is mounted on an inverse
optical microscope (Axiovert 135, Carl Zeiss). A high contrast image of the domains
can be seen using crossed polarizers due to stress birefringence [84].
For the poling process, the sample was fixed between two O-rings filled with a
NaCl-solution as liquid electrode. Two cables were attached to the liquid electrodes,
and a voltage was applied to the sample. The voltage was provided by a high voltage
amplifier (hivolt.de, AMT-20B10-LC-230V) which had a maximal output voltage of
±20 kV. Repeated experiments revealed that the nucleation of domains starts at the
edge of the O-rings due to fringing fields. They grew together subsequently. At this
stage, only a few big domains were present. This domain pattern was not ideal for
AFM measurements because only a few DWs are present, which are hard to find. In
order to get a large amount of small domains across the crystal, the poling was realized
by applying voltage pulses. Experiments showed that the nucleation properties are
better during backswitching compared to the initial switching. Therefore, the area
between the two O-rings was switched completely. A positive voltage was applied to
the Z+ surface to create a big c−-domain. Afterwards, several short negative voltage
pulses (t = 0.1 - 0.5 s, U > Ucoercive) were applied to create the domain pattern. The
initial negative voltage pulse causes the nucleation of small c+ domains. Through
applying further negative pulses, new domains nucleate, and already existing ones
grow slowly in size. This procedure was continued until the pattern was as required.
Now, the switched area consisted of a stochastic pattern of various domains with
different shapes and sizes ranging from a few µm2 to several 100 µm2 (see Fig. 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of the poling setup: The samples were fixed between two O-rings, and
the spaces were filled with an aqueous NaCl-solution as liquid electrode. A DC voltage
was applied between the electrodes to switch the polarization orientation. The domain
nucleation and growth was observed in situ through the window of the poling setup.
The DW velocity and domain growth rate was controlled by the applied voltage
pulses. Typical values for the voltage pulses, used for the switching, are listed in Tab.
3.1. Note, these values have to be higher than the coercive voltage UC , and higher
voltage pulses triggered a faster domain nucleation. It was observed that the DW
movement depends on the number of defects inside the crystal. SLN, which has the
best stoichiometry, shows a fast and smooth movement. In contrast, 5 mol% Mg:CLN
exhibits a slow and jerky movement of the DW. Furthermore, differences in the
domain shapes occur, e.g. SLN (hexagons) and Mg:CLN (imperfect hexagons with
round edges). This finding correlates with previously published results [102, 105].
The sample holder, which was used for the regular poling, was also employed for
UV-assisted domain writing [122]. A focused laser beam (λ = 325 nm) was used to
write domain patterns into the sample. The applied voltage had to be slightly below
the switching voltage UC . Illuminated regions can be switched at lower voltages than
UC since the UV illumination reduces the coercive field locally. Using this method,
through and surface domains were written into 5 mol% Mg:CLN. Such samples with
UV-written domains were prepared by A. Haußmann (TU Dresden).
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Figure 3.5: Optical microscope images of (a) 5 mol% Mg:CLN showing hexagonal
domains, and (b) 7 mol% Mg:LTO having triangular domains. Defocused transmitted-light
microscopy leads to a DW/domain contrast [28, 88].
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The group of E. Soergel (Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn)
provided a 15 µm thick Mg:SLN sample with AFM-written domains (sample #10). A
18 × 18 domain matrix was written into the thin crystal by applying voltage pulses of
100 V for 60 s each. Furthermore, they provided a sample with a single charged head-
to-head DW in a CLN crystal (sample #8). This DW was formed by annealing the
sample for 10 h at 1200 °C. The underlying mechanism of this switching process is still
under discussion [338, 339]. Charged DWs, such as head-to-head and tail-to-tail DWs,
are of special interest. Theoretical calculations predicted an exceptional conductivity,
as previously described in Sec. 2.1.7. Yet creating a head-to-head DW only succeeded
in undoped CLN so far. The local topology is rather complex compared to regular
180° DWs [93]. The formation of such DWs in various other (doped) LNO samples
(SLN, Fe:CLN, Mg:SLN, and Mg:CLN) was not successful. The lack of ideal process
parameters prevented the DW creation.
An overview of the written domain pattern was obtained under an optical
microscope (Jenaval, Carl Zeiss) after the switching procedure was executed
(if required). A brigthfield image with µm resolution showed a DW contrast caused
by the electro-optic effect [28, 85, 86]. In combination with marks on the sample, these
images were valuable to find a specific spot on the sample with the AFM afterwards.
To investigate the dependence of the DW conductivity on the sample thickness,
the LNO crystals were thinned using mechanical and chemical-mechanical polishing
(CMP) techniques. In order to do so, the sample was mounted on a plane
plate. The main material removal was accomplished by mechanical lapping with
SiC (grain size 8 µm) decreasing the thickness to 30-40 µm. A second mechanical
polishing with diamond paste (grain size 3 µm) followed. The final step was a gentle
CMP step based on an acid colloidal silica solution. This method allowed the
production of LNO and LTO samples as thin as 10 µm with high quality, scratch-free
surfaces. Yet a drawback of this method was the gluing and polishing treatment. This
procedure heated up the samples and influenced DWs, which were written previously
into the crystal. Later on, PFM measurement revealed a movement of the DWs into
the non-conducting, straight equilibrium position. To obtain DWs with comparable
features to the regular samples, DWs were written into the crystal after the thinning.
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In the last step of the sample preparation, electrodes were applied to the samples. A
plane bottom electrode was required for c-AFM experiments. A quick and removable
electrode was created by applying a thin film of conductive silver paste to the back
side of the sample (see Fig. 3.6 (a)). To achieve a homogeneous contact without air
inclusions, the film was dried for several minutes. Thereafter, the sample was mounted
and contacted electrically to the conductive sample holder. Such an electrode was
mainly used for the back contact for AFM measurements like PFM, c-AFM and
NIM, having the advantage that both crystal faces can be investigated one after
another since the back electrode can be easily removed by ultrasonification in acetone
and ethanol. The second electrode was formed by the conductive AFM tip on
top of the sample.
An alternative to the conductive silver paste electrodes are thin metal electrodes.
Chromium and gold were evaporated through a circular shadow mask (∅ 2.4 mm)
onto the sample. Thin layers were chosen to allow sufficient transmission
in the UV range, which will be the interesting region for the experiments.
Therefore, a 1 nm thin chromium layer, which served as an adhesive layer, and
a 10 nm gold film was chosen. In contrast to ITO, which is not transparent
in the UV range [340], 25 % of the super-bandgap light (λ ≤ 310 nm) reach the
sample surface (see Fig. 3.7). This evaporated electrode was used as a bottom
(see Fig. 3.6 (a)) and/or top contact. Two evaporated electrodes were used for the
macroscopic impedance measurements. In this work, reference samples without
domains/DWs (sample B, Fig. 3.6 (b)) were compared to samples containing
domains/DWs (sample type C, Fig. 3.6 (c)).
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Figure 3.6: Electrode configurations: (a) Sample A with many DWs which are connected by
a macroscopic bottom electrode (silver paint or evaporated Cr/Au) and the conductive AFM
tip as top electrode. (b) and (c) showing samples with two evaporated Cr/Au electrodes.
Sample B is a single-domain and sample C is a multi-domain sample.
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Figure 3.7: Transmission of the evaporated metal electrode (1 nm Cr/10 nm Au):
Approximately 25 % of the super-bandgap light passes the electrode and illuminates the
sample.
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3.3 Atomic force microscopy
3.3.1 SmartSPM 1000 (AIST-NT)
A major part of the AFM measurements were done using a SmartSPM™1000 from
AIST-NT. This system features a large scan area of 100 × 100 × 15 µm3. An excerpt
of scanning techniques, which can be performed with this microscope, is listed below:
• topography imaging in contact, tapping and non-contact mode
• piezoresponse force microscopy
• Kelvin probe force microscopy
• magnetic force microscopy
• conductive AFM
• nanolithography
The AFM head is constructed in a way to allow optical access to the tip/sample,
which was a requirement for all the illumination experiments (see Fig. 3.8 (a)). In
addition, a low noise current amplifier (AIST-NT) was installed to measure local
currents ranging from mA down to 200 fA. The voltage, which was applied internally
to the tip/sample, ranged in between -10 V and +10 V. The resulting current was
detected by the tip. To apply higher voltages, an external DC power supply was
used in combination with this AFM allowing the application of voltages up to 30
V to the sample. Different light sources (see Sec. 3.5) where combined with this
AFM to investigate the influence of illumination on the conductivity. These were
arranged to illuminate the fixed tip and the scanning sample underneath. The
(photo-)conductive AFM setup is outlined in Fig. 3.8 (b) showing top and bottom
illumination with an LED. However, the standard system described above could not
be used for NIM measurements because no AC currents can be detected. Therefore,
to obtain AC measurements an additional signal access module (AIST-NT) was
used in combination with an external current amplifier (DLPCA-200, Femto). This
equipment allowed the processing of the AC current signals outside of the AFM
controller with an additional lock-in amplifier. The demodulated signal, containing
amplitude and phase of the AC current, was fed back to the AFM controller and
imaged. A detailed description of the NIM setup using the Dimension 3000 AFM
follows in the next Sec. 3.3.2.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Schematic representation of the SmartSPM™1000 AFM from AIST-NT
(taken from [341]), and (b) c-AFM setup with additional LED illumination either from the
top (#1) or bottom (#2).
3.3.2 Dimension 3000 (Veeco)/ NIM setup
The NIM measurements for this thesis were performed by employing the Dimension
3000 AFM (Veeco), and were later confirmed using the SmartSPM from AIST-NT.
The Dimension 3000 had a maximal scan range of 100×100×15 µm3. Besides the stan-
dard contact and tapping mode, PFM, c-AFM, NIM, and Kelvin measurements were
possible. PFM was performed with an external lock-in amplifier (SR-830, Stanford).
The demodulated amplitude and phase signal was transmitted to the breakout box
of the AFM to create a phase and amplitude image. For NIM and c-AFM, the
AC/DC voltage was applied to the bottom electrode of the sample, and the resulting
current signal was measured by the conductive tip at the top side. A variable gain
amplifier (DLPCA-200, Femto) was directly connected to the tip, to amplify the
measured AC/DC current signal. Typical current amplifications for DW current
measurement were 109 to 1011 VA−1 with a bandwidth of 50 and 1 kHz, respectively.
The current signal was either directed to the breakout box for DC current
measurements or to the lock-in amplifier for NIM measurements (see Fig. 3.9).
Afterwards, the demodulated AC signal was transmitted as amplitude/phase or
real/imaginary components to the AFM controller. For NIM studies, a series network
analyzer (E5061B ENA, Agilent) provided a peak-to-peak AC voltage (UAC ≤ 1 V)
with a DC offset (-40 V ≤ UDC ≤ 40 V). The standard conditions for NIM/AC
current measurement were a 12 V DC offset and a 0.5 V AC modulation within a
frequency range given by the setup. In combination with the AFM measurement, the
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Figure 3.9: Sketch of the NIM setup: An AC/DC voltage was applied to the bottom
electrode of a multi-domain LNO sample. The resulting AC current was detected locally with
a conductive tip, amplified and demodulated to obtain an image of the amplitude/phase or
real/imaginary components. An LED with λ = 310 nm was used to illuminate the sample.
lower frequency limit was 100 Hz. This restriction provided the time to demodulate
the AC current signal in every measurement point. The dwell time at every point was
∼ 10 ms, achieved by a scanning rate of 5 s per line at a resolution of 512 points. No
DW contrast was visible for frequencies above 10 kHz. Therefore, 10 kHz was chosen
as the upper frequency limit. For frequency-dependent measurements, the frequency
was varied either in every scan or by ∆f during scanning. Frequency changes were
done during the retrace line, and the AC current measurement was performed on the
next forward trace.
Since small AC current signals were expected, an appropriate electrical shielding
was necessary. All connections to the sample/tip were shielded. Still, noise was
not circumvented completely. Most of the noise originated from the unshielded
tip and sample. A metal chamber acting as a Faraday cage was placed over the
AFM to reduce the electrical noise. With this setup, currents as low as 100 fA were
measured undisturbed. NIM measurements were performed with and without super-
bandgap illumination to investigate the influence of light on the AC conductivity.
Therefore, an LED (λ = 310 nm) was used to illuminate the sample under a 45° angle.
Additionally, a compensation circuit was added to achieve a qualitative improvement
of the AC current contrast by reducing the stray capacitance between sample,
cantilever and environment [313, 326]. This reduction was achieved by placing the tip
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onto a non-conductive area of the sample such as a domain without super-bandgap
illumination. The disturbed AC current signal at this spot was measured and
superimposed with a second AC signal coming from an external function generator.
The combined signal was monitored with an oscilloscope, and the amplitude and
phase of the compensation signal were adjusted, so that the combined signal was
minimized. This method results in a noise reduced AC signal and hence images with
higher current contrast. The additional signal, required for the correction, was kept
constant throughout the NIM measurement. Note, the adjustment had to be done for
every frequency in advance. However, initial measurements revealed that accuracy
of the function generator of 1 mV in amplitude and 0.1° in phase was not sufficient
to compensate the stray signal entirely. Hence, this compensation allows for the
correction of individual (fast) measurements yet is not precise enough to be used
for a complete analysis of the frequency dependence. An additional impairing factor
was found in a slow phase shift of the compensation signal caused by a drift of the
background signal and/or the synchronization.
3.3.3 AFM probes
Different types of cantilevers from different distributors were used for the presented
experiments. They were grouped, based on their application, into contact and
non-contact cantilevers and were utilized for electrical measurements by applying a
conductive metal coating. A list of the cantilevers used can be found in Tab. 3.2. The
long contact cantilevers were used for PFM, c-AFM and nanolithography, whereas
the short tapping mode cantilevers were used for CPD and topography imaging.
Table 3.2: Summary of AFM cantilevers used.
manufacturer type l fres rtip coating
[µm] [kHz] [nm]
C1A 350 7-16 30-50 none, Pt or Au
Phoenix C1B 130 14-27 30-50 none, Pt or Au
Nanotechnologies N1A 130 115-190 10-25 none, Au or TiN
N1B 100 190-325 10-25 none, Au or TiN
Nanosensors
PPP-CONT 450 6-21 20-40 Cr/Pt/Ir
PPP-NCH 125 204-497 20-40 Cr/Pt/Ir
Budget Sensors ElectriCont-G 450 9-17 <25 Cr/Pt
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3.4 Macroscopic impedance measurements
In contrast to the AFM measurements on sample A (metal electrode and conductive
tip), two evaporated metal electrodes are required for macroscopic measurements.
Those Cr/Au electrodes were evaporated on the top and back of the crystals. To
differentiate between DW and domain properties, two sample types were prepared.
Sample B was a single-domain sample with a bottom and top electrode. Whereas
sample C had many domains and DWs in between the electrodes (see Fig. 3.6).
These samples were connected to a potentiostat (Autolab PGSTAT 128N, Metrohm)
electrically, and the impedance was measured in a wide frequency range. To
investigate the frequency-dependent impedance, an AC voltage of 0.5 V with a
DC offset of ±10 V was applied to the sample analogous to the previous NIM
measurements. The highest resolved impedance value was found at a frequency of
30 Hz, whereas the lowest reproducible impedance values were obtained at 30 kHz.
Those values provided the limits for the frequency-dependent investigation. The
experiments were done in a metal chamber to screen the wires from external noise.
For comparison to the dark measurement, the sample was illuminated from above
with an LED (λ = 310 nm). The data was recorded, analyzed and fitted with the
associated software NOVA.
Metrohm Autolab
Potentiostat
Figure 3.10: Macroscopic impedance setup: An AC/DC voltage was applied between two
macroscopic electrodes of sample B (no DWs) and C (with DWs). The resulting AC current
was detected with a potentiostat. Additionally to the dark measurements, an LED with
λ = 310 nm was used to illuminate the sample.
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3.5 Light sources
Various light sources were employed in combination with the c-AFM/NIM/impedance
measurements to illuminate the samples from above, below, or sideways
(see Tab. 3.3). Initially, only LEDs with wavelengths down to 300 nm and low
intensities were available. In the course of this work, further development of the
illumination sources led to improved LEDs with lower wavelength and increased
output intensities. LEDs (Roithner Lasertechnik, Seoul Optodevice) with different
wavelength/intensities were used to illuminate the samples. The corresponding
spectra are graphed in Fig. 3.12 (a). In general, they featured a FWHM of
10 nm. The light was focused with a ball lens onto the sample/tip which yielded
an illuminated spot with a diameter of 2 mm. Both, the low costs of these LEDs
compared to a laser setup as well as the small size and ease of integration favored
this light source.
Table 3.3: Summary of LED light sources used.
type name wavelength power manufacturer
[nm] [µW]
UVTOP265 270 150-250
LED UVTOP305 310 100-500 Roithner
UV-TO39 UVTOP315 320 600 Lasertechnik
ball lens UVTOP325 330 500 Seoul Optodevice
UVTOP355 360 800
LED XL 7090 400 2 ×105 Cree
250 3.2
Multi-LED source LLS-4-UV 260 11.0 Sandhousefiber coupled 270 46.7 design
300 12.3
A set of fiber coupled deep UV LEDs (250, 260, 270 and 300 nm) was mounted into
a multi LED source (LLS-4-UV, Sandhouse Design), which was used subsequently to
control the LEDs. The light was guided with a 2 m long UV-fiber (CPC-600UV-2,
Photonic Solutions) to the sample/tip. In addition, the intensity of the individual
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LEDs was steered with an USB-controller for intensity-dependent experiments. The
overall power reaching the sample through the fiber is listed in Tab. 3.3.
A deuterium-tungsten-halogen light source (DH-2000, Ocean Optics) was applied
to achieve a broad spectrum illumination in the range of 215 to 2000 nm. This lamp
was also used for initial measurements to check if light influences the conductivity
in general. Its spectrum can be found in Fig. 3.12 (b). The lamp is equipped with
a SMA 905 fiber connector, whereas a 2 m long UV-fiber (CPC-600UV-2, Photonic
Solutions) guided the light to the tip/sample. Two pulsed femtosecond lasers Integra
C (CPA) and Topas-C (OPA) were used to illuminate the sample with high intensity
light pulses. The AFM was placed on an optical table and the fs laser beam was
guided to the tip/sample by mirrors. Additionally, a barium borate (BBO) crystal
was employed to generate SHG of the Integra C light (e.g. 790 nm → 395 nm). The
wavelength of the Topas-C can be tuned in a wide frequency range (200 nm to 3 µm).
Hence, photons with energies above and below the bandgap are provided. The angle
of incident was 45°, and the laser beam was focused to a spot of 150 to 200 µm in
diameter. Typically, pulse lengths were between 130 and 150 fs at a repetition rate
of 500 Hz. The pulse intensity was calculated from the known pulse energy and the
focus diameter at the sample. The latter was determined from the camera image of
the AFM with the cantilever length as a reference (see Fig. 3.11). The intensity was
adjusted by different attenuators, which were placed in the beam path. High pulse
energies were avoided since they bear the risk of damaging equipment and samples
by laser ablation.
Figure 3.11: Focus diameter of the pulsed femtosecond laser with λ = 395, 600 and 800
nm on the sample. The cantilever length of l = 125 µm was used as a reference.
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Figure 3.12: Spectra of the light sources: (a) Various UV LEDs, and (b) a deuterium-
tungsten-halogen lamp were utilized to provide light above and below the absorption edge
of the examined samples.
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3.6 Ferroelectric lithography
Ferroelectric lithography was executed according to the protocol described in the PhD
thesis of A. Haußmann [28]. Fig. 3.13 (a) shows a cleaned sample placed into a UV-
transparent cuvette, which was filled with the ion containing solution. One side of
the sample faced the irradiation coming from a mercury lamp (Hg/E 2, VEB Narva)
providing the necessary UV light for the deposition process. The spectrum of the lamp
is depicted in Fig. 3.13 (b). This lamp was used solely for ferroelectric lithography
and not for c-AFM measurements because of its large size and high noise level. After
the deposition, the sample was cleaned gently in distilled water and blow dried. The
decoration results on the illuminated surface were evaluated by an optical microscope
in dark field mode or with the AFM in tapping mode.
Multi-domain LNO crystals (samples #1 to #6), which were doped with different
Mg concentrations, were used as templates. The conductivity behavior of those
samples was investigated in advance, and subsequently, compared to the DW
decoration. For the deposition experiments, the concentration of the solutions was
varied between 1 and 10 mM and the illumination time was 10 min to 1 h. The
following salts were diluted in distilled water, to provide an ionic solution for the
metal nanowire deposition: AgNO3, HAuCl4, Pt(NO3)2, CoSO4, and NiCl2.
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Figure 3.13: Ferroelectric lithography setup: (a) The sample was placed into a cuvette
containing an ionic solution with metal ions or molecules. Illumination with a mercury
lamp excites electron-hole pairs, which are required for the DW deposition. (b) Spectrum of
the mercury lamp, providing light above and below the absorption edge of the used samples.
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4.1 DC transport measurements
4.1.1 Preface - State of the art
To begin with, a short summary of the own experimental knowledge on conductive
DWs in LNO single crystals will be given. DW conductivity in LNO was first
observed in a congruent, multi-domain 5 mol% Mg:LNO single crystal (sample #5,
d = 500 µm, z-cut) in my Diploma thesis (2009) [223]. Such crystals were used to
reproduce the experiments. Furthermore, it was the starting point for all presented
DW conductivity investigations. To do so, the basic steps of the workflow are depicted
in Fig. 4.1 and summarized below. The first step was always the identification
of the domain pattern to be investigated. Fig. 4.1 (a) displays the topography
imaged in contact mode in parallel to the PFM measurement. All samples were
polished, and showed no domain-specific features. The oop PFM amplitude and phase
(see Fig. 4.1 (b) and (c)) images show hexagonal domain patterns, which correspond
to neighboring c+ and c− domains with 180° DWs. The ip PFM images will be
omitted because only c+- and c−-domains, visible in the oop PFM, exist in the LNO
samples used (compare Sec. 2.5.2 and 2.1.3).
After mapping the domain distribution using PFM, c-AFM was performed on the
investigated area with the same conductive, Pt-coated tip. A DC voltage of -10 V
was applied to the Pt-coated tip, and the resulting current was recorded with an
internal current amplifier (default settings: current range 1 nA, bandwidth 1 kHz)
with a resolution limit of ±200 fA. In the dark state, shown in Fig. 4.1 (d), only
noise can be seen. Possible bulk or DW signals are below the detection limit of
I = ±200 fA. The conductivity measurements revealed that the crystal is a rather
good insulator on the c+, c−- and DW positions. Fig. 4.1 (e) depicts the change in
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conductivity upon illuminating the crystal with super-bandgap light. A UV LED
with λ = 310 nm and an intensity of 12.5 µWmm−2 was used to illuminate tip and
sample. The DW current increased by more than one order of magnitude with peak
currents of several 10 pA. At the same time, the domain current at both domain
types increased by a few 100 fA. No current contrast between c+- and c−-domains
was observed.
Based on this initial data, wavelength- (260 - 310 nm) and power-dependent
(0 - 48 µW) measurements were executed [223]. It was concluded that
DW conductivity can only be achieved if super-bandgap illumination is present. In
this case, the DW current increases linearly with intensity (λ = 270 nm), whereas the
domain current remains constant. The measured current values were used to calculate
the DC conductivity according to Eq. 2.47. The effective electrode area determined
by the tip radius (rtip ∼ 35 nm) amounts to Atip = πr2tip = 3850 nm
2. Hence, the
dark conductivity σdark for both bulk and DW was below 1.5 ×10−5 Ω−1 cm−1.
These values increase under super-bandgap illumination. Depending on the sample
and illumination conditions, the bulk value σbulk,illuminated was 1 - 5 ×10−5 Ω−1 cm−1,
whereas the DW value equaled σDW,illuminated = 1 ×10−3 Ω−1 cm−1.
At this stage, little was known about the microscopic transport properties. It
was known that the charge carriers were generated at the illuminated surface but
the transport mechanism of the charges along the DW remained unclear. Possible
explanations were a conductive DW channel or surface photo-currents. Furthermore,
it was only speculated that the involved charge carriers were electrons and holes
excluding ionic contributions [223]. However, no investigations on crystal properties
such as stoichiometry and doping had been done at this stage. These and other open
questions motivated the investigations performed in this thesis aiming to understand
and optimize DW conduction in ferroelectric single crystals.
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Figure 4.1: DW conductivity - State of the art: (a) Topography, (b) PFM amplitude,
and (c) phase of a 5 mol% Mg:LNO single crystal. The polished sample had no domain
correlated features in its topography. Hexagonal c+/c− domains can be seen in the oop PFM
channels. (d) c-AFM images (Utip = −10V) of dark, and (e) photo-induced current. The
dark current showed no DW/domain-specific currents, whereas a pronounced DW current
signal was observed in the illuminated case (λ = 310 nm and I = 12.5 µWmm−2).
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4.1.2 DWs as conductive channels
The question, whether the current transport is just a surface effect or if it occurs along
the DW through the insulating bulk material, remained unanswered. In previously
reported c-AFM measurements, UV laser-written surface domains showed no DW
current under super-bandgap illumination. In contrast, UV laser-written through
domains displayed good DW conduction in 5 mol% Mg:LNO [223].
In addition to those experiments, UV-assisted domain writing with a conduc-
tive AFM tip was performed to create a second type of surface domains in
5 mol% Mg:LNO (see subsequent Sec. 4.1.9). PFM measurements on the front and
backside of such a domain pattern proved existence on the side they were written.
Fig. 4.2 (a) displays the oop PFM phase after the writing process revealing various,
small surface domains (see arrow) having sizes down to 20 nm in diameter (see
Fig. 4.2 (b)) The result of the subsequent c-AFM measurement (Usample = 12 V,
λ = 310 nm, I = 15.6 µWmm−2) is shown in Fig. 4.2 (c). The current image
revealed no DW conductivity for the DWs of the UV-written surface domains, whereas
the DW of the original hexagonal through domain is conductive. Compared to virgin
state depicted in Fig. 4.2 (d), the DW conduction of the original hexagonal domains
vanished because it is overwritten by the surface domain. This approach can be used
to engineer DW conduction of an existing domain pattern (see subsequent Sec. 4.1.9).
The above established results render it necessary to contact both ends of the DW to
measure its current. In the case of surface domains, no DW current was measured
because there is no electric back contact. Consequently, injection of additional charge
carriers at the back electrode is missing, which is however essential to maintain a
constant current flow.
A second experiment was executed to prove the DW forming a conductive channel.
The AFM sample holder was adjusted to allow illumination of the sample from both
the top and bottom. The electrode configuration for the c-AFM was not changed
(see Fig. 3.8 (b)). The wavelength of 285 nm was chosen, according to Fig. 3.2,
to assure that almost all photons are absorbed at the illuminated crystal side and
almost no charge carriers are excited at the dark crystal side. Identical measurement
conditions were guaranteed for both experiments (Utip = 10 V, I = 35.7 µWmm−2)
using the same 5 mol% Mg:LNO sample and the same Pt-coated tip. Both
illumination options yielded a localized DW contrast with DW currents up to 3 pA.
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Figure 4.2: Conductivity of surface domains: (a) oop PFM phase image showing various
UV-assisted written surface domains (see arrow) embedded in a through domain, and (b)
PFM zoom showing domains as small as 20 nm. (c) Corresponding c-AFM image revealing
DW conductivity only at the through domains and no measurable DW conductivity at the
surface domain (Usample = 12 V, λ = 310 nm, I = 15.6 µWmm
−2). (d) c-AFM before the
surface domain writing showing regular DW conductivity.
In summary, it was proven that DWs conduct through the insulating bulk material
if both ends are contacted electrically and at least one end of the DW is illuminated
with super-bandgap light. A surface conduction can be excluded since charge carriers
are generated at the back side and measured locally on the top surface with the
conductive tip. This conclusion was further supported by macroscopic measurements
where surface conduction between both electrodes was prevented by a circular guard
electrode separating top and bottom electrode [217].
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4.1.3 Super- and sub-bandgap illumination
In addition to the previously performed wavelength-dependent c-AFM measurements
[1], further wavelengths were tested for DW conduction in 5 mol% Mg:LNO,
especially, sub-bandgap illumination to investigate charge generation possibly caused
by impurities. The currents were normalized to I = 0.5 µWmm−2 assuming linear
intensity dependence [1, 223]. In addition to the previous measurement series
with fiber coupled LEDs (λ = 250 - 300 nm) [223], additional free-standing LEDs
(λ = 310 - 405 nm) and a green laser (532 nm) were used for illumination. Fig. 4.3
shows the wavelength-dependent DW conductivity for a wide wavelength range. DW
conductivity was only observed for super-bandgap illumination (λ ≤ 310 nm). A
contrast ratio of 1:100 was determined for illumination slightly below the bandgap
at 300 nm. This finding is supported by macroscopic measurements with an optimal
excitation wavelength at λ = 300 nm [217]. The excitation with λ = 310 nm, which
matches the bandgap optimal, triggers direct band-to-band excitation of electrons.
The optimal wavelength for DW conductivity lies below that value because 40 %
of the photons are transmitted when using λ = 310 nm. Those photons are lost
and do not excited charge carriers in the crystal. The excitation yield is higher
for, e.g. λ = 300 nm because almost all photons are absorbed inside the material.
With smaller wavelengths, the DW currents decrease the penetration depth of the
photons is strongly decreasing (compare Fig. 3.2 on p. 69). Hence, charge carriers are
excited closer to the illuminated surface leading to a higher charge density. However,
at the “dark” DW parts below, the charge density is much smaller limiting the overall
conductivity through the crystal.
The behavior observed at sub-bandgap illumination with LEDs was identical for
all investigated wavelengths above 310 nm. No DW and domain currents were
measurable, even when the sample was illuminated with a laser providing much higher
intensities than the UV LEDs used. The green laser (λ = 532 nm, P = 100 mW) was
chosen deliberately to excite the extrinsic Fe2+/Fe3+ defects (compare Sec. 2.2.5.2).
Obviously, the contribution of those trap states is below the detection limit and can
be neglected for further experiments in Mg:LNO. A related experiment on highly
doped Fe:LNO will be presented in Sec. 4.1.5.2.
In addition, local IV-characteristics for different wavelengths were recorded with
voltages Usample in the range of -10 V to +10 V. The tip was placed on a
DW or domain, and the voltage was swept for wavelengths below 310 nm at
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Figure 4.3: Wavelength dependence of the domain and DW currents for super- and
sub-bandgap illumination: Highest DW currents can be achieved with super-bandgap
illumination using wavelengths near the absorption edge at λ = 310 nm.
I = 0.5 µWmm−2. On the other side, multiple c-AFM scans at different voltages were
used to plot the IV-characteristic for 310 nm illumination at I = 12.5 µWmm−2. The
resulting IV-characteristics, depicted in Fig. 4.4 (a), show a wavelength-dependent
behavior. An illumination with 310 nm revealed a bi-directional, ohmic-like DW
conduction, whereas lower wavelengths tended towards Schottky behavior. The origin
of the IV-characteristics will be discussed in Sec. 4.4.
Fig. 4.4 (b) shows local IV-characteristics at 270 nm illumination with varying
intensity. In general, the conductivity increases with increasing intensity which is
consistent with previous work [1, 223]. Newly observed was a shift of the onset voltage
at which DW conduction was detectable. The onset is shifted towards lower threshold
voltages Uth with increasing intensity. High intensities excite more charge carriers,
which can be easier detected by the tip, resulting in a decrease of the detection
threshold. A back draw of stationary local measurements is the scanner drift, which
might lead to shift of the DW in relation to the tip. Moreover, the tip-sample
contact might change during the recording leading to variations in current signal.
A complementary approach are macroscopic measurements, which will average the
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Figure 4.4: Local IV-characteristics: (a) Wavelength dependence showing ohmic
(λ = 310 nm) and Schottky-like (λ < 310 nm) behavior, and (b) intensity dependence
revealing an increase of DW current with increasing intensity and a shift of the onset voltage.
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current signal over many DWs. Those showed a sub-linear behavior for super-bandgap
illumination, which was explained with the two-center model. In addition to the
Fe impurities, a shallow trap at the DW was postulated for those measurements [217].
In summary, direct band-to-band excitation of electron-hole pairs is a necessary
requirement for triggering DW conduction in Mg:LNO. The optimal excitation
wavelength lies just below the absorption edge at 310 nm. On the other hand,
sub-bandgap excitation does not lead to conductive DWs. Sec. 4.1.8 will focus on
DW conduction and multi-photon absorption under sub-bandgap illumination using
pulsed fs laser excitation at high intensities. The IV-characteristics and threshold
voltages depend on the illumination wavelength and intensity. By choosing the right
illumination conditions, the transport characteristics are switchable between Schottky
and ohmic behavior.
4.1.4 Influence of the DW length
The influence of the DW length in z-direction on the DW currents was investigated by
shrinking the crystal thickness d. 5 mol% Mg:LNO samples with a thickness between
193 to 500 µm were prepared from the same wafer, and investigated using PFM and
c-AFM afterwards (Utip = -10 V, λ = 310 nm and I = 12.5 µWmm−2). The currents
of several different DWs and domains was averaged. The results are listed in Tab. 4.1.
The domain current stays at low values in the range of 0.5 - 1.0 pA for all samples.
Consequently, the bulk conductivity is independent of thickness in the investigated
range, and all participating charge carriers originate from the top surface layers only.
The magnitude of the DW currents increased from -11.6 to -12.8 pA with decreasing
crystal thickness. Yet this effect was not as pronounced as expected since the DW
length through the crystal reduces to 40 % of the initial thickness. For comparison,
a 15 µm thin polished stoichiometric Mg:LNO single crystal was provided by E.
Soergel (University Bonn). The domain pattern was poled with a conductive AFM
tip (see Fig. 4.15). This sample showed significantly higher DW currents, but it
cannot be used for a real comparison due to the difference in stoichiometry, poling
procedure, and amount of absorbed photons. In summary, the DW length determined
by the crystal thickness d is not the major limiting factor for the DW conductivity.
Additional barriers, e.g. at the electrode interfaces, might limit the overall DW
conductivity.
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Table 4.1: Influence of the crystal thickness d on the DW/domain currents (Utip = -10 V,
λ = 310 nm, and I = 12.5 µWmm−2).
d in [µm] 500 393 293 193 15
IDW in [pA] -11.6 -12.3 -12.5 -12.8 -16.1
Idomain in [pA] -1.0 -0.5 -0.8 -0.7 -0.8
4.1.5 Impact of doping on the DW conductivity
4.1.5.1 Influence of magnesium
The doping of LNO crystals changes the crystal structure, and modifies optical
and electronic properties. In order to optimize DW currents with respect to
future applications, the influence of magnesium (Mg) doping was examined.
For this study, a series of Mg:LNO crystals from United Crystals containing
0 to 5 mol% Mg (samples #1 - #5, Tab. 3.1) were prepared and analyzed, using
PFM and c-AFM under super-bandgap illumination (Utip = +10 V, λ = 310 nm,
and I = 12.5 µWmm−2). Multiple c-AFM scans of every sample were analyzed, and
the DW current was averaged over approximately 10 domains/DWs each. The results
of this measuring series can be found in Tab. 4.2. No DW conduction was observed
for undoped and slightly doped LNO samples (< 2 mol% Mg). Small DW currents
of a few 100 fA were measured for medium doped samples (2 - 3 mol% Mg), whereas
highly doped samples (≥ 5 mol% Mg) showed highest DW currents around 10 pA.
The DW currents did not increase further for 7 mol% compared to 5 mol% Mg:LNO.
A similar DW current value was seen for slightly different measurement conditions
(Utip = +10 V, λ = 310 nm, and I = 15.6 µWmm−2).
Additionally, the DC conductivity values σDC were calculated with Eq. 2.47
(rtip ∼ 35 nm). They are increasing from 10−5 to 10−3 Ω−1 cm−1 with increasing
Mg content until 5 mol% is reached. No further improvement could be achieved for
7 mol% Mg:LNO. Hence, an increase in conductivity of two orders of magnitude was
achieved by Mg doping up to the optical damage threshold of 5 mol%. Note, all LNO
samples have a small amount of Fe impurities process-induced incorporated which is
unavoidable. The influence of these defects will be discussed in the next Sec. 4.1.5.2.
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Table 4.2: Influence of the Mg content on the DW current and conductivity.
Mg content thickness current conductivity
in [mol%] d in [µm] IDW in [pA] σDC in [Ω−1 cm−1]
0 300 < 0.2 < 1.6 ×10−5
1 500 < 0.2 < 2.6 ×10−5
2 500 0.2 2.6 ×10−5
3 500 0.4 5.2 ×10−5
5 300 13.6 1.1 ×10−3
7 500 9.05 1.2 ×10−3
4.1.5.2 Influence of iron
The microscopic photo-induced charge transport in Fe-doped LNO is understood
in terms of the one-center charge transport model, where Fe2+ defects are excited
(see Sec. 2.2.5.2). In general, only a few ppm Fe2+ are incorporated during crystal
growth in commercially available undoped and Mg:LNO [195]. They can be excited
from within a broad spectrum (350 to 825 nm). Previous experiments in Sec. 4.1.3
revealed no conductivity if those few Fe2+ defects in Mg:LNO were excited with an
intense green laser (λ = 532 nm, P = 100 mW). For comparison, a highly doped
Fe:LNO single crystals were used as reference samples to investigate the influence of
the Fe defects. Such a crystal with 0.5 mol% Fe (sample #13) was investigated by
super-bandgap and sub-bandgap illumination. If the iron is contributing to the DW
conductivity, it should be visible in the c-AFM measurement.
c-AFM measurements (Utip/sample = ±10 V) without additional illumination
showed no measurable domain and DW conduction. In the case of super-bandgap
illumination (λ = 310 nm, I = 12.5 µWmm−2), no DW conductivity was observed
either, but the bulk contribution increased slightly to ±0.5 - 1.0 pA. This increase is
attributed to the bulk photo-voltaic effect in Fe:LNO [206]. In this experiment, the
DW showed no increased conductivity compared to the bulk. The excited electron-
hole pairs are evenly distributed and do not accumulate at the DW.
Intense sub-bandgap illumination from a green laser (λ = 532 nm, P = 100 mW,
and I = 3 Wmm−2) was applied to study the conductivity. In contrast to Mg:LNO,
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a significant increase in the bulk current, due to the bulk photo-voltaic effect, and
peak currents of -45 nA at Utip = -10 V were detected. This finding matches the
expected photo-excitation of the Fe2+ defects. The c-AFM image displayed a non-
uniform distribution of regions with different current behavior. The current pattern
did not match to the domain distribution imaged with PFM. Such an unspecific
pattern might be caused by concentration differences of the Fe2+ defects. Again, no
increased DW currents were observed.
These results clearly prove that Fe impurities are not contributing to the previously
detected DW conductivity in Mg:LNO. However, the bulk photo-current increases
significantly in highly Fe-doped LNO upon intense 532 nm excitation.
4.1.6 DW inclination
Sec. 2.1.3 described the different DW types correlating to the different inclination
angles α. The charge of such DWs is proportional to the DW inclination. Usually,
180° DWs in LNO are assumed to be straight with respect to the polar axis c,
and hence, electrical neutral (compare Fig. 2.6 (a)). However, this ideal case is
influenced by defects resulting in partially inclined DWs [66, 67, 115, 116]. Sec.
4.1.5.1 clearly showed an influence of the Mg content on the DW conductivity. Yet
the impact of the Mg on the DW is unknown. PFM was utilized to investigate
the DWs in the variously doped samples as previously introduced in Sec. 4.1.5.1.
PFM measurements on through domains were performed on both crystal sides. The
resulting front and back images were compared, and taking the size differences into
account, the inclination angle α of the DW with respect to the polar axis c was
calculated. For this estimate, two assumptions were made: both domain centers are
aligned on top of each other, and the DWs run straight or diagonal through the crystal
(compare Fig. 2.6 (a) on p. 12). These assumptions were confirmed in our group by
T. Kämpfe et al. [93]. Optical three dimensional profiling with CSHG imaged the
DWs and revealed a straight pathway as well as identical inclination angles α as
calculated from PFM measurements.
Tab. 4.3 summarizes the calculated inclination angles α. Those were averaged
over ∼ 10 domains of the stochastic domain pattern created by pulsed voltage poling.
Undoped LNO has an almost straight, neutral 180° DW. The DW inclination angle
rises up to 0.225° with increasing Mg content creating partially charged DWs. Note,
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Table 4.3: Dependence of the DW inclination angle α on DW conductivity.
inclination angle Mg content thickness current conductivity
α in [°] in [mol%] d in [µm] IDW in [pA] σDC in [Ω−1 cm−1]
0.006 0 300 < 0.2 < 1.6 ×10−5
0.006 1 500 < 0.2 < 2.6 ×10−5
0.016 5 (annealed) 300 < 0.2 < 1.6 ×10−5
0.024 2 500 0.2 5.2 ×10−5
0.050 3 500 0.4 1.6 ×10−5
0.074 5 (annealed) 300 2.1 1.6 ×10−4
0.225 5 300 13.6 1.1 ×10−3
≈ 90 0 2000 2.0 1.0 ×10−3
a partially charged head-to-head orientation of the DWs is always preferred during
domain formation. Tail-to-tail DWs could not be created by the poling procedure
used. In summary, Mg doping causes the formation of inclined 180° DWs in LNO.
Depending on the inclination determined by the Mg content, such DWs are highly
conductive compared to the straight DWs in undoped LNO.
The assumption of an accumulation of Mg2+ ions at the DWs was eliminated by
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) done by SGS Institut Fresenius GmbH
Dresden. The Mg2+-ions were evenly distributed throughout the crystal, and
showed no DW-specific accumulation or depletion. A pinning and bowing of
the DW at defects and impurities has been described previously in the literature
[66, 67, 115, 116]. This effect is more pronounced at a high Mg content. In highly
Mg-doped LNO, the pinning of DWs at Mg defects Mg•Li or lithium vacancies V
′
Li
is more likely, resulting in a more bent DW after the switching process. This tilted
DW is stable even when the switching voltage is turned off. Subsequently, a 5 mol%
Mg:LNO sample was annealed (1 h at 200 °C under ambient conditions) to trigger
a relaxation of the DW into the energetically favorable neutral DW configuration
(α = 0). Since the inclination of the DW is proportional to the DW conductivity,
a reduction of DW conductivity is expected after annealing. This hypothesis
was proven by PFM and c-AFM showing DWs with reduced DW inclination and
hence, conduction, as well as completely straight DWs, which were non-conductive
(see Tab. 4.3).
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Figure 4.5: Maximally charged DW: (a) ip PFM showing the head-to-head DW orientation,
and (b) c-AFM revealing a current contrast between DWs and domains upon super-bandgap
illumination (Utip = +10 V, λ = 310 nm and I = 12.5 µWmm
−2).
The inclination was already maximized for 5 mol% Mg:LNO, and could not be
increased further to test it for higher conductivities. All other electrically poled
samples had a lower DW inclination because the inclination decreased according to
the lower Mg content. However, an inclination angle close to 90° was achieved by
thermal treatment of an undoped CLN single crystal (d = 2 mm, see Fig. 4.5 (a)).
Such a head-to-head DW was investigated with PFM and c-AFM. In contrast
to the previous experiments on the Z-face of the crystal, the AFM analysis was
performed on the Y -face since the head-to-head DW did not intersect with the Z-
face. Not displayed is the c-AFM image without super-bandgap illumination because
no measurable currents at the DW or domain were detected (IDW < 0.2 pA). The
corresponding c-AFM with super-bandgap illumination (Utip = +10 V, λ = 310 nm
and I = 12.5 µWmm−2) showed DW currents up to 2 pA (see Fig. 4.5 (b)). This
current corresponds to σDC = 1.1 ×10−3 Ωcm−1, which was surprisingly low since
the DW was almost maximally charged. The extreme thermal treatment with
temperatures up to 1200 °C might have had an additional influence on the crystal/DW
properties leading to a reduced conductivity. Three dimensional CSHG images of the
head-to-head DW revealed a non trivial structure including protrusions and complete
domain inclusions within the bulk [93]. Such structures have a more complicated
current path, leading to differences in the transport behavior. The investigation
of the influence of dopants on the properties of such head-to-head DWs would be
interesting, but they cannot be created so far. In conclusion, the poling procedure
has an impact on the DW formation and hence conductivity.
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In summary, Mg is not essential for conductive DWs directly. However, it aids
in constructing (partially) charged DWs, which are conductive under super-bandgap
illumination. The fact that Mg is not essentially required is supported by a charged
DW in an undoped LNO sample, and additionally, by first tests on erbium doped
LNO crystals (not shown) exhibiting a weak DW conductivity as well.
4.1.7 Surface potentials of conductive DWs
The influence of illumination on the surface potentials can give indications on the
accumulated charge carriers, which are involved in the DW current transport. The net
charge of DWs and domain surfaces can be calculated according to Eq. 2.5, whereas
high DW inclinations lead to charged DWs. These charged DWs and surfaces need
to be screened by external and/or internal charge carriers. In LNO, screening is
dominated by external charges on the surface (see Sec. 2.1.4). They can be provided
by ions coming from acetone, ethanol, or water involved in the sample cleaning
procedure. If perfect screening is established, the surface potentials of both domain
types should be approximately zero. However, in practice this is hardly the case since
small deviations in temperature disturb the equilibrium at the two domain surfaces.
For example, the pyroelectric effect causes a rapid change in net surface charge upon
slight temperature changes, whereas the relaxation of mobile screening charges takes
much longer resulting in an only partially screened surface. Previous to the CPD
measurement, a spot with domains was detected in the standard sample #5 by PFM
(Fig. 4.6 (a) and (b)). Note, there is a triangular domain with rounded edges. In
general, such round DWs showed an increased DW conductivity. If such a spot has
been localized, 2-pass Kelvin mode was executed (lift height h = 10 nm) to map the
surface potentials with a conductive TiN-coated tip. At first, measurements without
super-bandgap illumination were done (Fig. 4.6 (c) and (d)). Both Kelvin images
revealed a different CPD contrast, no CPD contrast between DWs or domains, and
no defined ground state in the dark. No CPD contrast between domains or DWs was
seen in the Kelvin images in the dark. However, particles on the LNO surface give a
different CPD contrast compared to the domain area. Such an irreproducible CPD
contrast in the dark was also observed on PPLN surfaces [32, 73]. It strongly depends
on the history of the sample such as surface treatment and illumination.
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Figure 4.6: Kelvin measurements on conductive DWs in 5 mol% Mg:LNO: (a) oop
PFM amplitude, and (b) phase revealing hexagonal domains. (c) and (d) showing two
different CPD contrasts in the dark. (e) CPD image with additional super-bandgap
illumination (λ = 310 nm, I = 12.5 µWmm−2) with (f) the corresponding c-AFM image
(Usample = +10 V) with DW contrast.
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Fig. 4.6 (e) shows the influence of the super-bandgap light (λ = 310 nm,
I = 12.5 µWmm−2) on the CPD. Upon illumination, a clear, reproducible CPD
contrast between domains and DWs is visible. The domain area potential was close to
zero due to the screening by additional photo-excited charge carriers. A weak domain-
specific CPD contrast (∆UCPD = 24 mV) can be seen, which reflects the remaining
external screening charges. It was slightly more negative for the c+ domain, having
negative screening charges on top. The opposite is the case for c−. However, the
potential at the DW did not turn zero even with the additional photo-excited charge
carriers. The potential remained at a negative value of -200 mV. At the round DWs,
the signal was most negative and broader compared to straight hexagonal DWs. The
experiments in Sec. 4.1.6 revealed that the DWs have a partially charged head-to-
head orientation. A head-to-head DW is unscreened due to a lack of sufficient intrinsic
screening charges. By exciting electron-hole pairs, the electrons are separated and
attracted to the DW. In the CPD image, this accumulation of electrons is represented
as a negative potential.
In Fig. 4.6 (f), the CPD image is compared to the conductivity of those DWs under
super-bandgap illumination (Usample = +10 V, λ = 310 nm, I = 12.5 µWmm−2).
The DW current of the (straight) DWs was not as pronounced as expected based
on the previous measurements in Sec. 4.1. This effect was most likely caused by a
damage of the tips conductive coating, which occurred in the previous CPD scans.
The round shaped DW segments exhibited the highest DW currents compared to
the DWs of the regular hexagonal domains. DWs, which are straight in the lateral
and z-direction, show no or a weak CPD and conductivity signal. The more bend or
diagonal a DWs is, the higher is the number of accumulated electrons at the DW as
seen in the CPD image, resulting in DWs with high conductivity.
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4.1.8 Pulsed femtosecond laser excitation
4.1.8.1 DC conductivity
This section describes the results for sub-bandgap illumination of 5 mol% Mg:LNO
samples with high intensity femtosecond laser pulses. High peak intensities of the
single fs pulses might induce new conductivity effects, not to be observed with
low intensity light sources. Illumination wavelengths of λ = 395 nm, 600 nm,
and 800 nm were used to determine if DW conductivity occurs at the conductive
DWs in sample # 5 applying PFM (Fig. 4.7 (a) and (b)), and c-AFM under
sub-bandgap illumination (λ = 395 nm, Epulse = 2.2 µJ, ∅focus = 150 µm). The
averaged excitation intensity was Ī = 62.4 mWmm−2, corresponding to a peak
intensity of Ipeak = 8.3 ×105 Wmm−2 per pulse. Fig. 4.7 (c) and (d) show the
c-AFM images for Usample = +12 V and Usample = -12 V, respectively. In both cases,
DWs are conductive under sub-bandgap illumination with peak currents up to 400 pA
corresponding to a conductivity (σDC = 5.2× 10−2 Ω−1 cm−1). In addition, a weak
domain area current contrast (0.5 to 1.1 pA) is visible. Such a contrast was not
observed in the cw illumination experiments in Sec. 4.1. Tab. 4.4 lists the averaged
and peak values of the domain and DW currents. Note, the noise level of ±1.0 pA is
much higher compared to the previous experiments.
Peak currents in the sub-nA regime were detected upon sub-bandgap pulsed fs laser
illumination corresponding to an increase of more than three orders of magnitude
compared to low intensity UV LEDs. Due to the high excitation intensity, more
charge carriers were generated which can be detected with a conductive AFM tip.
However, the energy of the incident photons is not sufficient for a direct band-to-band
excitation. Due to the high excitation intensities, multi-photon processes might
occur [342, 343]. To overcome the bandgap of E = 4 eV, at least two photons
with λ = 395 nm (Eph = 3.1 eV) are needed to excited an electron-hole pair.
Illumination with higher wavelengths of λ = 600 nm and 800 nm was investigated
thereupon. The corresponding photon energies are 2.06 eV and 1.55 eV, respectively.
Both values are well below the bandgap of 4 eV and no direct band-to-band excitation
is possible. For λ = 600 nm, at least two photons are necessary for a direct band-to-
band excitation. The PFM and corresponding c-AFM images (Usample = ±10 V) are
shown in Fig. 4.8 for λ = 600 nm with a pulse energy of 100.0 µJ and a beam
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Figure 4.7: c-AFM upon 395 nm fs laser pulse excitation (Ī = 62.4 mWmm−2): (a) PFM
amplitude, and (b) phase of hexagonal domains. (c) c-AFM at Usample = +12 V and (d)
Usample = -12 V revealing increased DW conductivity (scales are adapted to see the domain
current contrast).
Table 4.4: Averaged and peak currents of the domain area and DW upon 395 nm pulsed
fs laser excitation (Usample = ±12 V, Epulse = 2.2 µJ, and ∅focus = 150 µm)
Usample ĪDW IDW,peak Īc+ Īc−
12 V 7.1 pA 60 pA 1.7 pA 1.2 pA
-12 V -40.0 pA -400 pA -1.1 pA -2.2 pA
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Figure 4.8: c-AFM upon 600 nm fs laser pulse excitation (Ī = 100.0 mWmm−2):
(a) oop PFM amplitude, and (b) phase of hexagonal domains. (c) c-AFM at
Usample = +12 V, and (d) Usample = -12 V revealing an increased DW conductivity and
an additional domain contrast.
diameter of ∅focus = 125 µm. The averaged intensity equaled Ī = 2.0 Wmm−2,
corresponding to a peak intensity of Ipeak = 5.4 ×107 Wmm−2 per pulse. The
resulting currents were IDW = 1.8 pA and Idomain = 0.6 pA for Usample = +12 V,
and IDW = 7.9 pA and Idomain = -0.2 pA for Usample = -12 V. The domain area
current contrast vanished completely, whereas a non-domain-specific current pattern
occurred, showing similarities with the back electrode structure.
For 800 nm excitation, at least three photons are necessary for the direct band-to-
band excitation of electron-hole pairs. Fig. 4.9 displays the c-AFM measurements
for illumination with a pulse energy of 29.0 µJ with ∅focus = 200 µm resulting
in Ī = 461.0 Wmm−2 and Ipeak = 6.2 ×106 Wmm−2. The resulting currents were
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Figure 4.9: c-AFM upon 800 nm fs laser pulse excitation (Ī = 461.0 mWmm−2):
(a) c-AFM at Usample = +12 V, and (b) Usample = -12 V revealing an increased DW
conductivity and an additional electrode current contrast.
IDW = 1.5 pA and Idomain = 0.5 pA for Usample = +12 V, and IDW = -8.9 pA and
Idomain = -0.8 pA for Usample = -12 V. Again, no domain current contrast is visible,
but a pronounced current pattern. This effect might be related to the electrode
structure beneath. Both, 600 and 800 nm excitation, induce less DW conductivity
compared to 395 nm excitation (compare Fig. 4.10 on p. 109).
Because so many charge carriers were generated upon pulsed fs laser illumination,
DW conductivity was tested at less inclined DWs in 1 mol% Mg:LNO (α = 0.006°, as
stated in Sec. 4.1.3: no DW signal was detected upon 310 nm LED illumination.). In
the case of pulsed fs laser excitation (Usample = ±12 V, λ = 395 nm, Epulse = 0.9 µJ,
∅focus = 150 µm, Ī = 25.0 mWmm−2 and Ipeak = 3.4 ×105 Wmm−2), an increased
current contrast between DWs and domain areas was observed with DW currents of
ĪDW = -2.5 pA. Under these conditions, sufficient charge carriers are generated to
contribute to the DW current. This result indicates an intensity threshold for DW
conductivity, depending on the DW inclination. High peak intensities are needed for
a DW current along an almost neutral DW (α = 0.006°)
In summary, DW conduction was found under sub-bandgap illumination at high
excitation intensities. The peak DW conductivity was more than two orders of
magnitude higher compared to the bulk and even three orders of magnitude higher
compared to the dark case. The energy of the photons was too low for direct band-
to-band excitation, but an explanation with multi-photon absorption is possible.
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These processes occur at a higher probability if excited with high peak intensities.
In this case, two or more photons combine and excite electrons into the conduction
band. To prove this assumption, an intensity-dependent measurement is needed. The
probability of two-photon absorption has a quadratic dependence on the excitation
energy [342, 343]. Such an experiment will be presented in Sec. 4.1.8.2.
4.1.8.2 Intensity dependence
Photons with a wavelength of 395 nm (E = 3.14 eV) and 600 nm (E = 2.07 eV)
contribute not enough energy to excite an electron directly from the valence into the
conduction band of LNO (Egap = 4 eV). However, when two photons are absorbed
simultaneously, the combined energy is sufficient. The probability of such a process
is rather low, and is raised by high light intensities. This absorption process shows
a quadratic dependence of the excitation intensity Iex [342, 343]. A fs laser provides
high (peak) intensities to trigger such multi-photon processes. Fig. 4.10 displays the
intensity dependence on the DW/domain current for 395 nm and 600 nm excitation.
The resulting currents were obtained with c-AFM (Usample = 12 V), and the averaged
values were extracted for every intensity. For both wavelengths, no quadratic, but a
linear dependence with a certain threshold intensity is discernible. Excitation with λ
= 395 nm reveals a slope of b = 7.33 pAmm2 mW−1 which is four orders of magnitude
higher compared to λ = 600 nm with b = 4.24×10−3 pAmm2mW−1 (see Tab. 4.5).
Consequently, excitation with λ = 395 nm is more effective resulting in higher DW
currents.
Table 4.5: Linear fitting parameters for pulsed fs laser excitation using y = a + bx.
Illumination Parameter Value Error
λ = 395 nm
intercept a in [pA] -64.60 30.77
slope b in [pAmm2mW−1] 7.33 2.81
λ = 600 nm intercept a in [pA] 0.11 0.11slope b in [pAmm2mW−1] 4.24×10−3 5.52×10−4
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Figure 4.10: Influence of the pulsed fs laser intensity Iex on the domain and DW currents
(Usample = 12 V) for (a) 395 nm, and (b) 600 nm excitation. A linear dependence of the
intensity on the currents was observed in both cases. The corresponding linear fit parameters
are listed in Tab. 4.5.
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This behavior can be explained by the adapted rate equation for direct band-
to-band excitation introduced in Sec. 2.2.5.2. Assuming a two-photon absorption
process, the excitation of charge carriers is proportional to I2. Consequently, the
generation term in the rate equation 2.23 has to be adapted to Gph ∝ I2. This
generation term, employed in Eq. 2.24, changes the expression of the photo-excited
charge carrier density nph. The square root dependence of the excitation intensity
Iex on the charge carrier density nph changes to a linear dependence: nph ∝ I,
resulting in a modified expression of the photo-conductivity σph in Eq. 2.22 and
a linear dependence of σph ∝ Iex. Eq. 2.47 provides the link between the measured
c-AFM currents Ic-AFM and the corresponding conductivity σph. Again, a direct
proportionality is given: Ic-AFM ∝ σph. This linear dependence was well observed in
the c-AFM measurements, and consequently, the charge carriers are excited directly
into the conduction band by a two-photon process.
On the other hand, the one- and two-center model predict a linear dependence
σph ∝ I for sub-bandgap illumination as well. Here, the transport is influenced by
Fe impurities and/or trap states. However, at high excitation intensities used in
the previous experiments, the amount of photo-excited charge carriers is significantly
higher than the number of Fe impurities and trap states. The direct electron-hole
recombination dominates compared to recombination at impurities in both models
[217]. According to Eq. 2.27, the intensity dependence shows a square root behavior:
σph ∝ Ic-AFM ∝ I
1/2
ex , which was not observed in the measurement. Hence, the one-
and two-center model, which include the influence of Fe impurities and trap states,
cannot explain the measured intensity dependence. As a consequence, the direct
band-to-band excitation by two-photon absorption is responsible for the observed
DW currents.
Another characteristic, visible in the graphs, is the increased error bars caused by
an increase of noise at high excitation intensities. On the one hand high pulse energies
trigger the desired high DW currents, but on the other hand they cause severe noise
issues, might damage tip and sample or induce pyroelectric currents. Those three
aspects will be discussed in the following sections.
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Figure 4.11: Noise at high pulsed fs laser intensities: (a) Tip in contact with the surface,
and (b) free hanging, scanning tip. Both measurements show a pronounced current stripe
pattern corresponding to single fs laser pulses.
4.1.8.3 Noise issues at high intensities
As seen in Fig. 4.10, the noise in the c-AFM images increased significantly at high
fs laser powers. The most likely cause was assumed to be the single fs laser pulses
hitting tip and surface are responsible for this effect. Therefore, a chopper wheel was
inserted into the laser beam to increase the time between two pulses by causing a
recurring interruption of the beam path. In addition, the scan rate was increased from
1 to 10 Hz to resolve single fs laser pulses in the c-AFM image. Fig. 4.11 (a) shows
the resulting c-AFM image (Usample = -30 V) obtained at high excitation intensities.
A clear current stripe pattern with (I = +28.5 pA) is visible. In addition to this
stripe pattern, an averaged DW current of -16.0 pA as well as the domain current
of -2.6 pA were observed. Note, the positive currents of the stripes in comparison
to the negative, real current values of the DW/domain. This current stripe pattern
remains if the voltage is changed to zero or negative voltages. Surprisingly, it even
increases to 306.4 pA if the tip is not in contact with the sample and no voltage is
applied (see Fig. 4.11 (b)). These findings clearly indicate that the stripe pattern is
not related to the sample properties, but it is influenced by the fs laser pulses. The
origin of the stripe pattern remains unclear. A possibility are high pyroelectric or
photo-induced currents, generated at the tip or cantilever by the fs laser pulses.
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4.1.8.4 Laser ablation
The high peak intensities used in the c-AFM experiments can damage sample and
cantilever as shown in Fig. 4.12. An optical microscope image, done after c-AFM
with pulsed fs laser irradiation on 5 mol% Mg:LNO, revealed the ferroelectric domain
pattern and several features caused by the intense fs laser pulses:
1. Laser ablation at the top surface
Due to high peak intensities the illuminated sample surface was burnt. For
example, the laser beam pathway during laser adjustment was “imaged” at the
surface in Fig. 4.12. Single fs laser pulses were burnt into the surface. Places
with longer resting time or higher pulse intensity showed severe damage with
material loss due to evaporation (black spots). The threshold for these effects
was not evaluated.
2. Electrode melt-down at the bottom surface
Since the crystal is transparent for the fs laser pulses, the back electrode
is illuminated as well. The high intensities caused the melting of the back
electrode which coalesces with the back surface of the sample.
Throughout the experiments, the camera image served as a control to prevent
sample damage. However, the tip, especially the conductive coating, was damaged
as well. An SEM image (Fig. 4.13) taken after the experiments clearly shows
the changes at the tip, e.g. the big particle at the top of the tip apex. The
material contrast, measured with the backscattered electron detector (Asb), indicated
a different material not originating from the cantilever itself. An EDX analysis of this
particle resulted in a mass spectrum containing niobium, oxygen, platinum, iridium,
and silicon. Hence, a compound consisting of LiNbO3 (Li is not detectable due to
its small mass) and the conductive Pt/Ir tip coating of the silicon tip formed at
the tip apex. Furthermore, the front side of the tip tended to charging during the
SEM measurement, indicating bad conduction. Again, EDX analysis revealed that
no conductive coating is left on the front side after illumination. In comparison,
the backside and the cantilever itself, which were not illuminated, were still covered
with Pt/Ir. Those spots showed an identical mass spectrum as a new conductive
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Figure 4.12: Optical microscope domain image after high pulsed fs laser irradiation: Laser
ablation of the sample and electrode melt-down occurred due to high peak intensities.
tip. The given findings matched the impression of the c-AFM measurements and the
conductive coating of the tips wears off much faster compared to LED illumination.
4.1.8.5 Pyroelectricity
The strong absorption of UV light in the materials used will lead to temperature
changes of the sample. Because of the strong pyroelectric effect, a pyroelectric
current arises upon temperature changes. Therefore, this section discusses the impact
of pyroelectricity on the c-AFM measurements. The measured DW currents will
be compared to the estimated pyroelectric current Ipyro. For this estimate, the
pyroelectric coefficient pz for undoped CLN at RT is given as [344]:
pz = −(6.4± 0.6)× 10
−5CK−1m−2. (4.1)
The pyroelectric charges Cpyro flowing along the z-direction can be calculated as:
Cpyro = pz∆TAtip, (4.2)
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Figure 4.13: SEM image of the cantilever after c-AFM with pulsed fs laser illumination:
The conductive coating and the sample were damaged during the irradiation. Both formed
a compound which was attached at the tip apex.
where Atip is the electrode area of the tip and ∆T is the temperature change
during the measurement. For a tip diameter of 70 nm, the effective contact area is
approximately Atip = 3850nm2. No currents were detected in the dark. Therefore,
the influence of temperature difference of the environment can be neglected. The
temperature difference on the sample can only be caused by the absorption of intense
UV light. For cw measurements, a thermodynamic equilibrium ensues such that
∆T ≈ 0, resulting in a neglectable pyroelectric current. Yet this equilibrium is
disturbed in the case of pulsed fs laser excitation. Assuming that the complete pulse
energy Epulse of 100 µJ is absorbed inside the crystal, the temperature difference ∆T
is:
∆T =
Epulse
mcp
, (4.3)
with the specific heat cp = 0.645 J g−1K−1 at RT [204] and m as heated mass. For
simplicity, an illuminated cylindrical volume was assumed. It is estimated for an
incident angle θ of 45° with a beam diameter dbeam of 200 µm and crystal thickness
dcrystal = 500 µm:
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V =
π2d2beamdcrystal
4 cos θ
= 2.2× 10−5 cm3. (4.4)
The illuminated mass m is calculated with the density of LNO ρLNO = 4.65 g cm−3
as m = ρLNOV = 0.1 mg. Eq. 4.3 leads to a maximal temperature difference of
∆T = 1.5 K. Using Eq. 4.2, the upper limit of the released pyroelectric charges
can be derived:
Cpyro = 3.3× 10
−7 pC. (4.5)
The resulting pyroelectric current Ipyro is determined by the time in which the
temperature change occurs. The lower limit would be the fs laser pulse length of
150 fs resulting in Ipyro = 2.2 µA. Such a high current in the µA regime was never
detected with c-AFM, so the temperature change has to occur on a slower time scale.
An upper limit would be the time between two pulses t = 2 ms. In this case, the
current equals 1.7 ×10−4 pA, which is far below the detection limit of the setup. The
real value of Ipyro lies in between those two border cases and can be estimated by
solving the heat conduction equation. The detailed analysis will be omitted since
many parameters and processes are unknown. However, if pyroelectricity contributes
to the c-AFM signal, a domain current contrast and/or a current difference between
cooling and warming cycles have to occur. Both were not detected, so a major
influence of pyroelectricity on the DW currents can be excluded.
4.1.9 DW conductivity engineering
As discussed in Sec. 4.1.6, it is possible to control the conductivity along the DW
by its inclination. This adjustment can be done by changing the concentration of
dopants, e.g. Mg, leading to a more inclined DW. Besides the DW inclination
engineering, it would be favorable to control the domain size, shape and position
as well in order to use the conductive DWs in future applications. Most of the
investigated hexagonal domains in this thesis are random domain patterns written
into a thick single crystal (see Sec. 3.2). In contrast to those samples, commercially
available PPLN samples (#11 and #12) were investigated. Here, the domains were
written into a stripe pattern by electric field poling using a structured electrode,
fabricated by photo-lithography. This approach offers the opportunity to write
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Figure 4.14: DW conductivity at 5 mol% Mg:PPLN: (a) oop PFM showing a stripe
pattern, and (b) c-AFM (Utip = +7 V) under super-bandgap illumination (λ = 310 nm and
I = 15.6 µWmm−2) revealing a weak current contrast between DWs and domains of 0.4 pA.
desired domain patterns on a larger scale. Note, the domain writing process is more
complicated in Mg:LNO compared to undoped LNO leading to imperfect and irregular
stripes. The undoped PPLN was tested first, but no DW conductivity was observed
under super-bandgap illumination (images not shown). Subsequently, the second
PPLN crystal doped with 5 mol% Mg was examined, and the results are displayed in
Fig. 4.14. PFM revealed an (imperfect) domain stripe pattern with a periodicity of
7 µm. Afterwards, conductivity was investigated under super-bandgap illumination
(λ = 310 nm, I = 15.6 µWmm−2) using c-AFM (Utip = +7 V). Only a weak current
contrast between DWs and domains of 0.4 pA was detected. A correlation to the
DW inclination was not done using PFM imaging. The uniformity of the stripe
pattern complicates the identification of the same stripe domain on both sides of
the crystal. The poling procedure and subsequent processing of the sample might
influence the DW inclination and conductivity. Due to the low DW current, the DWs
are not as inclined as in sample #5 and #6 (5 mol% Mg:LNO). An explanation for
this behavior might be the impact of the different poling procedure or an annealing
treatment, e.g. during the photo-resist removal and/or polishing process afterwards,
on the DW formation.
A second approach to achieve controlled domain patterns was pursued by writing
domains with an AFM tip. This method gives the opportunity to control size and
position of the DWs on the nanoscale. Moreover, this procedure might generate
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Figure 4.15: DW conductivity at a 15 µm thick 5 mol% Mg:SLN single crystal: (a)
oop PFM showing the written domain matrix, and (b) c-AFM (Usample = -10 V) under
super-bandgap illumination (λ = 310 nm and I = 12.5 µWmm−2) revealing an average DW
current of -16.1 pA with peaks of up to -100 pA.
higher DW inclination angles due to the inhomogeneous field below the tip. E. Soergel
(Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn) provided a written domain pattern
in 15 µm thick 5 mol% Mg:LNO single crystals (sample # 10). The investigations
on this sample are depicted in 4.15. A 18 × 18 matrix of through domains (c+) was
written into the Z− surface and imaged using PFM, afterwards. c-AFM with super-
bandgap illumination showed an increased DW conductivity compared to the bulk
(Usample = -10 V, λ = 310 nm and I = 12.5 µWmm−2). The averaged DW current
was -16.1 pA with peak currents reaching -100 pA. These values are significantly
higher compared to the thicker samples (d ≥ 200 µm, compare Sec. 4.1.4). The DW
current is two orders of magnitude higher compared to the illuminated bulk and even
three orders of magnitude higher compared to the dark case.
Such DWs have a high inclination because of the poling in an inhomogeneous field
of the tip [69, 71]. The proof of that by an inclination measurement on this specific
sample is still missing. An investigation using PFM on the back domain pattern
cannot be performed because the fragile crystal was glued to the sample holder. A
removal would lead to a destruction of the thin sample. However, an adjustment of
the poling parameters can optimize the conduction properties. For example, the pulse
length and amplitude might control/enhance the inclination angle and therewith the
conductivity properties of the DW.
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Figure 4.16: DW conductivity engineering using a surface domain: (a) oop PFM showing
hexagonal domains and the written domain stripe, and (b) c-AFM (Usample = -10 V)
under super-bandgap illumination (λ = 310 nm and I = 15.6 µWmm−2) revealing DW
conductivity, which was manipulated by the stripe surface domain.
The opposite result, e.g. less conductive DWs, can be achieved by UV-assisted
surface domain writing with an AFM tip. For example, an existing hexagonal DW
with inclined DWs was manipulated in a way that only certain parts of the DW remain
conductive. Such a case was already presented in Fig. 4.2. Using the nanolithography
software of an AFM, the DW conductivity can be modulated by the tip. For
simplicity, only one stripe surface domain was written onto the existing through
domain pattern. Fig. 4.16 (a) displays such a stripe surface domain penetrating a
hexagonal through domain. The c-AFM image in Fig. 4.16 (b) revealed no DW
conductivity at the positions, where the surface domain hits the through domain
(see arrows). V. Y. Shur et al. reported that such surface domains have a spike-
like shape, leading to a rather complex DW pathway [65]. The internal pathway of
such DWs connecting surface and through domain remains unknown. Because of the
non-conductive behavior, it must consist of insulating segments and/or tail-to-tail
sections, but again this cannot be resolved with PFM.
Note, UV-assisted surface domains are not as stable as regular through domains.
For example, c-AFM measurements (UDC = ±10 V) on surface domains switch the
domains back into the original orientation. Surprisingly, PFM measurements with an
AC voltage UAC = 10 V do switch the surface domains back into the original state as
well. This effect is shown on stripe surface domains in three consecutive PFM scans
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Figure 4.17: Stability of surface domains: (a) - (c) three consecutive oop PFM scans
(phase) showing that the surface stripe domains shrink and divide into smaller fragments
and isolated domains.
(see Fig. 4.17). The stripes shrink and divide into smaller fragments and isolated
domains upon PFM measurements. On one side, the applied AC voltage creates a
field, which switches the domain as well, but on the other side, the inverse field is not
high enough to create the surface domain again. Such domains might be more stable
if more defects are incorporated previously into the crystal. However, UV-assisted
AFM-written surface domains are stable over at least several days if no voltage is
applied. So, they can be used for DW decoration with ferroelectric lithography.
4.1.10 Switching currents
The question, if switching currents contribute to the c-AFM current signal, arises
because UV illumination reduces the coercive field in LNO [102, 103, 122]. This
reduction is even more pronounced if fs pulses with high intensities are used. For an
excitation with λ = 334 nm, f = 250 kHz and I = 3.6 GWcm−2, a reduction of up
to 98 % was reported. The resulting nucleation field was 220 Vmm−1 [125]. Such a
small switching field can easily be obtained at the tip apex due to field enhancement.
For that reason, the measured DW currents are compared to the expected switching
current and the correlated domain area change. Generally, surface domains were
written onto the illuminated crystal side only. In this case, the switching current,
calculated with Eq. 2.8, reduces by a factor of 2 since only one surface is switched:
I(t) =
dQ
dt
= PS ·
dA(t)
dt
, (4.6)
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with PS = 0.71 Cm−2 for congruent LNO [112]. Assuming that a measured DW
current of 10 pA, measured per pixel in a time of 2 ms, would be caused by the
switching current only, the domain area change was calculated. This current would
correlate to a change in domain area of ∆A = 0.028 µm2 per pixel corresponding
to a square with an edge length of 170 nm. The DW signal in the c-AFM scan is
usually 1 to 3 pixels (plus 1 to 3 pixels in the retrace line) wide, which would result
in a DW movement of 0.3 to 1.0 µm per scan line (trace + retrace). Such a wide
displacement was not detected by comparing PFM images before and after the c-AFM
measurement, even after multiple c-AFM scans. Consequently, the complete DW
signal cannot be caused by switching currents. Further, this statement is supported
by the fact that the signal is stable over several minutes shown by macroscopic [217]
and local I(t) measurements [223]. As a result, an area of 840 µm2 would be switched
per minute with an AFM tip if the entire DW current signal is due to switching.
Consequently, the entire scan area would be switched into a single-domain state.
Again, PFM proved that the domain pattern remained stable. However, partial
switching cannot be fully excluded since small area changes below the detection limit
might occur under standard c-AFM conditions. The resulting currents would be
much smaller than the DW current through the sample. In contrast, domain writing
occurred at high DC voltages, e.g. Usample = 30 V. A domain area of measurable size
was written with c-AFM and detected using PFM afterwards (compare Fig. 4.21
on p. 127). In PZT thin films, DW currents in the range of pA were detected in
the sub-switching regime, whereas 2 - 4 nA were detected if switching occurred [36].
Such high currents were never detected during the c-AFM measurements on LNO.
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4.2 AC transport measurements
4.2.1 Nanoimpedance microscopy
4.2.1.1 Local AC conductivity
The previous DC conductivity experiments revealed an increased DC DW current
upon super-bandgap illumination in 5 mol% Mg:LNO. Hence, AC DW conductivity
was also investigated using NIM. By extracting frequency-dependent impedance data,
an equivalent circuit and transport model can be obtained.
Local impedance data were recorded by local nanoimpedance microscopy (NIM)
on type A samples of 5 mol% Mg:LNO. Such samples had a macroscopic
bottom electrode, and the conductive, Pt-coated tip served as the top electrode
(see Fig. 3.6 (a)). Additional to the AC probing voltage, a DC voltage offset
was applied to switch the DW into the conductive state. Fig. 4.18 depicts the
influence of the super-bandgap illumination on the AC current of the domains
and the DWs. Fig. 4.18 (a) shows the domain distribution and the subsequent
NIM measurement of I ′ and I ′′. The NIM scan (UDC = 12 V, UAC = 0.5 V at
f = 0.1 kHz) started from above without additional super-bandgap illumination.
In this case, there was no measurable contrast between domain and DW currents.
The real part of the complex AC current I ′ equaled 10 pA whereas the imaginary
part I ′′ had a much higher value of 128 pA. The phase for this NIM scan was
ϕ = -85.5°, reflecting the highly capacitive behavior of LNO single crystals in the
dark. If the UV light (λ = 310 nm at I = 12.5 µWmm−2) was switched on, an
increased AC domain and DW current was detected within one scan line (t = 10 s).
The domain currents (I ′ = 11.2 pA, I ′′ = 128.9 pA) increased less compared to the
DW currents (I ′ = 13.4 pA, I ′′ = 130.4 pA) resulting in a clear AC current contrast
between the conductive DWs and the domains. This contrast vanished after several
10 min after the light has been switched off (see Fig. 4.18 (b)). The influence of light
and the current relaxation behavior is similar to the DC conductivity measurements
on conductive DWs under super-bandgap illumination (compare Sec.4.1) [1].
The current contrast between domain and DW depends on the applied AC and
DC voltages. This contrast should be high in order to differentiate DW and domain
contributions. At first, the influence of the DC voltage offset at a fixed AC voltage
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Figure 4.18: Influence of the super-bandgap illumination on I ′ and I ′′ (UDC = 12 V,
UAC = 0.5 V at f = 0.1 kHz, and λ = 310 nm at I = 12.5 µWmm
−2): (a) No DW
current was observed in the dark state. If the light is turned on, a clear DW current
contrast is visible. (b) After LED switch-off, the conductivity returns to the dark state
within ∼ 10 - 20 min.
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(UAC = 0.5 V at f = 1 kHz) under super-bandgap illumination was investigated. In
Fig. 4.19 (a), only little impact of the DC voltage offset on the absolute AC current
values of I ′ and I ′′ was observed. Such a finding was expected since the DC component
of the current is discarded by the demodulation of the lock-in amplifier. Nevertheless,
the DC voltage influenced the contrast between DW current IDW and domain current
Idomain. At low DC voltage offsets, no contrast was detectable. A threshold voltage
of UDC = 5 V was necessary to detect a signal at the DW (see Fig. 4.19 (b)). With
increasing DC voltages, this contrast increased further which can be understood as
follows: the high DC offset leads to an increased DC DW current, which is modulated
by an additional small AC voltage. The DC DW current increase more compared to
the DC domain current as known from the DC experiments (see IV-characteristics in
Fig. 4.4 (a)). Consequently, the AC current contrast increases at higher DC offsets
as well. However, a drawback of using high DC voltages in combination with the
AC voltage was that DW movements and domain nucleation occurred. After repeated
NIM scans on one spot, the DWs were less conductive (AC and DC) compared to
virgin DWs. Consecutive PFM measurements proved a change of the domains caused
by the NIM measurements. This change was limited to the investigated crystal side
and the domain shape did not change on the backside. Unknown is the internal
structure and the inclination of the modified DW parts. For all following experiments,
the DC voltage offset was limited to 10 - 12 V. This voltage was low enough to
prevent undesired DW movements, but was already high enough to generate a
substantial AC conductivity contrast between domain and DW.
The applied AC voltage had direct influence on the AC current contrast as shown
in Fig. 4.20. The AC current components I ′ and I ′′ increased linearly with the
applied AC voltage (f = 0.1 kHz, UDC = 12 V) under super-bandgap illumination.
Again, high AC voltages lead to a better current contrast between DWs and domains
with better domain-DW contrast for I ′. For the remaining measurements, a value
of 0.5 V was chosen as a standard value because this setting provided a good
DW contrast and signal-to-noise ratio, which was dependent on the current and
lock-in amplifier settings.
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Figure 4.19: Influence of the DC voltage offset on NIM: (a) DW and domain AC currents
with f = 1 kHz, UAC = 0.5 V: Both, I
′ and I ′′, are almost constant when the DC voltage
is increased. (b) High DC voltage offsets lead to an increased contrast (= IDW - Idomain)
between domain and DW, especially for I ′.
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Figure 4.20: Influence of the AC voltage on NIM: (a) DW and domain AC currents
with f = 0.1 kHz and UDC = 12 V: Both, I
′ and I ′′, increase linearly with the applied
AC voltage, indicating a dominating linear material response (Z̄ = constant). (b) High
AC voltages lead to an increased contrast between DW and domain.
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4.2.1.2 Frequency dependence
In order to gain more information on the DW transport, it is necessary to obtain
frequency-dependent impedance data of the DWs. This experiment is a difficult
task with an AFM tip. Stationary experiments on the DW were not successful
due to a drifting of the sample below the tip. Using this approach, it cannot
be ensured that the tip will stay at the thin DW during the entire measurement,
especially, if small frequencies are of interest. In this case, the resting time needs
to be longer for the AC current analysis. The experiments showed that multiple
scans on one spot changed the DW’s structure/inclination, and subsequently, the
conductive properties. Fig. 4.21 displays some (extreme) examples of domain
shrinking/growing and erasing/writing. Fig. 4.21 (a) displays modified domains with
connected hexagons and small surface domains, which nucleated during the NIM
measurement. If more scans were done or higher voltages used, more domains
nucleated and grew bigger as seen in Fig. 4.21 (b) and (c). Application of a
DC voltage offset of 40 V resulted in the switching of the entire scan area and the
creation of a squared surface domain as shown in Fig. 4.21 (d). The same spots on the
back side of the crystal were investigated using PFM, and no written domains were
detected. The probability of writing such surface domains increases if high DC offsets
(> 20 V) in combination with a low frequency modulation, e.g. 100 Hz, are used.
The smallest, randomly nucleated surface domains had a diameter of 20 nm. This
effect of domain writing was not observed during DC measurements at 10 V under
super-bandgap illumination. Hence, the additional AC voltage triggers the switching
of such surface domains.
To avoid switching, only small areas with DWs were measured, and after each
measurement, the scan area was shifted to a new spot. Since all DWs on one sample
behave similarly, this method guaranteed comparable conditions for every scan at
a new frequency. The setup was capable of operating in the frequency range from
0.1 to 10 kHz. As a lower limit 100 Hz was chosen in order to have enough time
per point to demodulate the AC signal. The upper limit of 10 kHz was determined
by the bandwidth of the current amplifier. No DW contrast was observed at higher
frequencies. The AC current values for domain and DW were extracted from the single
NIM scans. Each NIM measurement equals one data point of the resulting spectra
plotted in Fig. 4.22 (a). I ′ and I ′′, increased linearly with frequency (see Tab. 4.6).
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Figure 4.21: Examples for surface domain switching on 5 mol% Mg:LNO: Depicted are the
oop PFM images after various NIM investigations (bright = c+, dark = c−). (a) Existing
domains shrink/grow and small domains nucleate. The probability for domain switching
increases at low frequencies and high DC voltages (e.g. f = 100 Hz and UDC = 15 V). In
(b) and (c) more c+/c− domains nucleated and grew bigger, e.g. after multiple NIM scans.
(d) The entire scan area was switched upon application of a high DC voltage UDC = 40 V.
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Figure 4.22: Frequency-dependent NIM: (a) Each data point represents a single NIM
scan at a fixed frequency. Both, I ′ and I ′′, increase linearly with the applied frequency. The
corresponding linear fit parameters are listed in Tab. 4.6. (b) Absolute and relative contrast
between domain and DW currents. The best relative contrast for I ′ and I ′′ was observed at
low frequencies, whereas the absolute contrast increases with increasing frequency.
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Table 4.6: Linear fitting parameters of I ′(f) and I ′′(f) using y = a + bx.
Component Parameter Value Error
I ′
intercept a in [pA] -83.2 177.6
slope b in [pAHz−1] 0.344 0.039
I ′′
intercept a in [pA] -15.9 60.3
slope b in [pAHz−1] 1.733 0.013
However, the deviations from the line of best fit are higher for I ′, because the real
part, reflecting the ohmic contributions, is sensitive to the tip-sample contact [300].
Because each measurement corresponds to a new scan, the tip-sample contact changed
slightly leading to deviations in the measured I ′. On the other hand, the imaginary
part I ′′ increases linearly with frequency because it is dominated by the linear bulk
capacitance, which is not as sensitive to the tip-sample contact. The differences
between DW and domain currents are rather small and cannot be identified in this
graph. Therefore, the calculated absolute and relative current contrasts are plotted
separately in Fig. 4.22 (b). The relative contrast lies in the range of 0 to 3 % and
is highest at low frequencies. The absolute contrast is highest at high frequencies
with values up to 4 pA. Both graphs indicate small current differences between
DW and domain current which makes it difficult to investigate the DW contribution.
For high frequencies, the capacitive parts of the bulk are dominant and mask the
DW properties. Additionally, the measurement is influenced by the stray capacitance,
originating from the capacitances between tip, tip cone, cantilever, cantilever holder
and the sample (see Fig. 4.23).
This stray capacitance was minimized by implementing a compensation circuit into
the NIM setup [326]. The tip was placed on a non-conductive spot on the sample such
as the domain area away from any conductive DWs. The current at this spot fully
reflects the stray capacitance and was used as the background value for compensation.
An external function generator provided an AC signal, which was inverse to the
background AC signal. The inverse signal was superimposed to the measuring
signal to compensate the background noise, whereby the sum of both should be zero
except for conducting regions. This compensation method improved the contrast
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Ccone Ctip Ccantilever Cholder
Figure 4.23: Origin of the stray capacitance during NIM: The capacitances between tip,
tip cone, cantilever, tip holder and the sample influences the NIM signal. Those stray
capacitances were reduced by a compensation circuit (adapted from [313]).
between domain and DWs particularly for high frequencies since the stray capacitive
effects is more pronounced at high frequencies. The resulting images have a higher
contrast between domain area and DW (see Fig. 4.24). The absolute I ′ differences
increased by one order of magnitude compared to the regular setup, whereas minimal
improvements were obtained for I ′′. By excluding the stray capacitance, the real
AC current of the DW was revealed. Unfortunately, the compensation method is
not stable enough over time due to slight changes of the background capacitance.
Small changes have a large influence on the corrected current values, for example, a
small phase shift will change the amplitude of the combined signal. Furthermore,
the compensation is sensitive to the tip-sample contact, which changes during
the long-lasting NIM scans. Therefore, the compensation method is suitable to
enhance the AC current contrast for (fast) single measurements series. Therefore, all
subsequent NIM measurements were done without compensation of the background.
An alternative to NIM are macroscopic impedance measurements, which reduce the
stray capacitance effect by the different electrode geometry. This approach will be
discussed later in Sec. 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.24: Frequency-dependent NIM with the compensation circuit: The absolute
I ′ contrast increased by one order of magnitude compared to the regular setup. Minor
improvements were accomplished for the I ′′ contrast.
A drawback of collecting frequency-dependent data by multiple measurements at a
fixed frequency is the long acquisition time for all spectra. Especially, the tip-sample
contact is critical which changes slightly upon every scan. Moreover, the conductive
coating at the tip apex wears off, leading to a change in impedance as well [300]. It
turned out that the impedance amplitude, and especially, the phase exhibit strong
fluctuation for different NIM scans due to a difference in contact area and bearing-
strength. However, all scans have to be acquired under identical conditions to obtain
a reproducible frequency spectra.
To overcome this issue, a second approach was pursued and the entire spectra was
recorded in one scan guaranteeing a constant tip-sample contact and bearing-strength.
A spot with a long DW, perpendicular to the slow scan direction, was selected using
PFM. Thereupon, the frequency was increased continuously by ∆f = 20 Hz in
every line of the scan from 0.1 kHz at the top to 10 kHz at the bottom of the
scan. This method ensured a DW current signal at a different frequency in every
scan line. The raw data scans showed an increase of I ′ and I ′′ with frequency
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Figure 4.25: Frequency-dependent NIM in one scan: (a) and (b) display the raw data of
I ′ and I ′′, respectively. The frequency increases in every line by ∆f = 20 Hz from 100 Hz
at the top to 10 kHz at the bottom. (c) and (d) showing line fits of the raw data for the
localization of the DWs.
(see Fig. 4.25 (a) and (b)). Due to the weak conductivity contrast of the DWs, they
were not visible in those NIM images. The application of a line fit revealed the
exact position of the DWs as seen in Fig. 4.25 (c) and (c). The position of the DW
was marked, e.g. using the “extract profile”-function of the AFM analysis software
Gwyddion [345]. Undoing the line fit in the image, containing the marked position
of the DWs, yielded the correct DW current profile for the entire frequency range.
Those frequency-dependent current profiles of the DW and domain were extracted,
and further, analyzed in the Bode plot for the dark and illuminated case
(see Fig. 4.26). Without illumination, DW and domain behave identical, and no
current contrast was detected throughout the frequency range. The impedance |Z|
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Figure 4.26: Bode plot of the local NIM measurement with and without illumination
(λ = 310 nm at I = 12.5 µWmm−2): (a) Impedance amplitude, and (b) phase for domain
and DWs. No difference has been seen in the dark. At low frequencies DWs have a lower
impedance compared to the domains, especially upon super-bandgap illumination.
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decreases exponentially with increasing frequency as expected for a capacitor. In the
illuminated case (λ = 310 nm at I = 12.5 µWmm−2), the impedance |Z| decreased for
DW and domain at low frequencies, which was observed in the previous investigations
as well. However, the phase behavior in this NIM scan is problematic. No clear trend
was determined with values slightly below -90° for all cases. For the bulk properties,
this capacitor-like behavior is expected, whereas the DW should have a more ohmic
behavior as seen in the previous NIM measurements. To exclude setup induced effects,
a second yet similar NIM setup was constructed with the SmartSPM AFM, but no
improvement was achieved. The phase behavior was still unstable and the origin of
the phase behavior remained unclear.
In summary, NIM locally proved that the DWs have a lower impedance compared
to the domains upon super-bandgap illumination. The absolute DW current contrast
is masked by the stray capacitance effect. NIM in combination with the compensation
circuit is suitable for single, fast impedance experiments. The tip-sample contact is
not stable enough to guarantee constant and reproducible conditions for long-lasting
frequency-dependent NIM studies. Therefore, macroscopic frequency-dependent
impedance measurements are needed to collect frequency-dependent data. Due to
a reduced stray capacitance and defined electrode contact, a more stable and precise
phase behavior of the impedance is expected. The results of those experiments can
be seen in the following Sec. 4.2.2.
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4.2.2 Macroscopic impedance measurements
4.2.2.1 Frequency dependence
The NIM measurements revealed an increased AC current signal of the DW under
super-bandgap illumination in 5 mol% Mg:LNO (sample A). Due to problems
with acquiring reproducible, local frequency-dependent impedance data, macroscopic
impedance measurements were performed. A stable electrode-sample contact was
achieved by evaporated metal electrodes, resulting in precise and reproducible
impedance values. In contrast to NIM, the AC current signal arises from many
domains and DWs, which lie in between the macroscopic electrodes. Therefore, type
B (single-domain) and C (multi-domain) samples of 5 mol% Mg:LNO were used to
identify the differences between domains and DWs (see Fig. 3.6). Sample B served as
a reference to determine the bulk contribution Zbulk. Thereupon, it was possible to
calculate the pure DW impedance ZDW in sample C with Ztotal. Assuming a parallel
connection of bulk and all DWs, it is possible to calculate the pure DW contribution:
ẐDW =
Z ′total|Z|bulk
2 − Z ′bulk|Z|total
2
(Z ′bulk − Z
′
total)
2 + (Z ′′bulk − Z
′′
total)
2
+
i
Z ′′total|Z|bulk
2 − Z ′′bulk|Z|total
2
(Z ′bulk − Z
′
total)
2 + (Z ′′bulk − Z
′′
total)
2
.
(4.7)
This calculation of the pure DW impedance was done only for the illuminated
case. The calculated values of the dark DW are error-prone due to the small
impedance difference of sample B and C in the dark. Frequency-dependent
macroscopic impedance measurements (UAC = 0.5 V, UDC = 10 V) were done
on sample B (single-domain) and sample C (multi-domain) in a frequency range
of 30 Hz to 30 kHz. Again, the dark case will be compared to super-bandgap
illumination. For λ = 310 nm, the intensity reaching the sample through the metal
electrode was 1.6 µWmm−2. The results for sample B and C as well as the pure DW
are displayed in the Bode (see Fig. 4.27) and Nyquist plot (see Fig. 4.28).
Fig. 4.27 (a) displays the frequency dependence of the impedance amplitude |Z|(f).
At high frequencies, sample B and C have identical impedance behavior. At low
frequencies, the illuminated sample C has the smallest impedance value of all samples
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which is equivalent to the highest AC conductivity. The difference ∆|Z| between
sample B and C increases with decreasing frequency. The calculated DW contribution
shows a less pronounced frequency dependence. At a frequency of 150 Hz, the
impedance amplitude of DW and bulk are comparable. Below that frequency, the
DW dominates the transport compared to the bulk. This finding matches the local
NIM measurements.
Fig. 4.27 (b) illustrates the frequency dependence of the impedance phase ϕ(f)
corresponding to capacitive or ohmic behavior. Sample B shows a strong capacitive
behavior represented by a phase signal near -90° in the entire investigated frequency
range. No significant changes occur upon illumination. The phase of sample C is
higher compared to sample B in the dark. The phase difference ∆ϕ between sample
B and C increases from 0° to 10° with decreasing frequency. This finding corresponds
to a slightly more ohmic conduction behavior caused by the presence of the DWs. The
phase of sample C increases up to -58° upon super-bandgap illumination representing
a significant change towards ohmic transport behavior at low frequencies. Again,
this ohmic behavior is caused by the conductive DWs as seen in the calculated
DW phase, which is in the range of 0 to -40degree. In summary, the bode plots
revealed a capacitive transport behavior for the bulk/domain and a more ohmic
behavior for the DWs upon super-bandgap illumination. At low frequencies, the
DWs dominate the overall conductivity leading to a reduced impedance upon super-
bandgap illumination.
Fig. 4.28 displays the corresponding Nyquist plots, showing the beginning of
characteristic arcs. Ideal arcs (= semicircle) are described by the Debye model
(compare Sec. 2.2.6.2). Upon illumination, the shape of the arcs changes, and the
decreasing diameters of the arcs indicate a decreasing impedance, which correlates to
the Bode plot analysis. For sample C, the shape of the arc changes significantly upon
illumination. Further data analysis revealed that the arcs of sample C are stretched
indicating a distribution of physical properties (e.g. activation energy, relaxation
times and/or inclination angles) influencing the electronic transport. Such a behavior
is described in the Cole-Cole model, including a constant phase element (CPE) in
the equivalent circuit. The DW is represented by a diagonal line in the Nyquist plot,
which can be described by a CPE [312].
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Figure 4.27: Bode plot of the macroscopic impedance measurements of 5 mol% Mg:LNO
with and without illumination (λ = 310 nm at I = 1.6 µWmm−2): (a) Impedance amplitude,
and (b) phase of sample B (single-domain), C (multi-domain) and the DW contribution.
The illumination has only a minor impact on the transport behavior of sample B, whereas a
significant decrease in impedance was observed for sample C, especially at low frequencies.
The bode plots revealed a capacitive transport behavior for the bulk/domain and a more
ohmic behavior for the DWs upon illumination.
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Figure 4.28: Nyquist plot of the macroscopic impedance measurements of
5 mol% Mg:LNO: The beginning of a characteristic, stretched arcs are visible, which are
smaller in diameter if DWs and light are present (λ = 310 nm at I = 1.6 µWmm−2). The
fitting curves, originating from the equivalent circuit models, are included.
Thereupon, several equivalent circuits were tested to analyze the impedance data.
The data of sample B was modeled best with a capacitor C parallel to a resistor R
representing the bulk properties, revealing a decrease of resistance R under super-
bandgap illumination (see Tab. 4.7). However, this model is not suitable for sample
C since those arcs are more stretched. Consequently, the properties of the DWs have
to be taken into account for that sample.
Sample C was modeled assuming a parallel circuit of domains and DWs. In this
model, the bulk is represented as a capacitor C1, and the DW as a constant phase
element CPE in series with a capacitor C2. Due to the inclination, DWs are composed
of alternating neutral and charged DW segments at unit cell level (see Fig. 4.29 (a)).
Consequently, the charged DW parts can be understood as a resistor R and the neutral
DW segments are modeled as RC terms. These segments are most likely not evenly
distributed along the DW so each segment contributes with its own R/RC term. In
the equivalent circuit, the DW is modeled as the sum of the different RC terms in
series. Due to the high amount of DWs, charged segments (> 1500), and the unknown
distribution of segments, all terms are summarized in a single CPE element with
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Ẑ = 1/(Q0ω
N)e−Nπ/2 (see Fig. 4.29 (a)). The capacitor C2 corresponds to a barrier,
which was observed previously in both, DC and AC, conductivity measurements. A
DC voltage offset is needed to overcome this barrier, resulting in a measurable DW
signal (compare Fig. 4.4 on p. 94).
The resulting fits for sample B and C, included in Fig. 4.27, match well to the
acquired data. The corresponding fitting parameters are listed in Tab. 4.7. The bulk
capacitance is as expected equal in every measurement since the geometry of the
setup and bulk properties are identical. Only the CPE values differ with N tending
to lower and Q0 to higher values under illumination. A low N represents higher ohmic
transport contribution since the combined phase is defined as ϕ = −N · (90◦). At the
same time, the effective resistance of the CPE drops because |Z| ∝ 1/Q0. Assuming
that the only difference between sample B and C are the DWs, it is clear that this
ohmic behavior and the impedance reduction is caused by the excited, free charge
carriers which are accumulated at the inclined DWs. This finding is supported by
the local NIM measurements showing an increased AC conductivity at the DWs upon
illumination.
The pure DW signal was modeled by a capacitor C in series with a CPE. In this
case, the capacitor models the barrier corresponding to the sample-electrode interface.
The CPE represents the transport behavior of the DW itself. Again, N decreases and
Q0 decreases if super-bandgap light is present resulting in a decreased impedance with
a more ohmic character (see Tab. 4.7).
In summary, macroscopic impedance measurements measured the frequency
dependence of the AC conductivity for sample B and C. Those values were used to
calculate the pure DW contribution. The impedance decreased upon super-bandgap
illumination, especially if DWs are present. Furthermore, the DW has a more ohmic
transport behavior than the bulk. At low frequencies, the DWs dominate the AC
transport. Equivalent circuits describing the transport of sample B and C as well as
the DW were found to model the acquired data.
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Figure 4.29: Nanoscopic model of the DWs: (a) Different inclination angles α of the DWs
and a distribution of neutral and charged DWs contribute to the macroscopic impedance.
(b) Equivalent circuits describing the bulk-DW system: The series of R/RC terms can be
replaced by a CPE modeling the DW behavior.
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Table 4.7: Equivalent circuit fitting parameters for samples B, C and DW in the dark and illuminated case.
Sample Circuit Illumination Element Parameter Value Error [%]
B
R
C
dark
R R in [Ω] 2.25×10+10 25.2
C C in [F ] 3.75×10−12 0.5
χ2 0.025
310 nm
R R in [Ω] 6.83×10+9 7.9
C C in [F ] 3.76×10−12 0.5
χ2 0.025
C
C1
C2 CPE
dark
C1 C in [F ] 3.66×10−12 0.4
C2 C in [F ] 5.11×10−12 9.8
CPE Q0 in [℧] 7.58×10
−11 13.8
N 0.389 5.2
χ2 0.003
310 nm
C1 C in [F ] 3.55×10−12 0.8
C2 C in [F ] 2.50×10−11 8.9
CPE Q0 in [℧] 4.14×10
−10 9.5
N 0.330 4.0
χ2 0.014
DW
C CPE
dark
C C in [F ] 6.11×10−12 21.8
CPE Q0 in [℧] 5.51×10
−8 9.9
N 0.396 2.6
χ2 0.273
310 nm
C C in [F ] 1.33×10−8 7.5
CPE
Q0 in [℧] 9.53×10−10 8.5
N 0.212 4.4
χ2 0.181
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4.2.2.2 Intensity dependence
The super-bandgap light (λ = 310 nm) has a strong impact on the frequency-
dependent impedance. Therefore, the dependence of the intensity on the
AC conductivity was investigated for sample B and C. The intensity reaching the
sample surface varied between 0.0 and 2.1 µWmm−2. The Bode plots in Fig. 4.30
show the impact of the super-bandgap light on the impedance. For sample B without
domains, the amplitude and phase change slightly compared to the dark at frequencies
below 1 kHz. This change is more pronounced for sample C, where a significant
change was observed towards lower impedance amplitude at low frequencies and high
intensities. The phase increases with increasing intensity up to -57° corresponding to
a prevalent ohmic transport. The change in phase towards ohmic behavior occurs at
higher frequencies (around 20 kHz) compared to sample B.
The Nyquist plots in Fig. 4.31 depict the influence of super-bandgap illumination
on Z ′ and Z ′′. For sample B, only minor variations of the curves were observed,
and the arc diameter gets smaller correlating to a decrease in impedance. On the
other hand, sample C shows a significant change in impedance upon super-bandgap
excitation. The arc diameter decreased significantly, and the arc shape changed to a
diagonal line as known from the previous experiment. Consequently, the impedance
can be controlled by the excitation intensity. High intensities will lead to an increase
in AC conductivity.
In summary, super-bandgap illumination controls the AC conductivity of sample
C having DWs. At high excitation intensities, the transport behavior changes from
capacitive to ohmic.
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Figure 4.30: Intensity dependence of the macroscopic impedance (λ = 310 nm): Bode
plots of (a) sample B, and (b) sample C. The increase of intensity led to a decrease of the
amplitude |Z| and to an increase of the phase ϕ, especially at low frequencies.
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Figure 4.31: Intensity dependence of the macroscopic impedance (λ = 310 nm): Nyquist
plots of (a) sample B, and (b) sample C. The increase of intensity led to a decrease of the
arc diameter, which is equivalent to a reduction of impedance. Furthermore, the shape of
the curves changed from arcs to a diagonal line.
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4.2.2.3 Complex permittivity
The complex permittivity ε̂ was calculated from the complex impedance data using
Eq. 2.54 and assuming plate capacitor geometry of the measuring cell. The plate
capacitor consisted of two evaporated Cr/Au electrodes, which had a diameter of
∅ = 2.4 mm. The distance between the two electrodes corresponds to the thickness
of the sample d = 300 µm. Subsequently, the real and imaginary components of ε̂
were plotted in Fig. 4.32. In addition, those values are analyzed in the Cole-Cole
plot shown in Fig. 4.33.
The dielectric constant ε′ of sample B changes only slightly in the investigated
frequency range and equals 29. This value matches to previously obtained values
for single crystals [231] and thin films [235] (compare Tab. 2.2). Illumination does
not change this behavior significantly. In contrast to sample B, an increase of ε′ at
low frequencies is observed for sample C in the dark, which is even stronger under
illumination. Values close to 80 were reached at 30 Hz, which is more than double
the dark value of ε′.
The dielectric loss ε′′ follows a similar trend. For sample B, a constant value in the
range of 0 - 2 was determined for the dark case. At low frequencies, a small increase
to ε′′ = 5 occurs upon illumination. On the other hand, sample C shows a strong
increase of ε′′ at low frequencies, which is even stronger upon illumination. Peak
values of ε′′ up to 49 were detected at f = 30 Hz. The computed DW contribution
reveals that the behavior of sample C is dominated by the DWs. With Eq. 2.30, the
dielectric loss is directly related to the real part of the AC conductivity. Consequently,
the AC conductivity increases at low frequencies because of the conductive DWs. No
characteristic loss peak can be seen in the spectra. In the literature, such a behavior
of ε′′ is explained by hopping of electrons, polarons, or ions [241].
For LNO, several models exist to describe the behavior of the complex permittivity
(see Sec. 2.2.6.2). Based on the Debye model, the Cole-Cole, mixed conduction (MC)
and purely hopping conduction (PHC) models were developed. The expression for
ε′(f) and ε′′(f) of the Debye (Eq. 2.33), MC (Eq. 2.39) and PHC (Eq. 2.40) model
were used to analyze the obtained data of sample B and C. Both, ε′(f) and ε′′(f),
were fitted with the same set of parameters simultaneously.
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Figure 4.32: Analysis of the complex permittivity ε̂: (a) ε′(ω), and (b) ε′′(ω) of sample
B and C with and without super-bandgap illumination. At high frequencies, no differences
between sample B and C are visible. Both, ε′(ω) and ε′′(ω), increase towards lower
frequencies in sample C upon illumination (λ = 310 nm at I = 2.07 µWmm−2).
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Figure 4.33: Cole-Cole plots of sample B and C as well as the pure DW for the dark and
illuminated case (λ = 310 nm at I = 2.07 µWmm−2).
The resulting analysis for sample B is shown in Fig. 4.34 and 4.35, whereas the
corresponding fitting parameters are displayed in Tab. 4.8. The Debye and the PHC
model have problems with fitting the curves appropriately. The value of ∆ε is small,
representing a flat curve of ε′ for the entire frequency range. Only small differences
occur in the fitting parameters between illuminated and dark in the PHC model. As
a result, no clear differentiation between both cases can be made. The Debye model
analyzes this behavior better. The increase of ε′ at low frequencies is covered by the
increase of ∆ǫ. In both models, τD increases by one order of magnitude if the sample
is illuminated. The Cole-Cole and MC model cannot be used to analyze sample B
because of a lack in curve features leading to non-converging solutions from too many
fitting parameters. In summary, the single-domain sample B can be described best by
the Debye model. Yet, better Cole-Cole/MC model fitting results might be possible,
if a higher frequency range, especially at low frequencies, can be investigated with an
impedance setup allowing low frequency investigations.
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Figure 4.34: Analysis of ε′ and ε′′ for sample B - part 1: (a) and (b) display the Debye
and PHC model analysis of ε′ and ε′′ in the dark.
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Figure 4.35: Analysis of ε′ and ε′′ for sample B - part 2: (a) and (b) show the Debye and
PHC model fits of ε′ and ε′′ in the illuminated case (λ = 310 nm, I = 2.07 µWmm−2).
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Table 4.8: Comparison of PHC and Debye model fitting parameters of sample B for the
dark and illuminated case (λ = 310 nm, I = 2.07 µWmm−2).
Model
PHC Debye
dark illuminated dark illuminated
ε∞
Value 27.56 26.84 27.80 28.02
Error 0.06 0.11 0.06 0.07
ε0
Value 28.22 28.45 29.72 40.68
Error 0.65 1.61 0.13 1.33
∆ε Value 0.05 0.13 1.93 12.67
τD in [s]
Value 5.67×10−4 1.26×10−3 1.12×10−3 1.00×10−2
Error 1.51×10−4 3.16×10−4 1.47×10−4 1.14×10−3
Statistics χ
2 0.07 0.25 0.09 0.14
R2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
The same models were applied to analyze the multi-domain sample C
(see Fig. 4.36 and 4.37) and the corresponding fitting parameters are depicted in
Tab. 4.10. In this sample, ε′ and ε′′ increase at low frequency, especially upon
illumination. Again, both components of ε̂ were analyzed simultaneously with the
same set of parameters. The Debye and PHC model do not reflect the curves of
ε′ and ε′′ adequately. Especially, the low frequency behavior in these models does
not match to the data. Again, the Debye model is more suitable compared to the
PHC model and can be further improved by considering a DC conductivity term in
the MC model. The increase of ε′ and ε′′ at low frequencies is well covered. The
value of ε∞ for both, the dark and illuminated case, is similar with values of 27 and
28, respectively. Those values are in the same region as previously reported data
(compare Tab. 2.2). The value of ∆ε strongly increases if the sample is illuminated,
and as a consequence, ε0 increases from 63 to 256. The relaxation time τD increases
by almost one order of magnitude under illumination, whereas its distribution ξ
remains unchanged. In the literature, only values for single-domain LNO thin films
without illumination were presented so far [235]. Those are difficult to compare
with the illuminated multi-domain single crystal and were mainly used as initial
parameters of the fitting procedure. However, the dark sample values of ε∞ and ε0
are in the same order of magnitude compared to the thin film values with ε∞ = 23.6
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and ε0 = 39.5 (see Tab. 2.3). ξ, τD and σDC do not match for the dark case because
of the difference in sample thickness and the presence of DWs leading to a different
transport behavior. The fitting parameters were used to model the equivalent circuit
components according to Fig. 2.12 (b). The calculated capacitor and CPE values
were compared to the equivalent circuit for sample C obtained in Sec. 4.2.2.1. The
values are in good agreement with each other, proving that both assumptions are
correct (see Tab. 4.7).
In addition to the macroscopic impedance, a macroscopic DC current in the range
of 1 nA was measured corresponding to σDC = 5.1 × 10−11Ω−1 cm−1. Knowing that
the DC transport is dominated by the DWs, the effective electrode area was reduced
to the DW area. Graphical analysis of the domain pattern in this specific sample
revealed a total length of 84.7 mm [217]. Local NIM and c-AFM measurements
measured an up to 200 nm wide region contributing to the DW current signal.
However, calculation estimated a conductivity relevant thickness of twice the space
charge region W = 20 nm [64]. Using these estimates, the DW-specific conductivity
is σDC, DW, exp = 1.32 × 10−8 Ω−1 cm−1 and σDC, DW, theo = 1.32× 10−7 Ω−1 cm−1,
respectively. The discrepancy of the fitted value of σDC,fit = 1− 2× 10−14 Ω−1 cm−1
to the calculated and measured σDC values is caused by a lack of low frequency data
leading to an error-prone fitting procedure of σDC. The influence of σDC on the
dielectric loss peak is most pronounced in the low frequency regime. Unfortunately,
this range cannot be investigated with the setup used.
In conclusion, sample B can be analyzed with the Debye model representing a
dielectric relaxation with a distributed relaxation time. The MC model described the
multi-domain sample C best, and as a consequence, charge carrier hopping with a
distributed relaxation time is the relevant transport mechanism along the DW.
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Figure 4.36: Analysis of ε′ and ε′′ for sample C - part 1: (a) and (b) display the Debye,
PHC and MC model fits of ε′ and ε′′ in the dark. The MC model describes the data best.
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Figure 4.37: Analysis of ε′ and ε′′ for sample C - part 2: (a) and (b) show the Debye, PHC
and MC model fits of ε′ and ε′′ in the illuminated case (λ = 310 nm, I = 2.07 µWmm−2).
The MC model describes the data best.
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Table 4.9: Comparison of the equivalent circuit and MC model parameters.
Sample circuit illumination Element Parameter Value Calculation
C
C1
C2 CPE
dark
C1 C in [F ] 3.66×10−12 3.68×10−12
C2 C in [F ] 5.11×10−12 4.46×10−12
CPE Q0 in [℧] 7.58×10
−11 2.47×10−11
N 0.389 0.365
illuminated
C1 C in [F ] 3.55×10−12 3.50×10−12
C2 C in [F ] 2.50×10−11 2.63×10−11
CPE Q0 in [℧] 4.14×10
−10 1.02×10−10
N 0.330 0.361
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Table 4.10: Comparison of MC, PHC and Debye model fitting parameters of sample C for the dark and illuminated
(λ = 310 nm, I = 2.07 µWmm−2) case.
Model
MC PHC Debye
dark illuminated dark illuminated dark illuminated
ε∞
Value 28.24 26.90 27.09 20.31 29.31 31.29
Error 0.07 0.24 0.33 1.40 0.19 0.78
ε0
Value 62.52 256.10 31.61 39.71 45.81 112.74
Error - - - - 0.66 3.57
∆ε
Value 34.28 229.20 4.51 19.40 16.50 81.45
Error 1.58 14.85 0.32 1.39 - -
τD in [s]
Value 9.22×10−3 2.32×10−2 8.47×10−4 9.12×10−4 2.51×10−3 3.54×10−3
Error 9.75×10−4 3.30×10−3 2.02×10−4 2.19×10−4 1.55×10−4 2.15×10−4
ξ
Value 0.37 0.36 - - - -
Error 0.01 0.01 - - - -
σDC in [Ω−1 cm−1]
Value 2.01×10−14 1.37×10−14 - - - -
Error 3.71×10−15 1.39×10−14 - - - -
Statistics χ
2 0.04 0.49 2.18 39.62 0.98 16.38
R2 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.89 1.00 0.95
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4.2.2.4 Complex conductivity
The previous section showed the frequency dependence of the complex permittivity ε̂.
Those values were used to calculate the frequency-dependent complex conductivity
σ̂AC using Eq. 2.30. Remember, those values were error-prone for the local NIM
measurements because of the stray capacitance. This disturbance is reduced by
the macroscopic setup. The real and negative imaginary part of σ̂AC for the
dark and illuminated case (λ = 310 nm, I = 2.07 µWmm−2) are depicted in
Fig. 4.38. Qualitatively σ′AC increases with increasing frequency for all samples.
This behavior is attributed to the capacitive nature of the bulk (σ′capacitor ∝ f).
Sample B has the lowest AC conductivity with values ranging from 10−11 Ω−1 cm−1
at low frequencies to 10−9 Ω−1 cm−1 at high frequencies. Significant quantitative
differences can be seen between both samples. Without additional illumination, σ′AC
of sample C is approximately one order of magnitude higher than for sample B in
the entire frequency range. This conductivity difference is even further pronounced
if the samples are illuminated. Thereupon, σ′AC increase from 10
−9 Ω−1 cm−1 at
low frequency to 10−8 Ω−1 cm−1 at high frequencies. The comparison of the pure
DW contribution and sample C reveals that the presence of DWs raises the overall
conductivity in the multi-domain sample. Note, σ′AC is significantly lower compared
to σDC.
The negative imaginary part shows a linear dependence for sample B independent
of illumination. The value of −σ′′AC increases from 10
−9 Ω−1 cm−1 at low frequencies
to 10−6 Ω−1 cm−1 at high frequencies. At low frequencies, sample C has a different
behavior and −σ′′AC increases compared to sample B. This effect is even more
pronounced if the samples are illuminated, correlating to the NIM measurements.
In addition, the pure DW conductivity −σ′′AC,DW is frequency-independent at a value
of 10−9 Ω−1 cm−1.
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Figure 4.38: Frequency dependence of the complex conductivity σ̂AC: (a) Real part σ
′
AC,
and (b) negative imaginary part σ′′AC for the dark and illuminated case (λ = 310 nm and
I = 2.07 µWmm−2).
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4.3 Ferroelectric lithography
As already pointed out in two earlier theses [28, 223], there is a strong correlation
between the DW decoration by ferroelectric lithography and UV-induced DC DW
conductivity in 5 mol% Mg:LNO. Sec. 4.1.5.1 and 4.1.6 showed that doping with
Mg changes the DW inclination, and hence, DW conductivity. Surface potential
measurements presented in Sec. 4.1.7 indicate an accumulation of electrons at the
DWs under super-bandgap illumination. These charges are available for a chemical
reduction reaction where, for example, dissolved metal ions react to atomic metal.
For this reason, differently inclined DWs, present in samples #1 to #6, were used
for metal deposition using ferroelectric lithography. According to their DW charge,
screening charges should accumulate at the DW and react with the dissolved ions.
Neutral DWs are expected to have less DW decoration compared to charged DWs.
To prove this, all samples were put in the same metal salt solution and illuminated
with a mercury lamp. Additionally, an annealed 5 mol% Mg:LNO sample with a
known, reduced DW inclination, was investigated. The results for different solutions,
concentrations c and illumination times t are depicted in Tab. 4.11.
Only the untreated and partially annealed DWs in 5 mol% Mg:LNO samples
showed DW decoration. The remaining samples with less inclined DWs did not have
decorated DWs even at higher illumination times and concentrations. This result
matches the c-AFM experiments where DW conductivity was observed for the same
sample types only. For both cases, the inclination of the DW determines the charge
carrier density available for DW decoration and conductivity. However, decoration of
DWs in undoped, congruent PPLN and SLN was reported in the literature [31, 32].
No information on the inclination of those investigated DWs was given. The AFM-
written DWs in SLN probably had an increased DW inclination because of the
inhomogeneous poling field of the tip. Consequently, the DWs are charged, leading
to electron accumulation, and subsequently, DW decoration.
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Table 4.11: DW deposition results for various LNO samples (+ = DW decoration, - = no DW decoration. n.t. = not tested).
solution AgNO3 Pt(NO3)2 CoSO4 NiCl2 NiCl2 HAuCl4
c in [mM] 1 1 10 1 1 1 1
t in [min] 15 60 15 60 240 15 240 30 20 20 20
α in [°] Mg in [mol%]
0.006 0 - - - - - - n.t. - n.t. n.t. n.t.
0.006 1 - - - - - - n.t. - n.t. n.t. n.t.
0.016 5 (annealed) - - - - - n.t. n.t. - n.t. n.t. n.t.
0.024 2 - - - - - - n.t. - n.t. n.t. n.t.
0.050 3 - - - - - - - - - - -
0.074 5 (annealed) + + + + + n.t. n.t. + n.t. n.t. n.t.
0.225 5 + + + + + + + + + + +
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Figure 4.39: Ferroelectric lithography: (a) oop PFM of virgin, hexagonal through domains
and artificial, surface stripe domains. (b) Topography of Pt nanowires on the DWs after
deposition. DW decoration occurs on both DW types.
Moreover, DW decoration at through and surface domains was compared.
Fig. 4.39 (a) displays typical hexagonal through domains and UV-assisted AFM-
written surface domain stripes. After a cleaning procedure, they were illuminated
with a mercury lamp for 20 min in a 1 mM Pt(NO3)2-solution. The resulting Pt
nanowires were imaged using tapping mode AFM (see Fig. 4.39 (b)). Both DW types
showed decoration, whereas a conductivity signal was observed only at the through
DW. Consequently, charge carriers are present at both DWs types. However, the
back electrode is needed to inject additional charge carriers for the c-AFM current
detection (compare Sec. 4.1.2).
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4.4 Discussion - DW transport model
Summarizing the findings of the last sections, a microscopic DW transport model
can be established for LNO single crystals. A first necessary requirement for DW
conduction is an inclined, charged DW as discussed in Sec. 4.1.6. This finding was
predicted theoretically by E. A. Eliseev et al. for uniaxial, n-type ferroelectric
semiconductors (e.g. Mg:LNO) [64]. However, no additional illumination was
considered in this study, and the free charge carriers were available because of
the incorporation of electron donors like Mg2+. Those calculations using Landau-
Ginzburg-Devonshire theory showed that an accumulation of free charge carriers at
the charged DW occurs, e.g. electrons at the positively charged head-to-head DW or
holes at the negatively charged tail-to-tail DW. The inclination angle α determines the
net bound charge of the DW (compare Eq. 2.6) and therewith the amount of opposite
charges to screen the DW internally. An increase by three orders of magnitude
compared to the bulk was calculated for a fully charged DW, e.g. head-to-head
DW (α = 90°, compare Sec. 2.1.3), whereas conductivity decreases with decreasing
inclination angle (e.g. one order of magnitude increase for α = 4.5°). Ionic transport
contributions of the donors (e.g. Mg2+) was neglected due to the low mobility of the
ions [64]. Similar calculations were done for BFO thin films resulting in qualitatively
equal results [139].
The measurements presented in this thesis could not confirm an increased
dark conductivity of charged DWs compared to the bulk as predicted by
E. A. Eliseev et al. [64]. In the dark, no DW current above the detection limit of
0.2 pA was observed. The amount of free charge carriers available in the dark
might be too low to be detected with the c-AFM setup used, and hence, the
conductivity difference of DWs and bulk is not measurable. In addition, the increase
of DW conductivity is lower for smaller inclination angles such as α ≥ 0.225° in the
examined samples leading to a smaller conductivity difference. However, macroscopic
measurements, on similar Mg:LNO samples were able to detect a difference between
DW and domains [217]. The comparison of the dark current of a single- and a
multi-domain sample revealed that the conductivity difference amounts to 8 orders of
magnitude for partially charged DWs with α = 0.225°. This finding stands in contrast
to the calculations predicting an increase of only three orders of magnitude for a
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head-to-head DW [64]. The dark conductivity was attributed to thermally excited
electrons originating from Fe2+ impurities. Because those states lie 1.1 to 1.8 eV
below the conduction band [194], the bands at the DWs need to bend at least 0.6 eV.
Thereupon, the Fermi level was estimated in the range of 3.1 to 3.4 eV above the
valence band [217]. The resulting band diagram for such a partially charged head-to-
head DW can be seen in Fig. 4.40 (a).
In the case of a complete head-to-head DW, bound charges at the DW cause a
band bending of ∆E = eVDW (compare Fig. 2.7 (a) on p. 21). The band bending of
a head-to-head DW in Mg:LNO was calculated as ∆E = 2.8 eV [64]. Consequently,
the conduction band drops below the Fermi level, and electrons accumulate near the
charged DW inside the bulk. The band structure changes near the surface if the DW
is contacted by macroscopic electrodes. According to [37, 217], the band bending
vanishes, and two barriers form at the surfaces with ∆E = eVDW (see Fig. 4.42 (a)).
The barrier height depends on the work functions of the electrode materials. For
simplicity, the case of both electrodes having identical work functions is discussed. A
charge depletion region with a width W0 forms on both ends of the DW. This region
is insulating since no charge carriers accumulate near the DW. The band structure
along such a DW through the insulating bulk is depicted in Fig. 4.41 (a).
If a voltage U is applied to the sample, the band structure near the contacts
is changed. The barrier at one electrode and the corresponding charge depletion
region vanish (see Fig. 4.41 (b)). Hence, the charge carriers at the DW are directly
extracted at the positive electrode. At the negative electrode, the barrier remains
as an insulating gap. Tunneling through this barrier was predicted and modeled for
BTO. In this model, the majority of the DW is conductive, and the entire applied
potential drops over the small insulating gap formed at the interface. The resulting
high electric fields lead to Fowler-Nordheim tunneling of electrons from the electrode
to the charged DW [37]. Such a behavior was reported in PZT thin films as well
[36]. Consequently, the overall measured DW conductivity is limited by the charge
carrier density in the depletion region. The overall conductivity can be increased by
reducing the barrier thickness, which can be achieved by additional charge carrier
accumulation, or by reducing the barrier height by adjusting the work function of
the electrode material. Since no currents were detected with c-AFM in the dark,
the amount of thermally generated charge carriers from Fe impurities is not enough
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Figure 4.40: Band diagram of LNO with a charged head-to-head DW: (a) The band
bending (∆E = eVDW) near the DW leads to an accumulation of electrons in the space
charge region of the width W (adapted from [37, 217]).
and/or the barriers at the electrode interfaces are to high to observe DW conductivity
in partially inclined DWs and in the examined head-to-head DW with a maximal
inclination of α = 90°. In the case of LNO, the charge carrier density is increased
by photo-excited electrons upon super-bandgap illumination. As a result the barrier
width at the electrode interface decreases, leading to an increased DW conductivity.
Therefore, the second necessary requirement for DW conductivity in LNO is
the increase of the electron density at the DW by super-bandgap illumination
or sub-bandgap illumination triggering two-photon absorption. Sec. 4.1.7 and 4.3
proved an increased electron density upon super-bandgap illumination. Therefore,
the DW current and conductivity increase up to two orders of magnitude compared
to the bulk. The comparison to the dark state is limited by the resolution limit of
the current amplifier. The illuminated DW is up to three orders of magnitude more
conductive than the dark bulk/DW. Those values are a lower estimate only because
the dark conductivity cannot be resolved with the c-AFM setup used. Macroscopic
measurement detected lower currents for the dark and illuminated bulk, and hence,
the differences amounted to four and eight orders of magnitude, respectively. To
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Figure 4.41: Sketch of the band diagram of a completely charged head-to-head DW:
(a) Two barriers (E = eVDW) form at the interfaces to the electrodes (U = 0 V), generating
charge depletion regions with a width W0. Under an applied potential U , the barrier at the
positive electrode vanishes. In addition, charge injection occurs due to tunneling through
the barrier at the other interface establishing a constant DW current (adapted from [37]).
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accumulate electrons at the DW, the photo-exited electron-hole pairs need to be
separated in space. Due to the band bending at the charged DW, electrons are
attracted to the DW and holes are repelled. Assuming the standard measuring
condition of λ = 310 nm with I = 12.5 µWmm−2, the number of excited charge
carriers is estimated. As shown in Fig. 3.2, 70 % of the perpendicular to the
surface incident light is absorbed inside the sample reducing the effective excitation
intensity to 8.75 µWmm−2. At this intensity, the incident photons (Eph = 4 eV)
excite 6.75 ×1013 electrons/(smm2). This value can be compared to the bound
charge density at the DW sDW of the inclined DW (α = 0.225°) in LNO with
PS = 71 µCcm−2. Eq. 2.6 yields a value of sDW = 3.5 × 1010 electrons/mm2 which
will be screened within 0.5 ms at the given excitation intensity. Additionally,
macroscopic photo-current relaxation measurements revealed an average life time
of 2 to 28 s of the photo-excited charge carriers extending the resting time at the
DW [217]. Hence, the DW is screened as long as the light is switched on. After
switch-off, the DW conductivity decreases at a timescale of several minutes which is
explained by the long lifetime of the electrons at the DW. With decreasing photo-
electron density the barrier thickness at the electrode interface will increase leading
to a higher threshold voltage, and hence, reduced DW conductivity. Such a behavior
was observed using c-AFM and NIM (see Sec. 4.2.1.1 and [223]). Furthermore,
the DW currents were almost independent of its length through the crystal (see Sec.
4.1.4). Hence, the DW currents were mainly limited by the electrode interface barrier
since constant illumination and DW inclinations was guaranteed.
The introduced model describes the DW as a whole and does not consider the
microscopic structure of the DW. Due to the inclination of the DW, it must consist of
neutral and charged DW segments at the unit cell level (compare Fig. 2.5 on p. 12).
In this microscopic model, such a distribution leads to a modulation of the bands.
Each neutral segment in between two charged segments represents a certain barrier
∆EDW . The head-to-head DW segments (DW ⊥ z) exhibit maximal band bending,
whereas the neutral DW segments (DW ‖ z) exhibit no or weak band bending.
Calculations determined a band bending of 2.8 eV yielding an electron density of
1021 cm−3 at the head-to-head DW [64]. The impact of a charged DW segment on
the band structure of neighboring neutral DW segments is unknown. However, a
space charge region with the width W , denoting the area were electrons accumulate,
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forms at a head-to-head segment. The charge accumulation region of a head-to-head
DW segment is LNO equals W = 40 nm indicating an impact on the neighboring
neutral DW segments. Thus, the maximal difference between the segments is
estimated to ∆EDW ≤ 2.8 eV. A simplified band diagram of the (partially) charged,
inclined DW, embedded in the bulk, is depicted in Fig. 4.42 (a) (not to scale).
The sketch shows exemplary four charged segments embedded in between neutral
segments, whereas the distance between two charged segments is l. In the investigated
samples, the number of charged and neutral DW segments amounts to ∼ 1500
(dLNO = 500 µm with α ≥ 0.225°). The average distance l̄ at an inclination α of
0.225 ° (in 5 mol% Mg:LNO) equals 250 unit cells (approximately 345 nm [62]). The
distribution of l is expected to be narrow which is supported by three dimensional
images of such DWs [93]. The separation distance l is proportional to the inclination
angle α of the DW. Sec. 4.1.9 presented different approaches how the inclination and
hence conductivity can be manipulated. The more inclined the DW is, the smaller is
the average gap between two charged segments, and consequently, the barrier between
them decreases. These barriers are limiting the overall conductivity additional to the
charge depletion regions W0 at the electrode interfaces.
The barriers along the DW and at the interface can be overcome by applying a
sufficiently high DC voltage. Such a threshold voltage Uth, at which DW conductivity
occurred, was found in the c-AFM and NIM measurements. This threshold was
wavelength- and intensity-dependent. Moreover, it depended on the polarity of the
applied voltage as seen in the IV-characteristics in Fig. 4.4. The obtained DW
IV-characteristics revealed a diode-like behavior for 270 nm excitation. In this case,
a positive DC threshold voltage Uth,+ of 5 - 7 V was determined, whereas no DW
conductivity was observed at U = -10 V. Similar diode-like IV-characteristics were
recorded in BFO and PZT thin films [35, 36]. However, this effect was not measured
for macroscopic samples, which were prepared with a different electrode material
combination (Cr/Au). The IV-characteristic showed a bi-directional behavior in
this case [217]. The diode behavior of those IV-characteristics with λ = 270 nm
illumination can be explained by different electrode materials chosen for top and back
contact. The different work functions of the macroscopic bottom electrode and the
conductive tip lead to different barrier heights at the interfaces, and consequently, to
different threshold voltages. The threshold for negative voltages Uth,- might be lower
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Figure 4.42: Sketch of the band diagram of a partially charged, inclined DW consisting
of neutral and charged (head-to-head) segments: (a) Two barriers (E = eVDW) form at the
interfaces to the electrodes (U = 0 V), generating charge depletion regions with a width W0.
Under an applied potential U , the barrier at one electrode vanishes. In addition, charge
injection occurs due to tunneling through the barrier at the other interface, and hence, a
constant DW current is established (adapted from [37]).
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then -10 V. Hence, no DW conductivity was detected in the presented experiment. In
contrast to the described model, only the bottom electrode is macroscopic, whereas
the tip might lead to a different band structure at the interface causing unsymmetric
threshold voltages as well. In comparison to λ = 270 nm, no pronounced Schottky
behavior was observed for λ = 310 nm excitation, where a bi-directional, ohmic-like
IV-characteristic was detected (see Fig. 4.4 (a)). The IV measurement indicated a
decreased threshold voltage compared to 270 nm illumination. However, a detailed
investigation at low DC voltage threshold is still missing. In contrast to λ = 270 nm,
transmission of photons through the crystal is still given. Consequently, charge
generation throughout the bulk results in a more homogeneous charge carrier density
on both interfaces. The charge carrier density at the interface determines the
thickness of the barrier, and hence, the overall conductivity. In the case of 270 nm
excitation, no charge carriers are excited on the backside of the crystal because of the
low penetration depth into the bulk. This inhomogeneous charge carrier excitation
at the two interfaces leads to different barrier thicknesses, and consequently, to an
increase in the difference of the threshold voltages. Moreover, the excitation intensity
had an impact on the IV-characteristics. High photo-excited charge carrier densities
will lead to thinner barriers, and hence, lower threshold voltages. Such a behavior
was observed in the intensity-dependent IV-characteristics (see Fig. 4.4 (b)) and the
fs laser excitation experiments in Sec. 4.1.8.1 and 4.1.8.2.
The following paragraphs compare the measured DC conductivity values from
Sec. 4.1.6 to the theoretical expectation of a completely screened DW. With Eq. 2.6,
the necessary electron density nDW, needed to fully screen the surface charge density
of the charged DW sDW with PS,LNO = 71 µCcm−2, can be calculated:
nDW =
sDW
2W
=
2 · PS sinα
2W
. (4.8)
where W equals the width of the space charge region W for head-to-head DWs
with an inclination angle α. Literature values for W in head-to-head DWs in LNO
are in the range of 16 to 40 nm depending on the inclination angle α of the entire
DW (no microscopic structure was considered) [64]. In the case of λ = 310 nm,
the entire crystals is illuminated, and electrons are generated throughout the bulk
by super-bandgap illumination. At an intensity I = 12.5 µWmm−2, the entire DW
will be screened within 0.5 ms, guaranteeing sufficient charge carriers at the DW
(see p. 165). Subsequently, the conductivity σDC can be calculated as:
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σDC = eµelectronnDW, (4.9)
with e = 1.602 ×10−19 C as elementary charge and µelectron as electron mobility.
The electron mobility in the examined 5 mol% Mg:LNO samples was determined
as µelectron = 0.03 - 0.06 cm2 V−1 s−1 [217]. The impact of holes on the conductivity
can be neglected because their density pDW near the head-to-head DW is too low
compared to the electron density nDW. Theoretical studies determined charge carrier
densities of nDW > 1018 electrons/cm3 and pDW < 10−46 holes/cm3 near a charged
head-to-head DW in LNO single crystals [64]. The calculated DW conductivities
σDC,theo derived for the different DW inclinations are shown in Tab. 4.12. All
measured conductivity values are one to two orders of magnitude lower than the
theoretical expectation. The best match of calculated and measured values is
obtained for the most conductive sample #5 with α = 0.225°. This trend was also
observed for the macroscopically determined conductivities in 5 mol% Mg:LNO [217].
The differences between measurement and calculations is explained by the various
barriers forming at the electrode interfaces or between head-to-head segments in
the microscopic DW model. The barriers in between two charged segments will be
reduced with increasing DW inclination because the average separation distance l̄
between two segments decreases. Consequently, this reduction leads to an increase
in conductivity σDC,exp at constant illumination conditions.
At last, the domain area conductivity will be discussed. No or only small currents
were detected using c-AFM at the domain surface. Due to the lack of intrinsic
screening charges in LNO the band bending extends over a much greater length scale.
The excited electron-hole pairs cannot separate as effectively as at the DW due to a
small gradient of the band bending, resulting in a much weaker separation field. As
a consequence, the net number of available photo-excited charge carriers in the bulk
is reduced due to a dominant recombination processes [31, 32, 148]. The electron-
hole pairs recombine near the excitation place and are unavailable for the electric
transport. However, if an external electric field is applied, the charge separation in
the bulk is increased, resulting in a bulk photo-current. In addition, the bulk photo-
voltaic effect, caused by Fe impurities, contributes to the bulk conductivity as seen
for Fe:LNO in Sec. 4.1.5.2.
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Table 4.12: Comparison of the measured and calculated DW conductivity for various inclination angles upon super-bandgap
illumination with λ = 310 nm and I = 12.5 µWmm−2. The theoretical value assuming a completely screened DW is always
higher than the measured conductivity.
inclination Mg content thickness Current DW conductivity DW conductivity
α in [°] c in [mol%] d in [µm] IDW in [pA] σDC,exp in [Ω−1 cm−1] σDC,theo in [Ω−1 cm−1]
0.006 0 300 < 0.2 < 1.56×10−5 1.12 - 2,23×10−4
0.006 1 500 < 0.2 < 2.60×10−5 1.12 - 2,23×10−4
0.016 5 (annealed) 300 < 0.2 < 1.56×10−5 2.97 - 5,95×10−4
0.024 2 500 0.2 2.60×10−5 4.46 - 8,92×10−4
0.05 3 500 0.4 5.20×10−5 0.93 - 1,86×10−3
0.074 5 (annealed) 300 2.1 1.64×10−4 1.38 - 2,75×10−3
0.225 5 300 13.6 1.06×10−3 4.18 - 8,36×10−3
90 0 2000 2 1.04×10−3 1.07 - 2,13
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5 Results - Further ferroelectrics
5.1 Lithium tantalate
Due to the close resemblance to LNO, LTO single crystals were used for comparison,
and the knowledge obtained from LNO was applied to investigate DW conductivity
in LTO single crystals. Two different samples (samples #14 and #15) with high
Mg doping concentrations of 7 and 8 mol% were investigated. Such crystals are
expected to form inclined DWs similar to the DWs in Mg:LNO, which showed
increased DW conductivity upon super-bandgap illumination.
The surface of the 7 mol% Mg:LTO crystal was polished and showed no domain-
or DW-specific features (see Fig. 5.1 (a)). The ip PFM image, shown in Fig. 5.1 (b),
revealed the typical triangular c+/c− domain pattern. Not shown is the conductivity
image without additional illumination because no current above the resolution limit
of ±0.2 pA (σDC < 2.6 ×10−5 Ω−1 cm−1) was detected. However, a preliminary test
with a deuterium-tungsten-halogen lamp, having a broad spectrum of 200 - 2000 nm,
revealed a DW current contrast. For the identification of the critical wavelength,
different LEDs were tested. Illumination with λ = 310 nm did not show any
increased DW or domain current signals. The next step was the test with super-
bandgap illumination (λ = 270 nm, I = 28.3 µWmm−2). Thereupon, a weak DW
current up to -3.0 pA was detected in 7 mol% Mg:LTO. The corresponding σDC
equals 3.9 ×10−4 Ω−1 cm−1. This wavelength fits exactly to the absorption edge
measured for these samples (see Fig. 3.3). Additionally to the DW current, a weak
domain contrast of ±0.2 pA was visible, which inverted for Usample = -10 V and
Usample = +10 V (see Fig. 5.1 (c) and (d)). No correlation to the DW inclination
was made so far, but curved DW parts (in the XY -plane) showed the highest current
signal. These regions are most likely more inclined in z-direction than the straight
parts (in the XY -plane), and hence, more conductive. A similar behavior was
observed for such DWs in Mg:LNO.
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Figure 5.1: DW conductivity in 7 mol% Mg:LTO: (a) Topography image showing
no correlation to (b) the domain distribution detected using PFM. (c) c-AFM with
Usample = -10 V, and (d) Usample = +10 V revealing a weak domain and DW current
contrast under super-bandgap illumination (λ = 270 nm, I = 28.3 µWmm−2).
Analogous to LNO, LTO has almost no intrinsic free charge carriers and charge
compensation is done by external screening. Thereupon, the inclined DWs remain
(partially) unscreened. Due to super-bandgap illumination, free charge carriers are
generated and accumulated at the DW similar to the DWs in LNO. Furthermore, the
charge depletion region, limiting the overall conductivity, reduces upon charge carrier
excitation and accumulation. As a result, the overall DW conductivity increases
compared to the bulk.
Since DW inclination is influenced by doping in LNO crystals, a second LTO sample
with an even higher Mg concentration of 8 mol% was investigated. Fig. 5.2 (a)
shows the surface topography, where again no correlation to the domain pattern
(see Fig. 5.2 (b)) was observed. PFM revealed a major difference in the domain
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Figure 5.2: DW conductivity in 8 mol% Mg:LTO: (a) Topography image showing no
correlation to (b) the domain pattern detected using PFM. (c) c-AFM with Usample = -10 V,
and (d) Usample = +10 V revealing a domain and DW current contrast under super-bandgap
illumination (λ = 270 nm, I = 28.3 µWmm−2).
formation and shape. The typical triangular domains of LTO in the size range of
10 to 500 µm were only stable, when a high voltage was applied during the poling pro-
cedure. After the high voltage switch-off, these larger triangular domains decomposed
into much smaller fragments with triangular and arbitrary shape. Fig. 5.2 (c) and (d)
depict the c-AFM images for Usample = -10 V and Usample = +10 V under super-
bandgap illumination (λ = 270 nm, I = 28.3 µWmm−2). A more homogeneous
DW contrast, compared to 7 mol% Mg:LTO, with DW currents up to -4.0 pA
(σDC = 1.0 ×10−3 Ω−1 cm−1) was observed. Again, an additional weak domain area
contrast of 0.2 pA (σDC = 5.2 ×10−5 Ω−1 cm−1) was detected, which inverted when
the voltage sign changes.
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The comparison of the back and front domain pattern is difficult because both
sides look significantly different. However, on one side the average c−-domain size
was significantly bigger than the corresponding c+-domain at the opposite side.
Consequently, the DWs were inclined forming partially charged head-to-head DWs
with microscopic neutral and charged DW segments. A three dimensional image,
taken with CSHG, of those domains might give a first impression of the pathway
through the crystal and the inclination angle α [93]. Note, some DWs in the c-AFM
image did not conduct as the majority of the DWs. Those DWs are most likely formed
by small surface domains. As shown for LNO, such DWs of surface domains do not
conduct, because the contact to the back electrode is missing. However, the proof
that surface domains in LTO are examined is still missing.
To summarize this section, UV-induced DW conductivity occurs in Mg:LTO
single crystals and is not limited to Mg:LNO single crystals. Mg:LTO behaves
similar to Mg:LNO upon super-bandgap illumination (λ ≤ = 270 nm). Unknown
so far is the correlation between DW inclination α and the DW conductivity.
The experiments showed that again the Mg concentration affects the conductivity
properties. Nevertheless, investigations of undoped or slightly doped Mg:LTO are still
needed to prove the impact of Mg doping on the DW inclination in LTO. However,
no information on the band structure of charged DWs in LTO are available from
literature. Because of the structural similarities to LNO, the band structure will
most likely be similar to the one in LNO (compare Sec. 4.4). Therefore, the overall
conductivity is limited by the barriers at the electrode interface and in between the
charged head-to-head DW segments.
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5.2 Barium titanate
Barium titanate single crystals show a more complex domain pattern than the
uniaxial LNO/LTO crystals since it belongs to the tetragonal 4mm point group.
The polarization can align in six directions, allowing the formation of c+-, c−-, and
a-domains. Consequently, this complexity leads to the formation of 90° and 180° DWs
with possibly different conductivity properties. Fig. 5.3 (a) shows the polished crystal
surface of a (100)-BTO single crystal revealing a patch pattern. Due to polishing
treatment, a previous domain pattern is seen in the topography. Over time, this
domain pattern changed which can be seen in the ip PFM image in Fig. 5.3 (b).
This pattern does not match the topography completely. Though, similarities are
visible. Additionally, a step with a tilt of 0.6° at the ferroelastic 90° DW between a-
and c-domains is seen. Such steps are well known in BTO and were already reported
by A. L. Gruverman et al. in 1997 [346]. c-AFM without additional illumination
revealed a current of ±1 pA which did not correlate to the domain pattern.
Upon super-bandgap illumination (λ = 400 nm and I = 112.0 µWmm−2), which is
close to the absorption edge of λ = 406 nm [258], the currents increase and a domain-
specific contrast is visible. The c-AFM image (Usample = -10 V) in Fig. 5.3 (c)
illustrates that the c− areas show small currents of 0.5 pA, which is smaller compared
to the c+ areas with currents up to -2 pA. The a-domain current lies in between
the current range of c− and c+. Even better domain-specific current contrast was
achieved for λ = 310 nm (I = 12.5 µWmm−2) illumination (see Fig. 5.3 (d)). The
averaged domain currents are Īc− = -4.3 pA, Īc+ = -11.0 pA and Īa = -7.6 pA.
The corresponding conductivity values are σDC,c− = 5.6 ×10−4 Ω
−1 cm−1,
σDC,c+ = 1.4 ×10−3 Ω
−1 cm−1 and σDC,a = 9.9 ×10−4 Ω−1 cm−1, respectively. Note,
the current contrast corresponds to the domain pattern and not to the topography,
showing different features.
In contrast to LNO and LTO, no DW current was observed for both 90° and
180° DWs in BTO. A comparison of front and back domain pattern using PFM is
not trivial because the 90° DWs run diagonal through the crystal. Hence, the domain
pattern on both crystal sides looks significantly different, and a calculation of the
DW inclination angle α cannot be done.
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Figure 5.3: Photo-induced currents in BTO single crystals: (a) Topography image showing
correlation to a previous domain pattern, and (b) actual domain pattern detected using PFM
(oop signal). (c) and (d) c-AFM images at Usample = -10 V under super-bandgap illumination
at λ = 400 nm (I = 112.0 µWmm−2), and λ = 310 nm (I = 12.5 µWmm−2), respectively.
A clear current contrast between c+-, c−- and a-domains was detected.
J. L. Wang et al. reported that UV-excitation leads to electron-hole pair generation
near the surface of BTO. Due to the band bending from internal screening, the
charge carriers are separated and accumulate at the domain surfaces in BTO [78].
Subsequently, these charge carriers are detected by the tip as a surface photo-current.
At the c+-domain surface, electrons accumulate and get extracted by a positive
potential at the tip. On the other hand, holes accumulate at the c−-domain surfaces,
which do not contribute to a surface photo-current transport if a positive potential
is applied at the tip. However, electron injection for negative potentials at the tip
is possible. Such a behavior is similar to the Schottky contact of a p- or n-type
semiconductor whose charge density is modified by illumination.
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This finding is supported by the results of ferroelectric lithography on BTO where
a domain-specific decoration was observed. At the c+-domain, a reduction of ions
(electron gain) and at the c−-domain an oxidation of ions (electron loss) occurs to form
a dense layer of nanoparticles either on c+ or c−. Which domain is covered, depends
on the charge of the dissolved ions and their chemical reaction with the available
charges [26, 142–144]. The higher currents upon λ = 310 nm illumination compared
to λ = 400 nm can be explained by the smaller penetration depth. In this case, all
photons are absorbed near the surface and generate charge carriers contributing to
the surface photo-current. On the other hand, photons with λ = 400 nm penetrate the
entire bulk leading to a reduced charge density near the surface. Charges generated
in the bulk might recombine before they get separated and accumulate at the surface.
Consequently, those charges do not contribute to the surface photo-current.
As previously shown, photons with a wavelength of 400 nm and 310 nm did not
trigger any measurable accumulation of charge carriers at the DW. An explanation
can either be a non-inclined DW (with respect to one of the three polar axes
depending on the specific DW type) or the small spontaneous polarization of BTO
PS,BTO = 15 µCcm−2 (one fifth compared to LNO) [259]. Both leads to a reduced net
bound charge at the DW. Consequently, the charge densities might be too small to be
detected by the tip. Additionally, the internal pathway of the DWs is still unknown.
Recently, T. Sluka et al. fabricated a completely charged head-to-head DW into BTO
by frustrated poling. Such 90° DWs showed an increased metallic DW conductivity,
which was explained by band bending at the DW [37].
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5.3 Barium calcium titanate
A (100)-BCT single crystal was investigated in the Ba0.77Ca0.23TiO3 composition
(sample #16). The domain pattern and the step at the ferroeleastic 90° DW are
similar to BTO. Fig. 5.4 (a) - (d) show the oop and ip PFM signals revealing a
complex pattern of c- and a-domains. The c-domains (upper right corner) form a
complex patch pattern, whereas the a-domains form single stripes (lower left corner).
According to the corresponding topography image, no correlation to the a- and
c-domains is seen (Fig. 5.4 (e)). However, the 90° DW forms a step typical for
undoped BTO [346]. Without additional illumination, no current above the resolution
limit of the setup was detected using c-AFM (Usample = -10V). Broad spectrum
illumination with the deuterium-tungsten-halogen lamp revealed DW currents up
to 2.0 pA for certain DW types (σDC = 2.6 ×10−5 Ω−1 cm−1, see Fig. 5.4 (f)). The
conductive DWs were the 90° DW, separating a- and c-domains, and the 180° DW
separating two a-domains. In contrast to LNO and LTO, no conductivity was
observed for 180° DWs separating c+- and c−-domains.
Further investigations are needed to reconstruct the pathway of such DWs.
Those are needed to give an estimate of the DW inclination and, subsequently,
the charge of the DW. Nevertheless, BCT has a small spontaneous polarization
PS,BCT = 2.7 µCcm−2, which was high enough to trigger DW conductivity. Con-
sequently, high inclinations are needed to obtain a high DW charge and current.
The 180° DWs in LNO can get pinned at defects to form inclined DWs. So, it is
not unlikely for BCT that the incorporation of Ca influences the DW formation and
inclination leading to conductive DWs. In undoped BTO, such defects are missing
leading to a less or non-inclined DWs, which are not conductive even with a higher
spontaneous polarization compared to BCT (see previous Sec. 5.2).
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Figure 5.4: DW conductivity in a (100)-BCT single crystal: (a) PFM oop ampli-
tude, (b) oop phase, (c) ip amplitude, (d) ip phase, (e) topography, and (f) c-AFM
(Usample = -10 V) revealing conductive 90° and 180° DWs upon broad band illumination
using a deuterium-tungsten-halogen lamp.
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5.4 Discussion
The local c-AFM measurements revealed that DW conductivity is not limited
to Mg:LNO single crystals and can be extended to Mg:LTO and BCT single
crystals. Again, no DW conductivity was measurable for sub-bandgap illumination,
whereas upon super-bandgap illumination, the DWs in these materials showed
an increased DW conductivity. However, a detailed investigation including e.g.
local IV-characteristics, DW inclination determination, wavelength- and intensity-
dependent c-AFM as well as NIM measurements have to be done to fully understand
the transport behavior.
The presented results in combination with published data on conductive DWs in
other materials [35, 36, 38, 39, 132] lead to the assumption that DW conductivity
is a general property of all ferroelectrics having charged DWs and sufficient charge
carriers. In the experiments on BFO and PZT, thin films were investigated with
AFM-written domains. Those domains were not created under equilibrium conditions
leading to inclined and (partially) charged DWs as well. However, the proof is still
missing since no three dimensional images of such DWs can be obtained. Furthermore,
a charged DW, artificially prepared by frustrated poling, showed DW conductivity
in (110)-BTO single crystals [37]. In contrast to the presented measurements with
illumination, no additional light was necessary in these cases. However, additional
photo-excitation might increase the charge carrier density in such samples, leading
to even higher DW conductivities.
As a consequence, many materials are candidates for having conductive DWs
under super-bandgap illumination. Those materials need to have intrinsic (partially)
charged DWs or the possibility to create such DWs. Furthermore, a high spontaneous
polarization PS would increase the net bound charge of the DW. This bound
charge needs to be screened by internal and/or photo-excited charge carriers, which
contribute to the current transport along the DW. Additionally, the free charge
carrier density, which influences the barrier thickness at the electrode interfaces, can
be controlled by the excitation intensity. For future applications, materials with a
smaller bandgap would be desirable since non-UV light sources and optics can be
easier implemented into future devices.
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6.1 Summary
In this work, the conductivity of domain walls (DWs) in different ferroelectric
single crystals was investigated. Local conductive AFM measurements were used to
analyze the DC and AC transport behavior of the bulk and DWs on the nanoscale.
In addition, macroscopic impedance measurements were done to gain further
informations on the AC transport. Both, DC and AC conductivity measurements,
were performed under sub- and super-bandgap illumination to investigate the
influence of photo-excitation on the conductivity. The main focus of this study was
the detailed analysis of the transport behavior of 180° DWs in lithium niobate single
crystals. Afterwards, the findings were used to investigate DW conductivity in other
ferroelectric single crystals, such as lithium tantalate (LTO), barium titanate (BTO)
and barium calcium titanate (BCT). The following paragraphs will briefly review the
findings of this thesis.
The first part of the thesis covers the DC DW conductivity in LNO single
crystals using c-AFM. Based on the initial discovery of conductive DWs in
5 mol% Mg:LNO [223], a detailed study was carried out to obtain a DW transport
model. Two necessary requirements were identified to create a conductive DW.
At first, the DW has to be (partially) charged. Inclined DWs were fabricated by
doping the crystals with Mg and writing domains with voltage pulses into the crystal
afterwards. PFM measurements revealed that DWs in highly doped Mg:LNO have
a higher inclination caused by a pinning of the DWs to the incorporated defects
during the poling procedure. This deviation from the perfect 180° DW implies
the formation of head-to-head segments charging the DW positively, whereas the
inclination determines the net bound charge of the DW. Such a DW did not show
conductivity in the dark because of a lack in free charge carriers and/or barriers at the
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interfaces. Note, the Mg and Fe incorporation was not essential for DW conductivity.
A charged head-to-head DW, prepared by a thermal treatment in an undoped sample,
showed DW conductivity as well. However, doping with Mg assisted the formation
of inclined DWs which were conductive. The direct influence of electronic states of
the Mg defects on the conductivity properties could be excluded. On the other hand,
an increased density of Fe impurities improved the bulk conductivity, whereas no
DW conductivity was observed in this case.
The second requirement was the generation of free charge carriers by photo-
excitation in the bulk. Super-bandgap illumination (λ ≤ 310 nm) and two-photon
absorption, triggered by intense sub-bandgap illumination, excited sufficient electron-
hole pairs. As a consequence of the net bound charge of the charged DW, these
charge carriers were separated in space. The free electrons, accumulated at the head-
to-head DW segments, switched the DW properties from insulating to conductive.
Upon cw super-bandgap illumination, DW conductivity increased up to two orders
of magnitude compared to the illuminated bulk and dark DW. The increase was even
higher for sub-bandgap pulsed fs laser excitation and an increase of more than three
orders of magnitude was achieved. In addition, the influence of the wavelength and
intensity of the illumination exciting charge carriers was examined. Under intense
illumination, the highest DW currents have been observed for wavelengths near the
absorption edge of λ = 310 nm.
DWs were proven to form conductive channels through an insulating matrix formed
by the domains. With Kelvin probe microscopy and ferroelectric lithography experi-
ments, electrons were identified as the major charge carriers contributing to the charge
transport along such conductive DW channels. Surface potential measurements
revealed a negative charge at the DWs under super-bandgap illumination. In addition,
DW decoration triggered by a reduction reaction, using the ferroelectric lithography
approach, occurred preferably on the highly conductive DWs.
In the second part of this thesis, the AC transport behavior of such conductive
DWs in 5 mol% Mg:LNO was studied. Two approaches were pursued to investigate
the AC conductivity on the nanoscopic and macroscopic length scale. At first, NIM
measurements showed that the AC conductivity of the DWs increased compared to
the bulk under super-bandgap illumination. The AC current contrast between DWs
and domains scaled to the applied DC and AC voltages. However, this approach
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revealed several difficulties. High DC voltage offsets, used to gain a high DW
conductivity contrast, influenced the DW itself, leading to non-reproducible values.
In addition, the DW current contrast was reduced by a strong stray capacitance effect
influencing the measurement. Several approaches were accomplished to investigate
the frequency dependence of the AC conductivity locally using NIM. A major problem
was the instability of the impedance phase ϕ, which is sensitive to the tip-sample
contact, leading to an error-prone frequency spectrum. Nevertheless, these local
NIM measurements showed clearly that the DW has a higher AC conductivity than
the bulk.
This finding was applied to the macroscopic frequency-dependent measurements
on a single-domain (no DWs) and a multi-domain (many DWs) sample. Frequency
spectra of the impedance were obtained in the range of 30 Hz to 30 kHz. Subsequently,
the DW contribution of the AC current was calculated by comparing the results
of the single- and multi-domain samples. The resulting complex impedance was
analyzed in Bode and Nyquist plots. The Bode plots revealed no significant differences
upon illumination in the high frequency range (f > 1 kHz). At low frequencies, the
impedance dropped significantly for the multi-domain sample. A capacitive transport
behavior for the bulk/domain and a more ohmic behavior for the DWs was observed
upon illumination. The change of the shape of the characteristic arcs in the Nyquist
plots was analyzed by various equivalent circuit models. The DW was modeled as a
constant phase element (CPE) in series with a capacitor. The CPE was chosen to
describe the inclined DW, composed of charged and neutral segments, whereas the
capacitor represents the barrier at the electrode interface.
The complex permittivity and conductivity for the single- and multi-domain
sample as well as the DW contribution were computed from the frequency-dependent
impedance data. A large increase in dielectric constant from 29 up to 80 was observed
at low frequencies for the multi-domain sample under super-bandgap illumination.
The Cole-Cole plots were analyzed using the Debye model for the single-domain
sample and the MC model for the multi-domain sample. The MC model described a
hopping transport attributed to the DWs, which was recently shown for macroscopic
DC conductivity measurements [217]. The AC conductivity of the multi-domain
sample was approximately one order of magnitude higher than the single-domain
sample over the entire investigated frequency range.
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The results of the first and second part of this work were used to establish
a DW transport model. Band bending at the charged DW segments leads to
an accumulation of photo-excited electrons at the DW. Those charge carriers are
available for the current transport. However, a charge depletion region forms near
the electrodes limiting the overall conductivity through the crystal. This finding was
used to explain the conductivity differences between measured data and calculated
values which were at least one order of magnitude higher.
In the last part, the DC conductivity of ferroelectric LTO, BTO, and BCT single
crystals was investigated. Local c-AFM measurements without illumination were
compared to the illuminated case, whereas super-bandgap illumination triggered
increased conductivity. The LTO samples behaved similarly to LNO, and the inclined
DWs showed an increased conductivity compared to the bulk with λ = 270 nm
illumination. No DW conductivity was observed in BTO single crystals upon super-
bandgap illumination with λ ≤ 406 nm. Though, a distinct domain area current
contrast was found with three different states for c+-, c−- and a-domains. BCT
single crystals showed a weak DW conductivity contrast for 90° separating a- and
c-domains as well as 180° DWs separating a-domains. In contrast to BTO, no domain-
specific current contrast was observed in BCT under super-bandgap illumination.
In conclusion, DW conductivity was found in Mg:LNO, Mg:LTO and BCT single
crystals upon super-bandgap excitation. Those findings are the foundation for
further studies needed to fully understand the physics behind this effect in other
ferroelectric materials.
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6.2 Outlook
Work on conductive DWs in ferroelectric single crystals under super-bandgap
illumination is just at the beginning. This thesis provides experimental and
theoretical knowledge of such conductive DWs. The presented results can be used
to increase and manipulate the conductivity of the DWs in the discussed and new
materials. Obviously, a further increase of conductivity is a desirable goal. A major
requirement for highly conductive DW is the presence of charged DWs. The charge
of the DW is proportional to the DW inclination angle α. Investigations on the
influence of different defects/dopants on the DW inclination are of special interest.
The doping with various materials and higher concentrations might affect the DW
inclination angle α, yielding highly conductive DWs. A second possibility to increase
the charge, and hence the conductivity is to use materials with a high spontaneous
polarization PS. Possible candidates, besides LNO (71 µCcm−2, [112, 167]) and
LTO (60 µCcm−2, [112, 118]), are BFO single crystals (100 µCcm−2, [347]) as
well as BFO (50 - 60 µCcm−2, [348]) and PZT (45 µCcm−2, [349]) thin films.
Other prospective candidates are ferroelectric organic materials in general. Recently,
diisopropylammonium bromide (DIPAB) had been synthesized having a spontaneous
polarization of 23 µCcm−2 similar to BTO [350]. This material class is still under
investigation and might lead to new materials with even higher PS. A further
advantage of the organic ferroelectrics is the easier processability and handling, which
makes them interesting for the integration into future applications [351].
The conductivity of different DWs on one sample could be tuned by adjusting
their inclination angles α subsequent to the pulsed voltage poling procedure. In
order to do this modification, DWs are written with a high inclinations into the bulk.
Afterwards, the inclination angle is locally reduced by annealing until the desired
inclination is achieved. Additionally, existing DWs can be manipulated with an AFM
tip to change the conductivity. Up to now, only a decrease of DW conductivity was
achieved. Apparently, a method to increase the DW conductivity is favored as well.
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Unclear so far, is the influence of the utilized poling method on the DW inclination.
A detailed study of the used poling method might result in higher DW inclinations.
Especially, pulse amplitude, pulse length, number of pulses and switching cycles can
have an impact on the poling result of the DWs. Another approach would be to
change the poling procedure. Possible is the poling in an inhomogeneous field of an
AFM tip or the head-to-head DW creation by a thermal treatment (see Sec. 3.2).
First experiments using these switching techniques revealed DW conductivity, but
still the influence of many poling parameters on the DWs is unknown.
The DWs, created/modified with the previously mentioned suggestions, need to be
mapped in three dimensions. Their pathways through the bulk are of great interest
because it reveals the local inclination angles α of the DW. First three dimensional
DW images were recorded using Cherenkov second harmonic generation, unveiling
interesting and unexpected DW configurations [93].
A last proposal would be the study of materials exhibiting conductive DWs in the
dark such as BFO and PZT [35, 36]. In contrast to the previous studies, the main
focus of the new investigations lies on the influence of super-bandgap illumination
on the DW conductivity properties. The additional illumination increases the
charge carrier density, and subsequently, a higher DW conductivity might be present
compared to the conductive DW in the dark.
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Eph energy of a photon
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